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NEWS

HOLLAJVD CITY

HoDaad Since 1871

Volume Number 65

Bow!

Wow! Wow!

Grand Haven
Will Be Heard
Tribune Claim
. The council was opened with
No More In City prayer, Alderman Steffens being Robber Caught
charge of the devotions.
COUNCIL NOTES

in

DOGS CANNOT BUN AT LARGE
AND WHAT IS MORE THERE
IS TO BE A HIRED

POUNDMA8TER

see
Herman Weaver came with a petition asking the council to sign
a petition so the governmentcould
investigate the raise in pay and

'•

,

THOUGHT WAS ONE WHO ROBBED THE GRAND HAVEN
PEOPLES STATE BANK

IMAi

'News Items Taken

From

Much

the Files of

Displayed

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today
imi
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY

• •

•

Mr. Q. Huyser, merchant at

New

Interest

in

1
]

Leper Meeting.:
NEW REMEDY, “CHAULMOO-

fore coming to America,her husband was an officer in the Dutch
array. Note:— Mrs. Coster lived
•ome years after this but has long
since passed ewav. She was the
gnmdmother of p*ui Coster, at one
time a Holland mail carrier and for
many years conductor of a photo
shop on East 8th St.

OIL," WILL RIDE WORLD
AT MOST DREADED BUT

GRA

Groningen,dropped dead (in his
IN 1938.
NOT MOST CONTAGIOUS
store Saturday evening, of heart
living costs as this relates to the
The common council was indeed
disease. He leaves a wife and three
/ 3
The
Grand
Haven
Tribune
carW.P.A.
workers.
The
matter
has
interesting—first the annual apchildren.
ries a two column story, partly tek» • 0
propriation for 1980 was passed, caused strikes and disagreements.
Rev. Harry A. Dykatra to Speak ^
amounting to $2>74^10.09.The The mayor stated that this was no en from the American Press disD. B. K. Van Raalte has sold
at Leper Meet; a Letter freai a j
matter for the common council as patches from Brooklyn, that a felcomplete officialappropriation bill,
• • •
low by the name of Bents, sought his boot and shoe business to Geo.
Leper Cared at the
j
includingeterjr item and the bud- had repeatedly been stated and that
and Albert Van Duren. Note:-Men- “Bonny" Bontekoe. one of HolWU1 Be Read
fete of all departmentewill be the city had been ordered by the in North Carolina,Vermont, Penn- tion was made of that last week land's young men, Is home after
governmentto keep hands off. At- sylvania,Michigan and several
found on page 8 of this section.
states, wanted for bank rob- and it will be remembered that the an absence of five years. "Bonny"
The amount, however, will be torney Parsons upheld the mayor’s other
Rev. Harry A. Dykstra will ba
statement, saving that he himself beries,kidnappingand a score of late George Van Duren, well-known has been an oiler on a large steamsubstantiallyreduced to approxithe inspirational speaker at the Sixmately $199, >0 due to a contri- h»d signed the petitionas an in- other crimes, was captured in supervisor was the husband of ship and in his wanderings has been
teenth Annual Leper meeting of
Katherine Van Duren, one of the in nearly every country on the
button of I ,000 from the net dividual citizen, not as city attor- Brooklyn, N. Y.
the Federation of Women’s SocieIf all the charges are true, it dearest old ladies in this town. globe. In Japan he came across Wilney
and
that the alderman could
earnings of the board of public
George was the father of Arthur liam Damson of Holland, He sai
ties of Holland
vicinity
works and a city balance of $15,- sign unofficially if they wanted to - very doubtful that Bents will Van Duren and conducted a shoe
Wednesday, March 25th, at S
"I didn’t know he was there, an
and which many of them would ever be brought to Grand Haven
000 left over from last year. The
o'clock at the beautifulHope Mehave done. The gentleman, it for trial for the People’s State Bank store until the P. S. Boter double almost fell dead when I spied him.
annual report of the board for 1985
morial Chapel. Rev. Dykatra haa
I have also been on a boat belongseems, was not satisfied and left robbery, since from the dispatch store was built.
showed net earnings approximatbeen a missionary for 15 years and ?
ing
to
Perry’s cousin and it Is
there are even more grave charges
abruptly
with
the
petition
ing $117,000.
is stationed at Jukao Kiangsu
against the man.
The foundation for the new mar- probable that the Perrys will make OLD LANDMARK IN HOLLAND
• • •
It behooves every citiren to study
The News once published how province, China.
It will be remembered that the ket for Case Dok on River Ave.. is another trip to the North Pole and
Alderman
Henry
Prins
presented
HAS
BEEN
RAZED
the entire report which is absolmany pegs old Iliohan had driven in
People’sState Bank at Grand Hav- completed.Note:— The building if they do they have me slated for
Since the organization waa v
utely and officiallycorrectas com- a resolutionto the ways and means en was robbed on August 18, 1938 in question housed a meat market the arctic run: Note:— Perrv was
his lifetimebut those figures are
launched in 1919, the federation j
A
little
one
story
building
that
not
available
Just
now.
There
were
piled by city clerk Oscar Peterson committeethat all city employees and that Earl Doyle, alias Harry
for ycnrs. It was once owned by the first man to discoverthe North played a very important part in the
provided funds for the erectionof
millions of them, you can be sure.
at the several meetings of the com- be given a raise of 5 per cent. This Harris, was one of the members of
the Pieper Jewelry and is now oc- Polo— that’s history. William Dammittees and the common council as apparently met with disfavor for the gang who failed to get away cupied by the Rusticus Restaurant son who has long since passed a- immigration days, was rased today.
The little stubby gentleman was a home for lepers at Inham bane "j
It was one of those buildings • character on the east end and Portuguese,East Africa, and chriaa body covering a period of weeks. the resolution was lost when it after beine shot by Grand Haven
Dok at one time conducted ___
a meat way, made a trip of the world. Mr.
Remember it is found on page 3 of came to a vote. The library staff, officers. He was later convicted market with the old gentleman be Dagison was a wonderful student often made the headquarters where this was more marked because he tened in honor of Mrs. Christina4
Van Raalte Gilmore, organiser of
Hollanders who came with wooden
however, did get a 10 per cent inthis issue.
and sentenced by Judge Fred T. Kraker who long since passed a- but loved the open and loved to ex shoes, in groups to make their had an impedimentin his speech
crease and mayor Bosch attempted
’which
was
a
strange
falsetto,
and
There is another interesting
Miles to life imprisonment at Jack- way. Then he built this building, plore. He was a brother of Her- home in the new country were ashe spoke more like a girl than a
story found on page 3 of this sec- to make it even more. It should son. Later he was sent to Marquette started a business and disappeared man Damson of the city and an un- signed.
have been made more. Those girls
rather robust man.
tion. That is the complete and rewhere he now is Incarcerated.
all of a sudden. To the editor’s cle bf Alderman George Damson.
Miany of the farmers of today in
In this picture you see Mr. Ilio• • •
vised ordinanceregulating dogs, have worked In that place for a
Bents is alleged by Grand Hav- knowledge, he was never heard of
this vicinity are descendants from
pittance and let us say right here
han in the doorway of his little
cats and chickens.
en officers to have been one of the again. He was a "sailingvessel
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY those groups who came by steerage shop, the place for the congregatthat it's a difficultjob and must
“That dog ordinance” as the al- be conducted by brains, not dum- first to enter the bank on that fine sailor” in the earlier days.
and "klomped" their wav over the ing of young men and those older
August
day
when
five
desperadoes,
• • •
dermen called it. was handled rath- 'bells. They are worth more money.
wooden sidewalks of Holland to grown to swap stories or to have
The
Holland
Fair
Association
has
alleged members of the notorious The excavation for a new builder gingerly.The cats got away
some center where they could be a friendly visit, because the latch
• • *
’decided
to
build
a
grandstand
costChicago gangs, descended with ma- ing for Dykema and Yonkman, on
rather easy and to your editor they
directed to some position or to string was always hanging out to
Alderman Art Drinkwater asked *t-‘ ----- 1 upor * • •
W. 8th St., has begun. The build- ing $7,000, 40x212 feet. It will some farm land.
should be severely dealt with, for
everybody.It is evident that this
be the finest grandstand in the
and
£
that
shrubbery
be
placed
in
the
ing
will
be
one
store,
two
stories
despite their vampish purring in
This building in later years, at picture was taken years ago bestate,
far
surpassing
that
of
any
________
I got
vicinity
of
the
sewage
disposal
high and will be made of brick. It
the home, they are miniature tigleast a half century a«o, housed an
Bents, they state, entered the is said that the building will be city of its size in Michigan.Note: unusual little man. His name was cause Holland still had its wooden
ers under bushes and hide away plant in order to beautify it. This
walks, and the outer edges would
That
sounds
like
“homesick”
days.
places, to the robin the wren and may be a park some day, who bank with a machine gun, bending first class throughoutand when
If your editor had a hobby it was Henry Iliohan.He was a fine Chris- indicatethat ditch rats had been
the other songbirds. To your edit- knows? “Odorosity Park’T might over somewhat to conceal it. This completed, the two gentlemen will
tian
man
and
one
of
the
members
doing their work.
was part of the testimony at the sell clothing and gents furnishing spending four days at the old Hol- of the old Van Raalte church.
or they have no place among our be a suitablename.
The little home to the right was
trial.
He
was
the
man
who,
it is goods. Note:— Mr. Yonkman was land Fair grounds where the mandomesticatedanimals.
He cobbled as long as your edi- the place where the old couple, Mr.
lagement kindly supplied a conalleged,
kicked
Arthur
Welling,
a
The
Holland
Exchange
Club
in
a
an
old
grocer
who
conducted
a
store
Your editor rememberswhen
venient box so we could see the tor can remember up to the day of and Mrs. Frederick Beeuwkes lived,
cows, hogs and sheep, plenty of long communicationasked for an teller of the Grand Haven bank, in a wooden structureon the cornponies run. I still feel that fairs his death some ten years ago. He a fine old couple,deeply religious.
after
he
was
made
to
lie
down
on
,600 expenditure at Kollen Park
er where the Wooden Shoe Diner
goats and occasionallyhorses, were
was a cobbler of the old school and
were the grandparents of
a dock suitable for cruisers. the floor and then ordered to get now is on River Ave. and 10th St. are coming back. It is the finest of course did not work with ma- They
allowed to roam the streets at will.
Fred Beeuwkee of the Brouwer
get-together
of
town
and
countryBut then we all had picket fen<£s 'They point out that Macatawa Bay up and open the bank safe. He is Mr. Dykema was for years a su- 'side that could possiblybe devised. chines and fine finishing tools, but Furniture Co.
as a partialprotection,but today is losing its cruiserbusiness simp- also alleged to have made F. C. pervisor and occupied an unusual
Granted that the fair was on the he was at his last when the woodYou can also see in this picture
yards are connected without pro- ly because there are no docking Bolt, the cashier of the People’s position as “voorsinger"in the Can
en pegs were the only means of that 8th St. or Main St. as it was
fair
aBank
who
was
lying
prone,
get
up
tection inside or outside, for blocks. facilities to load up supplies purroom on fastening the soles to the uppers. called, was of clay and not brick.
A hedge for ornamental purposes is chased in Holland for their needs and assist Welling in opening the
S. 31,
north of the Grand Haven
3Lnorth
safe.
give the tone and lead the hymn.
seen occasionally but generally 'which runs up in tremendousaHe, the Grand Haven officers be- Those were the days of “sun lamps" bridge for a dozen fairs, where a
there is a gate so neighbors can mounts, aside from the fact that
substantial concrete oval could MR. AND MRS. VANDENBERG’S
large crews spend money here for lieve, was the brains of the gang which were oiled up on Saturday
fraternise.
Dr. C. J. Stauffacher
SON POPULAR IN
make things mighty convenient.
and
put
up
the
desperate
gun
fire nightbut no electric light Dykema
days
while
cruisers
are
at
anchor.
The domesticated farm animals
THEATRICALS
JOHNSTOWN
FLOOD
BRINGS
Tour
editor believes that a wellagainst
officers
and
citizens
alike,
and Yonkman continued the buswere banned from the streets of Stalls for small boats are also inplanned fair would still pay. The
BRINGS REMINDER OF FIRST the fedentionand ite first presiHolland 50 years ago. Your editor cluded in the expenditure.When but was finallyrouted when Art iness for a number of years when
Mr. and Mrs. Vaudie Vandenbenefits directly and indirectly
dent. The organisationhas ite speTERRIBLE DISASTER
remembers the day when horses the long communicationwas read Welling of the bank, tripped the Artis and Warnock took hold. Stock would be enormous in the building bcrg of Holland have a son who
cial representative, Dr. C. J. Staufand cows were grating in Centen- by city clerk Petersonthere was bank alarm while he was being was later bought by P. S. Boter of trade and good will.
has become theatrical minded. He
Johnstown,Ps. is making the facher,a medical missionary.
a long deep silence which was brok- covered with a gun by one of the who passed away a few years later,
nial Park.
has been offered positionsin the
The mission to lepers haa four
• * •
holdup men. Surely a daring thing surely a fine young man if there
headlines
in the newspapers been
by
Alderman
De
Cook
of
the
movies at Hollywood, and has gone
Dogs, however, have been having
objects: 1 — Preach the Gospel
to do.
ever was one, and the stock was
Other signs of spring appeared. through the screen teste, but is cause of the second big flood that among people afflicted with lepa free rein for half a century now third ward who stated, *i move it
g his
r
What the outcome will be is hard< taken ever by Dick Boter. a young- jDr. Kools was taken in for speed- finishing
course at Ann Arbor, visited that city in half a century.
and the council members rather be filed.”It was filed.
rosy; 2— Relieve their sufferings;
er brother,who has conducted the
to
conjecture
for
authorities
every20
milea
on
River
Ave^He
always
being
in the college theatri-’ The flood today, while terrible,cost
gingerly tackled an ordinance that
Provide for their simple wants;
only
two
lives.
business ever since and who some
The
following
inspectors
whera
are after the man.
were
cals
that
are
constantly
a
part
of
Justice Den Herder. $8.70.
had to do with the family pet
Rid
the world of leprosy by
tod for the
years ago doubled the size of the
o
ection to be
Collegiate
activities.
The flood 47 years ago cost 2,itymile. today would be jamThere have been so many comstore.
.pril 6, 1930:We
have all seen Robin Hood on 200 lives. That wm when the dam using the newly discoveredremedy,
GUARDS
WILL
plaints about dosens of dogs, big
chaulmoograoil
1st Ward, Dick Brandt; 2nd
stage and screen and Vaudie took broke and a wall of water 75 feet
HAVE THEIR GALA NIGHT
and little,who have been rooting Ward, John Woltman; 3rd Ward,
• • •
Subsequent to giving the money .
the part of Alan-a-Dale. The Ann high swept down upon the city
TWENTY
FIVE
YEARS
AGO
up gardens everywhereand a curb Peter Brusse; 4th Ward, Wm. LawTONIGHT, FRIDAY
Mrs. Peter Romcyn died at the Arbor newspapers say Vanden- located in a deep ravine, and a few for the purchase of the camp site
TODAY
must be put on those dogs so they rence: 5th Ward, 1st prect, Marage of 57 years. She lived in Hol- bcrg of Holland, who they say is remained who miraculously were of $1,446, enough money hu been (
can’t make a meeting place in a tin Wabeke; 6th Ward, 2nd prect.,
land about 20 years. The funeral “well known in campus dramatic
The annual military ball to be
swept on a high bank, to tell the contributed each year to support N
nice, mulchy, well-kept garden.
Bert Welton; 6th Ward, Herman staged by Co. D of local national A legacy of 1900 left by the late was held from the home at 177 E. Circles, has been chosen to play op- tale of that awful flood.
the 21 lepers housed in the Chris- |
Miss
Elisabeth
Cappon
of
Holland,
Your editor has 1,000 fine, high Steggerda.
15th St., Rev. James Wayer offici- posite Miss Marguerite Creighton
guards on March 20 will mark the
tine Van Raalte Gilmore Home,
One
girl
was
from
Holland.
She
has been assigned to the Women’s ating. Mrs. Henry Knoll, aged 70,
grade tulips planted in the rear of
15th anniversary of the organisaof Vermont who is to play fair was Lizzie Phelps, a schoolteach- also $100 to pay for a native help- i
Board
of Foreign Missions of the died at her home in Laketownafter
his property and on several
several mornSeveral liquor requests came in tion of the local unit.
er and a daughter of the first presi- er to assist Dr. Stauffacherin their 1
Reformed church and will be used a few days illness with diptheria. Ellen.
ings from 6 to 12 large an
ings'
and small
Captain Newton Bush of the regIt is a large cast and talented dent of Hope College.She and her care, besides over 200 are treated *
dogs cavorted there and they seem- Jfor renewal and the license commit- ular Army, assigned as instructor towards the building of a women's
young folk from all over the Unit- young group of students were for tills dreadful disease.
• • •
ed to take delight in digging and tee was given authority to grant of the 126th Infantry and station- section of the Neerbosch Hospital
ed States were in this big produc- swept into eternity by a wall of
them
if everything was according
Amoy.
China.
It
will
lx
Word
has
been
received
by
relBecause many of the leper pa- :
at
Amo
be
used
rolling in the soft earth.
tion, a play that will live forever. water that was inescapable.
to law, in fact they were given ed at Grand Rapids, will be tip as the Elizabeth M. Cappon mem_____ atives in Holland of the death of
tiente are able to work and the u
Your editor owns no dogs or cats power to act
.principalspeaker at the banquet
Vaudie also does some singing
The "March of Time” last eve- plantation yields such abundant
orial. Note:— Miss Cappon was the Dr. Thomas G. Huizenga of Zeethat can annoy and so others havt • •
‘starting at 6:80 p.m. Members of
land at his winter home in Miami, and Professor Arthur Hackett, the ning on the radio, enacted a part crops, the cost of maintaining a
daughter
of
the
late
Isaac
Cappon,
ing similiar gardens are not being
the company and their guests will
one who aided in putting over Han- of that terrible flood. The fireman
Holland’s first Mayor and founder Florida.He was the best known
leper in the Inhambane camp is
annoyed by the editor’s dog which The old Beekman house matter attend.
del’s Messiah at Hope Memorial and engineer were putting on all
of
the
first tannery in this city. She physicianaround Zeeland for a
only $30 annually.
at
the
sewage
disposal
plant
came
does not exist.
The armory will be converted inChapel,
spoke
highly
of
the
possisteam running an engine and a
Since the Federation of
Anvway, the ordinancemeans up again. The man had a grievance to a modern military ballroom by died in the performance of her generation.He was 59 years old bilitiesof Vaudie, Jr’s, voice.
tender thru the Johnstown gulch, Women's Societies started this
missionary work in China. She at his death. He was interested in
that dogs will have to be tied up because the paint of his house had the able decoration committee.
The young Holland man also does endeavoring to warn the citizens
was a sister of Mrs. William Brusse several Ottawa County enterprises
work by furnishing money to buy
under the stipulationof the ordin- all peeled off, other damage was
The menu, according to the looks of Holland.
including the Zeeland State Bank. well in American roles, a la French. of the oncoming disaster. The the camp site and home, which is
done
and
his wife had become sick
ance. There is going to be a city
of it, is going to be par excellence.
He
has
the
French
accent
to
per- roaring train as well as the roarThe News gives a long story on
located on the southeast coast of
pound and a poundmasterand dogs because of the odorous conditionat It is a big bill of fare, we have seen
his passing. After his death the fectionand properly garbed, would ing oncoming water, that looked Africa on the Indian ocean, the
are going to be impounded as well the time. This matter has been
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Van Driezer Huizenga JMemonialHospital 'at
iss for a Frenchman who knows like a mist, were all enacted.
American Mission to Lepers haa *
as domesticated animals that come a part of the council proceedings • The procram follows:
and three daughters are on a trip
smattering of English— we mean
The men failed to make the grade
under the new ordinance. A con- ior at least two years and Mayor Private Bob Marcus ....Toastmasterthrough the west, visiting Califor- Zeeland, was dedicated to his hon- those boys from across the pond however, and the terribleplunge spent over $30,000on buildingsand
or
and
to
which
his
will
subscribed
stantly yelping dog who anojrs the Bosch asked that action be taxen 'Captain John Bremer
nia and extending the trip north liberally.
who always talk with a rising in- and engulfment was the end of that operation. Several cottages,each ’
housing six lepers, have been built; •
neighoora night and day will be definitelynow. He appointed on Captain Wm. WeetrateM. C.
along the Pacific Coast. They visflection.
brave train crew.
•
•
•
also a church, a school, a dispenexterminated by the poundmaster. that committee Art Drinkwater, Major Henry A. Geerds
ited Baker’s Field and saw “Bud”
Mr. Vandenberg is now working
Yes, there were two Johnstown
“Heinie” Prins.
sary and a kitchen. The patients
Death
comes
to
(Frederic^
U,
Strange to say, many of the pro- Ben Steffensand
Captain
Newton
G.
Bush
U.
S.
A.,
Smith
who
was
a
character
in
Hol'on
a
play
by
Matiere,
entitled
“The
• * *
floods, but the one 47 years ago
dailyinstructions
_________ ini
given daily
visions that enter into the ordinGrand Rapids.
land in the earlier days, in fact Metz, 105 W. 12th St. at the age Doctor In Spite of Himself.”In was one that shocked the world.
(
Alderman
Henry
Prins
brought
reading
ling and writing,
writing, they
___ „
____ a
have
ance are already in the state law.
The
roster of Co. D 126th In- the happiest man the town possess- of 76 years, of pneumonia. Fred the next play Mr. Vandenberg will
monthly
ithly newspaperin
m the vernacuveraacuwas a well-knownman here of the take the leaning role in French.
For years the state law provided in a resolutionthat all those using fantry follows:
ed.
old businesstype and was associatthat no dogs could run at large in Riverview Park, whether for sports
It is indeed apparentthat our MANY FROM HERE PLAN TO lar, to keep them in touch with the
• • #
or otherwise and sold tickets thereed with the late George P. Hum- local boy, finishing his schooling
outside world. A leper helper ia
cities unless on a leash and in the
ROSTER OF COMPANY ”D”
for
should
turn
over
5
per
cent
of
ATTEND HOLLAND FISH & there, who dresses all sores and
Mrs. A. B. Coster who has the mer and Frank Hadden in found- at Ann Arbor, is a versatile actor
of a responsibleperson.
126th INFANTRY
the
gross
receipts
of
such
admisGAME CLUB’S BANQUET
distinction of being the oldest cen- ing the West MichiganFurniture who might turn up in Hollywood
Any person,even now, under the
treats minor ailments. They have <
sion charge to pay for the wear and
tenarian in the Holland colony, com- Co. He is survived by his wife and some day— and who knows, Vaudie
daily prayer service, morning and
state law, can arrest an offender
Captain,
John
Bremer;
First
(Grand Haven Tribune)
whose dog runs at large. This pro- tear. There was some objectionto Lieutenant, Martin Japinga; First memorated her 101st birthday Wed- daughter Ethelyn. A son Edward may pop out of the local screen to
evening, services on Sunday are
vision in the new ordinance simp- this resolution, for instance,Hope Sergeant,Henry Rowan; Sednd nesday. Despite her advanced age of California has since passed a- the surprise of papa and mama
conducted by a pastor from the
College Pageant for the benefit of
she retains her faculties and goes way. He was born in Germany in Vaudie who are ardent picture fans.
ly stresses the fact.
Sixty-five or 70 members of the outside.Five denominations have
Lieutenant, Richard Smeenge.
Tulip
Time
did
not
figure
to
pay
about her work unassisted.Be- 1845.
One provision that rather proThen that grin of the “old man’s" Holland Fish and Game club who members in the camp. The ages of
Sergeants— Ernest E. Bear, Letects the "blue blood” dog is the this out of their earnings. The
will never come off.
reside in this vicinity are planning the patientsrange from 8 years to
large
band
tournament,
part
of the roy D. Doolittle, William Kruithoff,
fact that the ordinance provides
to attend the annual banquet of the about 60.
Donald
Rypma.
William
Schurman,
that pedigreed dogs, after being Tulip week program, would also be Oscar J. Van Anroy, Arthur Wolt- HOLLAND CHILD KILLED
Holland yesterday they reiterated
TO
BE
In a letter sent to the society Dr.
club at Holland Masonic hall
impoundedand not claimed by the hit by this 5 per cent. It was later man.
THURSDAY AT NINTH
that statement. The engineer’s
Stauffacher writes: "There have
TRAIN
Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
understood
that those functions alowner to pay the pounding fee,
STREET CHURCH
post is on the right side of the cab
Local members are urged to been victoriesfor science,for
Corporals— Glenard W. Bonnetto,
ready arranged for would be exwill be sold at public auction. The
and the child was laying on the left
meet at the Sport Shop Thursday great many have left for their
Lloyd Maatmsn, two-year-oldson
empted
this
time,
otherwise
the
5 Egbert E. Brink, Henry Japinga,
dog catcher, however, must differA program of a miscellaneous at 5:45 p.m. and cars will take homes with all traces of the disVernon T. Kloraparens, Nick L. bf Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Maatman, 16 side of the engine. An investigatper cent would stand.
entiatebetween a “blue blood” and
ing officer of the Pere Marquette, nature is to be presented at the them to Holland. Through the ef- ease gone. We rejoice to see them j
Klungle, Herman Knoll, Frank C. E. 18th St
fatally injured
a “purp”, in other words, the
Meyer.
Tuesday when he wm struck by Mr. Sandy is investigating the local Ninth street Christian Re- forts of Joe Ziemet, Hobart Bell go, knowing that they are going
Art Drinkwater, chairman of the
poundmaster must “know his dogs.”
Privates, First CIms— John a Pere Marquettetrain at 5:30 p. case as a matter of record for the formed church on Thursday even- and others about 100 local men and back to their villages,and onco
building
committee
states
that
the
Chickens, too who become 1mPere Marouetterailroad. He was ing, March 26, under the auspices women have joined the Holland more take up their duties as dti-.j
Brand, Horace T. Dekker, Harold
near 10th St.
Abounded will be sold at public auc- Board of Public Works rooms are J. De Young, Donald Dykema, John m.Officer
in Holland yesterday.
of the Eunice society.
club.
zens. But we saw still greater vie-'
Benjamin
Kalkman
was
tion. and that at high noon, is the now all painted up and look spic Jr. Flieman, Fred J. Jappinga, RusCoroner Vande Vtter is giving
Featuring the program will be a
tories for our Christ. Twenty-five ^
called
and
rushed
the
child
to
the
and span for the opening of the
clarion call of the auctioneer.
group
of
organ
numbers
on
the
his
cooperation
in
the
matter
of
sell Kempker, Roger A. Leestma, hospital.Kalkman was accompanwere admitted last year into full
HOLLAND
URGES
MAPES
PUSH
The ordinancecovers two col- fcpring season.• • •
beautiful organ installed in the
Edward N. Rowan, LaVerne H. ied oy H. Kiekentveld,195 E. 10th investigation.
membership of the church, and j
HARBORS
MEASURE
umns and will be found In full, tolocal church a few years ago. Miss
Scheerhorn, Dale A. Smith, Nich- St and William Bennett 189 E.
there are now forty-two in the proThere were 22 applicationsfor
gether with the annual appropriabationers’ class.”
oIm
Wierda, Ted Wierda, Clarence 10th St who lived near the site TULIP FETE TO DRAW VAR- Gertrude Beckman, well known for
Holland
Chamber
of
Commerce,
tion bill on page 8 of this section. building permits granted by the Windemulder.
her ability as in organist will preThus the Federation of Women’s
through William M. Connelly, exof the mishap.
IOUS EXCURSIONS
It goes into effect 20 days after common council totaling several
side at the console. Then too, Miss
Privates— Charles D. Bertsch,
ecutive director, has urged Repre- Societiesof the churches of HolThe
child
had
been
left
at
the
its passage which means that it thousands of dollars. Surely a good Gleon E. Bonnetto, Gus B ruins ma,
Ella Monsma, who took first place
sentativeCarl E. Mapes to renew land and vicinity, 22 churches in
home of his grandparents. Mr. and
The Woman’s National Farm and
will become a city law on April 8. start for the opening of the seaHerman G. De Fouw, Ivan P. De ?Mrs. George Zuverink, 266 Lincoln Garden associationof Detroit of in the recent Ottawa County S. 8. his efforts for the passage of the all, through Dr. Stauff acker’s Teal
son.
The ordinance passed section by
Neff, Marvin H. De Bidder,Stanley 'Ave., while his mother went shop- which Mrs. Henry Ford is presi- Oratorical contest, will give her $50,000,000rivers and harbors bill, and enthusiasm, is carrying outthrf
section as it was read by alderwinning oration for the first time which has been referredback to the command of Christ to “Cleanse the
Hamburg, I*o Inderbitzen, Roy
dent, hM advised Secretenr Wilman Huyser, chairman of the or- The Michigan Gm and Electric Kloraparens,Robert J. Kouw, Chesto a local audience. Those who
house for consideration.
leper,” and fulfilling the words of
^iJarl
Jekel. 8, son of Mr. and liam M. Connelly of the Holland
dinance committee. It was then Co. filed one of their fine reports. It ter
.
F. Lpkker, Homer Lokker, Clif- Mrs. W. Jekel, 177 E. 10th St., was tulip time executive committee of heard MiM Monsma at Grand HavHolland is interestedin the pas- its motto: “Workers together with
passed again in the committeeof wm referred to the Board of Pub-.ford M. Marcus, Robert J. Marcos,
en have made many favorablecomsage of the measure as it would God.”
the only witness to the accident, ac- Ha plans to send a delegationof 100
the whole with Mayor Bosch again lie Works.
'Donald M. Martin, Lawrence Max- cording to Vande Water. The youth women May 21 to the annual fes- ments concerning Miss Monsraa’a provide $125,000 for enlargement All the women of Holland and
oration.
assumingthe chair, with three dis
am, Ralph Meeuwsen, Donald told the investigatingofficers that tival, which opens May 16.
of the local channel from 150 to vicinity are invited to attend this
senting votes.
ir numoer
number oi
of interestwill
A matter to come before the Scheerhorn, Louis Ramaker, Lloyd he saw the Maatman child walking Connelly rays the Pere Marquette Another
200 feet and the turning bMin meeting. Mrs. C. J. Dregman, the
The Mayor and City Clerk Oscar council wm one brought up by your C. Schurman, Junior W. Seaver,
be a grou)
ip of piano numbers to be
from 400 to 600 feet, so that large
south on the track. The boy fell as Railway Co. is planning to run presented
Peterson both signed the ordinance editor, asking that the council make Jene A. Seaver, Richard Taylor,
I by Miss Ruth Van Applefreighterswould be able to enter
the train, southbound, bore upon week-end excursions from Chicago dorn, who
immediately, which is a technical sure that the large elm tree at the Nevin L Van Anroy, James Veldo was awarded first place
him.
on the two Saturdays of the fest- in the amateur contests sponsored Holland harbor and Lake Maca
------ - ------- .-.March
part of all ordinances.
northwest corner of 12th St and beer, Marvin J. Ver Hoef, Chester
towa to unload cargoes.
Surviving are the parents and val and negotiations are pending
25, at Hope MemorialChapel.
The usual penalty clause, with River Ave. be not cut down. Your Ver Howe, Merle D. Ver Schure.
by the Holland Lions club a few
maternal grandparents,Mr. and .with the Greyhound line for run- week ago. Miss Van Appledorn,
a fine not to exceed $100 or im- editor has seen this tree grow for
Mrs. Gus Maatman of Holland. ning sight-seeingexcursionsduring altho in her early 'teens, is an acprisonment in the county jail for over 50 years and it is now nearly
SPRING IS HERB
Lloyd MMtman, the child’s father the festival.
complished musician and her pre90 days, was affixedto the ordin- 8 feet through. It is pouibly the
is employed
desk clerk at the
sentationswill without a doubt be
ance. This is also technical and most beautifulelm tree in the city
Warm
Friend
tavern.
Before
her
The
spring
meeting
of
the
FedSpring is here, that is it will be
most pleasing.
found in all ordinances.
and when in leaf, spreads an arch
But this is not all. The Holland
Anyway, if you want to read the acroM the entire street to the city at 1:58 pjn. Eastern Standard marriage Mrs. Maatman wm Miss eration of Men’s Bible classeswill
Alice Zuverink. Funeral services be held Monday evening at 7:45 Christian school mixed chorus and
ordinance ra detail, turn to page 8. hall. It is f veritable umbrella Time today, Friday.
All the harbingersof spring will be conducted today, Friday at o’clockin First Reformed chnrch. also the girls glee club under the
that should not be cut down with
have
arrived. Tfie city it full 2 p.m. at Trinity Reformed church The Rev. H. Maasen of North directionof Marvin Bsm will ren....The Consumers Power Co., ac- the building of the Knapp atation.
of robins, a few bluebirds are in with the Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst Holland will deliver an addreae der several selections and past percording to two election notice* The News first approached Mr.
evidence and it won’t be long be- officiating.Burial will be in Hol- and the Van Lento septet of Cen- formancesMsure some good num
publishedin the News this week, is Knapp about the tree end John
tral Park win furnish special musfore
the martins an here. The land cemetery.
hers from them. Readings will al
endeavoring to get long term fran- wu very nice about it He said he
The train crew did not know that
smell of the earth is in the air
•o be included.
chises in both Holland and Park would try and save the tree if it
the child had been ran over as the
From the above descriptionone
Townships. The noticesare found wasn't a danger hazard, but when and then an only a few skeletons train did not atop. Crew of the
Mr. George Kleinbcksel of Fill- can readily see that the program
of the mountains of snow that
elsewhere in this issue and should the matter wm brought up before
No.
5
are
Alvin
MeCanee,
engineer,
more
is
in
an
improved
condition
to be here only yesterday*
will be not only entertaining but
be read by every voter. Holland the council,Mayor Bosch and all seemed
formerly of Holland, John Vander in Holland hospital following an well worth while.
remaining.
with ite environs is naturally in- the aldermen were very emphatic
Berg, fireman; Henry Rheinshut- operation for appendicitisSunday.
Spring, we welcome you!
The public is cordially invited
terested in the granting of fran- that the tree would not taate the
tle, brake man; Archibald Owen,
to attend. Remember the date is
chises in its vicinity.
“woodman's axe." Even City Atconductor and Fred Condon, bag- . The Hosanna chorus of Holland Thursday, March 26 The program
torney Parsons offered to draw up some kind of covering so the bark
presented an all-Dutch program in
.7:45 p.m.
Ottawa County Republicans will a resolutionfor saving that beautf- will not be scabbed. It takes a f^Kel\ngineef and fireman were the auditorium of Overlie* Chris- will begin at i—-0hold a rally this Friday evening at
are of the mishap until they tian Reformed church Wednesday , The H. f Hein* 57 club held a Christine
long time to grow a tree Ilka that.
notified when the train reachHerman Van
dfGnSxf Ham.
HoU*e
5y prop*rty*t
Thetwekon
malnt in
Whim they returned to reeled the Chorus.
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SON OF FORMER HOLLAND COL EBBERT SPEAKS OF

Julia Brueker and Johanna
EAST SAUGATUCK
tian Reformed church Sunday
FlorenceSchipper, and Florence
Scholten.
Those attending the
night
Vande Riet from Overiael attendHoujuvd, MicmoAK
Miss Julia Schrotenboer of Hsmr
Cheater, Van Hu is of Eaat SaugkoXed
ed the Teachers Institute meetCol. Frank Ebbert, councelor to
a visitor of tha7East atuck visited friends in Holland es Keka Meyerink, Julia Scholten,
John Vonder Meulen, Jr., presi- ing held at the Griswold Audit- iltoifMwiB|l
the board of temperance, prohibi- dent of the Blue Key noitional h on- orium in Allegan last Friday.
Saugatuck Catechamof Wednesday last* Sunday.
Hilda Scholten. Thelma, Gertrude
Carl Daininfr,14, son of John
tion and public moraU was the orary organization, presented la
. Ethel Tea Brink entertain- and Orma Schrotenboer, Geneva
Mrs. E. Schrotenboer entertainDaininir,a former Holland reiiimain speaker at the dr} rally held blue-framedpicture of the late ed the followingladies at her home
World's day of prayer was ob- ed the young people’ssociety last Speet, /Alioe
Becksvoort,
Francis
---------dent, was killed 4n Grand Rapids
in Reformed Sunday evening with a piano solo. Wolters, Joan Rutgers, Johanna
the Chrbtia
when he was struck by a car while Tuesday night in the First Method- W. Curtis Snow to President Wy- Tuesday afternoon:Mrs. E. Scheur served in the
ist church.
Next week Sunday Communion and Ida Ver Hulst, Josie Haltnsnd Wichers as a special gift to Mrs. Geo. Kraker, Mrs. Bosman, church of East Saugatuck last
waiting for a bus. With him was
his sister Anria, who sustainedI Col. Ebbert stated that every Hope college during chapel exer- Mrs. Harry Lampen, Mrs. Ralph Wednesday afternoon m the Hol- will be held in the church in East gerti, Betty Kolman, Fenna Schipboy and girl, at some time or other cises Wednesday morning.
Inglish language
language.
Saugatuck.
honor. .
pers and
nd the guest oi
of honor.
Vos, and Mrs. G. J. Vande Riet. land and English
a fracturedarm and body bruises.
has to force the decision as to
Mrs. Harry Bonselaar was a visLast Monday pight the Conaie- H. Bonge ol Graaafschp visitAt
the
Young
People’s
society
T
wish
the
modern
cynics
and
Carl was a nephew of Mr. and
ed friends and relatives in the
Mrs. Martin Paining who were whether he or she will make use of critics of youth might be here this of the Christian Reformed church itor of Mr. and Mrs. O. Schrotenthe liquor and the only solutionto
the East Saugatuck church.
city of Holland Saturday. |J
morning and witness this tribute on Sunday evening, Miss Julia boer of Graafachap^v
killed last fall in an auto accithe problem is by education.
The Sunnyaide and Elmwood
of youth to their chief. The fact Schrotenboer led the Bible dis--- -- o
dent.
Miss Sue Lubbers was honored
The speaker described the liquor that you have given this pic- cussion on "The Solemn Charge.” schoolswere closed last Wednesday
at a miscellaneous shower given
Survivors besides the father are
GRAAF8CHAP
situationas much worse than in ture shows that you wish to pay Garrett Vande Riet gave a read- afternoon.
by Mft. J. Bennett, Mrs. H. KalAugeline of Detroit and Anna,
saloon days and said that through tribute to Mr. Snow’s personality.ing entitled, “America as a ReThe Willing Workers had their
Mr. and Mri. Nowcombe and mink and Miss Louise De Kline at
Klorence,Esther, Rosella and Clareducation we must make our chil- We must recognize the fact that turned Missionary Sees it.”
meeting again Wednesday after- family of Graafschap have moved the Kalmink home. Prises were
Children have more need of good
all at home. The mother died
dren realize that alcohol is a hab- material things about us are passon the John Sale homestead.
Miss Janet Kollen spent the noon.
won by Miss Jane Wiggers, Mrs.
models than of severe critics.
about eight years ago.
A wedding took place at the home
it forming drug such as cocaine.
The Parent-Teacher Association H. Lampen, Miss Audrey Kalmink
ing, but we cannot destroy person- week end with her parents, Mr.
Funeral services were held TuesMARCH
nry Mannes of was held last Friday evening, Mar.
A new amendment to invest con- ality and character,”Dr. Wichers and Mrs. Jas. Kollen of Overlsel. of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
and Miss Louise De Kleine. Those
(/ 12-4S.000.000Cametit Hero day at 1 p.m. from the home, gress with the power to regulate,
laat Thursdayeve 13 in the Maplewood school. A
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Langeland East Saugatuck
stated in addressing the student
present were Mrs. W. Vande Kolk,
CommiMion founded, 39 Franklin St.
prohibit
and
control
the
liquor
inning
when
their
son
John
Mannea
ng
whe
large crowd attended.
1904.
visited at the home of Mr. Langebody.
Miss Jeane Nyenhuis,Mrs. G. A.
dustry, elimination of pront makand Miss Lena Van Lieve, daughMrs. Harold Steur. a recent Vos, Miss Audrey Kidmink, Miss
' William Welmers, senior at Hope land’s sister, Mrs. J. H. HtusKENT
FOUR TO GIVE PROing
and
suppression
of
radio
adter
of
Mrs.
J.
Van
Lieve
were
unit12— All of RuuU'a troop* join
bride, wae surprised Friday even- Norma Kalmink. Mrs. J. B. Wigplayed “Sinfonia" from “Goa’s man on Wednesday evening.
GRAM HERE
the rerolutioa 1917.
vertisingwould be instrumental in
The Young Men’s Bible Class ed in marriage.The Rev. S. P. ing by the Girl’s society at the gers, Mrs. R. Wingers,Miss Jane
Time is the Best," by Bach. This
bringing America back to its senwas a favorite organ selectionof was in charge of the Prayer meet- Meirema, pastor of East Sauga- home of Mr. and Mrs. John Hen- Wiggers, Mrs. H. Lampen, who
The Kent Four of Grand Rapids ses in regard to liquor, the reform- Mr. Snow. The Hope college choir ing of the Reformed church on tuck church officiated using the ry Scholten. Refreshmentswere honored the guest, and the host14 — Spanish soldier* capture
will render a program in 9th St. er said.
sang “Sing We All Now With One Sunday evening.The chairmanof single ring ceremony. The vows served by the Misses Geneva Rutthe city of Mobile, 178a
Col. Ebbert was introduced by
Christian Reformed church on
Accord," under the direction of the meeting was Mr. Gerald Im- were taken before a background of
Tuesday, March 24 at 7:45 p.m. It E. Ormiston.
mink. The topic, “Stewardships palms and ferns. The wedding
Harold
Tower.
IS-CoJumbu*complete* his will be given under the auspicesof
of
Time, of Money, of Talent, of march was played by Mable Man
fint voyaje, reaching
Miss Helen Stevens was honored NAME YOUNG DEM OFFICERS Knowledge” was divided into its nes. The bride was gowned in
the
Adelphi
Society of 9th St.
Spain, 1491.
at a miscellaneous shower Tueschurch.
HOLLAND MAN VICE PRES. four obvious parts and treated white lace and silk tulle and carried a bouquet of carnations and
The program will consist of num- day evening given by Mrs. J. De
12— Act of Congre** creates
respectively by Stanley Wolters.
roses. Following the ceremony a
?rs by the quartet, organ selec- Pree at her home in Central Park.
the West Point Military
Jay
Rigterink.
Gerald
Nykerk,
and
The annual conventionof the
receptionwas held and supper was
Academy, 1802.
tions and chalk talks. The Kent Those present were Mrs. J. C. Wilthe teacher, Martin Nienhuis. Two
Four include Messrs. William liams of Central Park and Mrs. Young Democratsof Ottawa coun- selections were rendered by a male served to about 30 friendsand rel17— Fint glider flicht in the
<
Smith, P. Casemier, P. Lam and Hurlbut, Mrs. Gerrit Nykamp, Mrs. ty met at the court house last quartette composed of Silas BarCUT-RATE
STORE [Holland’s Pricemaker]
United States, 600 feetl
Alomparens, night for the election of officers
Mrs. Peter Van Der Wall broke
N.
Peterson. Mrs. James Prins M. Stevens, Mrs. C. Klo
kel, Henry Beltman, John Voor1884.
for
the
ensuing
year.
her arm by the East Saugatuck
Misses Beatrice and Miildred StevPorr is the accompanist.
Edward Broelcema of G. Haven horst, and Lester Gunnerman.
store when she fell off the steps.
There is no admissioncharge ens all of Holland, Mrs. Henry
12— Congress grants first penlb. 14*
The
Girls’
League
for
Service
elected chairman; Berta!
sion* to Revolutionary but a collection will be taken.
They took her to the doctor and
Teusink, Mrs. Elmer Teusink, Miss was
of
the
Reformed
church
held
their
60c Condensed Jad Salts
War veteran*. 1118. c*n
Lottie Teusink of Grand Rapids, Slagh, Holland, vice-chairman, monthly meeting last Saturday af- then she stayed with her daughter
BRIDGE GRAFTING DISCUSSED Mrs. J. De Free, Mrs. L. Welton Henry Noble, Holland, secretary ternoon. A radio program broad- Mrs. John Nyhoff on account of the
$1.25 Scotts Emulsion
75c
and Mrs. Hendricksonof Grand and Neal Donker of Grand Haven cast by, “Women in India” was en- roads being too rough, that she
treasurer.
Rapids.
could
not
stand
the
pain.
Several
demonstrations
and
DEATH ON THE HIGHWAY
50c Woodburys Creams
The officers are all new' with the joyed. Following this, the girls
ss«
Mr. John Ten Brink of East
meetings have been scheduled for
adjourneddownstairs for their
John Kalman and Miss Cornelia exception of Mr. Noble who served sewing meeting. Towels were hem- Saugatuck led the young people's
Ottawa County during the week of
$1.25 Petrolagar
The Travelers Insurance Com- March 23rd. Three days will be Dyke and Tim Kalman and Miss as vice-chairman last year. Clare
society last Sunday night.
McNaughton, Holland, retires as med, bandages were cut and rolled. Mrs. Gerrit Schrotenboer visited
35c Groves Bromo Quinine
' pany has issued a book entitled spent on pruning demonstrations Rena Koopman were united in mar17c
Dainty
refreshments
were
served.
chairman.
her son Mr. Milo SchrotenboerSunj **Live and Let Live." It deals, and spray discussions. Mr. T. A. riage Thursdayevening at the ReThe
Men’s
Brotherhood
of
the
$1.00
Pepsodent
Antiseptic
The
meeting
was
well
attended
Sfc
(through statistics and graphic il- Merrill, specialist M. S. C. will be formed church of Hudsonville with with between 75 and 100 present Reformed church held their conr. Harry Bakker was visitor
in charge. Due to the great amount Rev. E. J. Khrone officiating as50c Yeast Foam
cluding meeting of this year last
59c
• lustrations, with the traffic accident
-* injury to young orchards sisted by Rev. S. Vroon of Zutphen. from all parts of the county.There Monday evening. The pastor, Rev. of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ortman
! record in 1935, when 36,100 lives through girdling, Mr. Arnold, counThe bridegrooms are twin sons of were no resolutionspassed regard- Pyle, was in charge of the meeting. last week.
60c Italian Balm
57c
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vervink
Mr. and Mrs. George Kalman of ing any candidacies,the organiza\ were destroyed by automobiles.It ty agri. agent, advises growers to
On Tuesday evening Ruth Foltion
awaiting
the
primaries
before
75c
and family of Holland visitedMr.
meet with Mr. Merrill for
fc discus- Zutphen. Miss Koopman is a
46c
I would be a great thing for the
kert led the Christian Endeavor
supporting any candidates.
sion of bridge grafting. Mr. Mer- daughter of Mrs. Tom Koopman
meeting on the topic, “Putting and Mrs. Harry Bonselaar and
50c
Pepsodent
Tooth
Paste
| cause of safety if every citizen
The
meeting
declared
itself
100
Stc
family Sunday afternoon.
rill returns to the county April and Miss Dyke is a daughter of
Christian Purpose into Life.”
| could read the booklet, meditate 24th to demonstrate such grafting. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Dyke, all of per cent for harmony with other
Miss HenriettaHaverdink, daugh60c Papes Diapepsin
The Women’s Missionary Soci56c
Hudsonville. AteempMitswere organizations, and pledged itself ety of the Reformed church had of Mr. and Mrs. William Haver1 upon it, and act upon the lessons However this may be taken up durto
the
fullest
cooperation
with
dink
of
East
Saugatuck,
and
LewMiss
Jeanette
Dyke,
Miss
Nellie
5c
Box
Lux
Flakes
ing this series of meetings. Sev8c
l it gives and implies.
an unusual program last Wedneseral will, seven in fact, be held in Koopman, Tony Vande Quehte and county and state Democratic day afternoon. Under the leader- is E. Dykema, son of Mr. and Mrs.
What caused serious accidents north Ottawa and a few dribble Gerrit Koopman. A reception fol- groups.
60c
Sal
Hepatica
Nick Dykema of Holland, were
ship of Mrs. William Kleinheksel.
last year? As in the past, exces- down to lower Ottawa.
lowed the ceremony. The couples
united in marriage at a simple
“Eon Gemengd Hollandsche Pro- ceremony
14 oz. Ovaltine
SERGEANT
SULLIVAN
SPEAKS
47c
Thursday in the partonahe speed was the undertaker’s March 27, 10 a.m. John Shoe- will make their homes in Zeeland.
gram" was presented.
AT WOMAN’S CLUB MEET
age
of the
th East Saugatuckchurch.
maker
farm,
1
mile
W.
and
1
mile
50c ARzen Nasel
bast friend,accounting for 31 per
54c
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoekje and
Tne Rev. Sidney P. Miersma officiS. of Jamestown.Care of horse,
ONION MAN HANGS SELF
cant of all accidentsin which perMembers
of
the
Woman’s
Liter- children, Beatriceand Harvard, ated using the single ring cere55c Ponds Creams
trimming feet, etc.
89c
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Immink and
sons were killed and injured. A
mony. The bride was attired in
March 27, 2 p.m. Schaap & Pyle,
Richard Haakma, 52, onion and ary Club met Tuesday afternoon
children,Dorothy and Robert visand
heard
a
tak
presented
by
Ser50c
Jergiirs
Lotion
aqua blue crepe. Mrs. Dykema
89c
heavy foot on the acceleratorhorse barn, 1 mile W. of Zeeland, celery farmer was found hanging
Care of horse, trimming feet, etc. in a corn crib on his farm south- geant Ray Sullivan of the depart- ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. was formerly employed as a clerk
. smooths the psth to the morgue.
$1.00
Drene
Shampoo
.
Ed
Scheur
Friday
evening.
in the F. W. Woolworth store in
No meetings in and around Hol- east of Hamilton Wednesday a. m. ment of safety of the State of MichMr. and Mrs. Gerald Plasman
i Next came driving on the wrong land,
possiblyno grafting here.
Holland. Mr. Dykema is employed
Corner E. D. Osmun gave a ver- igan.
10 Gillette Blue Blades
S7»
In his talk on "Vigilance,”Ser- and Glenda May spent Wednes- in Nykamp's Hardware store in
side of the road, the cause of 17
dict of suicide,officers said, who
day
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
geant
Sullivan
stated
that
with
per cent of the accidents. “Keep
Zeeland.
stated
Haakma
had
not
been
dead
Mr. and Mrs. R. Veenhoven of
the changing of times and methods John Plasman.
Rev. Sidney P. Miersma of East
to the right” seems to be a laugh route 2 announced the engagement more than two hours when found
Mr. and Mrs. John Beltman and
of crime, police officers must also
Saugatuck conductedthe evening
by his wife.
to many drivers.
of their son, Henry Veenhoven to
daughter
called
on
Mrs.
Beltman
’s
learn new methods.
service of Central Avenue ChrisCars not having the right of way Miss Lucia Kleinlutke of Chicago,
Sergeant Sullivan stated that mother, Mrs. J. H. Hoekje, last
111., at a party in the Veenhoven
SOCIETY
Radio and finger printing play an Friday afternoon.
| caused 15 per cent of the accidents.
TO HOLLAND TOWNSHIP
This is an
home Sunday.
importantpart in locating crimMr. and Mrs. Justin Schipper
ELECTORS
j Their drivers saved a second or
inals.
The
state
of
Michigan
has
anr
family
of
Overisel,
and
Mr.
John Dronkers, who celebrated
two— at the expense ol life and
Mrs. M. Dykstra, who celebrated his 87th birthday Saturday,was over one million finger prints on and Mrs. John Schipper of ZeeNotice is hereby given that an
health.
file in Lansing, which constitutes land spent last Wednesday, which
68th birthday anniversary,was surprisedby a group of relatives.
•lal
to the opening of our new shop at 9 East Eighth St.
fT Fourteen per cent of the ac- her
was Prayer Day, at the home of annual TownshipJllection will be
honored at a surprise party Sat- Those present were Mr. and Mrs. the largest state file, he said.
held on Monday, April 6, 1936 to
ijcidents occurred when cars drove
He
concluded
by
saying
that
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
Kronemeyer.
urday evening at her home, 106 Henry Te Roller, Donald, Marian
Friday,
20, 1936
elect the following Township of' off the roadway. Many causes may
W. 19th St. Those present were and Lois Te Roller, Mr. and Mrs. every state police officer is on duty Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoffman of ficers: Supervisor,Township Clerk,
,• enter into this type of accident—
twenty-four
hours
a
day,
subject
Holland
visited
at
the
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stegink, Mr. and Mike Essenburg, Norine and Paul
We are prepared to greet you with lots of lovely new
Justice of the Peace, Highway ComJ and drunken driving, which seems
Mrs. J. Dykstra,Mr. and Mrs. Essenberg, Mr. and Mrs. Harold to call at all times, and the services Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Dangremond missioner, Four Constables, Memto be on the increase,is among
merchandisefor both women and children
R. Sjaarda and Mr. and Mrs. W. Slighter, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Hoek, rendered by this department to the last Monday evening.
I them. A substantialportion of
Mr. and Mrs. John Voorhorst ber Board of Review, Overseer of
Dykstra. About 20 grandchild- Mr. and Mrs. Gary Vandenberg, public are without charge.
Highway.
' motorists must be taught, no matMrs. J. D. French presided at the and family, and Mrs. A. Voorren also were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Kruid, Mr. and
JOHN EILANDER
|ter how roughly, that alcohol and
meeting and announcment was horst, their mother, motored to
-o
Mrs.
Ed
Nyland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Township Clerk.
f gasoline make a poor mixture.
made of the “Personality Tea” to Martin, Michigan late Friday afJohn
Dronkers,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Kremers
Holland
Reckless driving caused 13 per
be held in the clubhouse on Friday ternoon. They visited over Sat- By Order of the TownshipBoard.
Slighter,
Chester,
Donald,
Russel,
of Niagara Falls, N. Y. announce
' cent of the accidents, with the toat 3 p.m.
urday
at
the , home of Mr. and
Caroline
and
Josephine
Slighter,
* i maining 10 per cent laid to mis- the engagement of their daughter
Mrs. Juluis Scnipper.
Amy Adriana to James Sinclair Mr. and Mrs. John Overway, Mr.
j cellaneouscauses.
The Citizens' Caucus was held
A
large
crowd
was
present
at
and
Mrs.
John
Nyland,
Mr.
and
Hill,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Think over this list. How often
Saturday afternoon at the Overthe
all-Dutch
concert
presented
by
Mrs.
Albert
Bouwman,
Ivan,
Bud
Hill,
also
of
Nigara
Falls.
The
have you been guilty of one or more
isel Town Hall. The following
of the violationslisted? Sure, wedding will take place in June. and Alma Bouwman. Out-of-town the Hosanna chorus in Sixteenth officers were nominated: supervisstreet
Christian
Reformed
church.
guests
included
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
The Kremers are former residents
jron got away with it last time
or, Harm C. Ver Beek; clerk, John
remember that next time you of Holland, and have many friends Dronkers and daughters, Betty and Rev. Peter Jonker Jr., opened with Voorhorst;Justice of the peace,
Shirley, of Grand Rapids, and Mr. prayer.
here.
Buy not be so lucky.
Ed Gunneman; treasurer, George
o
and Mrs. Jim Overway and son of
Peters: member of Board of ReOVERISEL
Grand Haven.
view, Henry H. lumpen; constaLast Thursday, Rev. and Mrs. bles, George Lampen, George RigMiss Anna Veldhof, was honored at a miscellaneousshower Sat- Vande Riet attended the install- terink, Henry Weaver, and Harry
urday afternoong^iven by Mrs1,, ation services at Borculo of Rev. Poll.
The Union Caucus was held MonGordon Veen, Mrs. Martin Sale H. Rikkers who will leave next
and Miss Lavina Folkert. Prizes week as missionary to the Indians day afternoon at the OveriselTown
were won by Mrs. Herman Dan- at Shiprock, New Mexico. Rev. Hall. At this meeting the follownenberg, Mrs. Harvey Folkert and W. Kok of Zeeland preached the ing nominations were made; supMiss Ethel Folkert. Those pre- sermon, Rev. H. Keegstra addree- ervisor,Harry A. Lampen; clerk,
sent were Marie Folkert, Catherine
d. the congregation, and Revj Julius Wolters. treasurer,George
Folkert, Evelyn Folkert, Janet Kol- Vande Riet addressed the mission- Ende; justice of the peace. Geo.
len, Jennie Veldhof, Gertrude Veld- ary and his wife in behalf of the Huizen: member of Board of Rehof, Delia Veldhof, Mildred Sale, Classis and the Mission Board. view, G. J. Lampen; Highway
Lois Sale, Bertha Folkert, Lynn Next Friday evening * delega- commissioner, Ben Schipper; conHarmsen, John Velthof, Leonard tion from the local consistorywith stables, John Poppen, Benj. BrinkC.
Folkert, Mrs. Miles Folkert, Mrs. their wives will attend a farewell house, Stephan I^oedman and
John Veldhof, Mrs. Glenn Folkert, banquet in honor of Rev. Rikkers Harm Masselink.
Mrs. Harvey Folkert,Mrs. Marvin and family.
Folkert, Miss Mary Folkert,Misses
Mrs. Henry Lubbers underwent
Ruth Folkert,Viola Folkert,Ethel a serious operationat Holland
Folkert, Mrs. Ben Folkert, Mrs. hospital on Monday morning, and
Mannes Folkert, Mrs. Fred Fol- is now reported doing well under FOR SALE— Used Kerosene Range
kert, Mrs. Ed. Folkert, Mrs. Hen- the circumstances.
three burner with oven, late
Fancy
ry Folkert, Mrs. James Dannen- Mr. and Mrs. John Albers and style. Bargain for cash or terms.
berg and the honored guest.
their children, Harold and Flor- Meyer Music
Itc
cans
Light
o
ence left last week for a visit to
ul
plain
Meat
Dock Fuller, Miss Josephine Hospers, Iowa, at the home of
Checkering piano on ly $29.— MeyBender, Mrs. Berdie Seaver, Mrs. Mrs. A. B. Voss, a sister of Mr.
Itc
Leona Norlin, Mr. and Mrs H. Albers, who recently lost her hus- er Music House.
Burrows, Mrs. Dora Haight and band.
Mrs. Rose Ketcham. Members of
Florence Vande Riet was a week FOR SALE— Bargains in used radios, $4 up. Meyer Music House.
the local Erutha Rebekah lodge end guest of her friend Jeanette
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INVITATION
March

[

Budget Dress Shop

v

n

-

-

“Family Food Values”

THOM

AS

STORES

WANT ADS

Tuna

- --

Fish

TOMATOES
Wax

or

3

Green

BEANSI

Mise Sena Oetman is spending WANTED— A Model T or other
Rebekah Lodge of Grandville and
Violet Rebekah lodge of Grand Ra- this week with her sister, Mrs.
light car, preferably a touring
pids in Grand Rapids Saturday Richard Wolters of Overisel.
must be cheap. Write Box 55 care
night.
The Misses Gertrude Vande Riet, of this paper.
o
Mrs. William Pouliaa was honFOR SALE OR TRADE-20 acre
TO PARK TOWNSHIP ELECTORS farm 2% miles from Holland on
ored at a surprise birthdayparty at her home, 26 W. Seventh St.
Notice ii hereby given that an the Waverly Road. Good Six room
Tht
lose present were Mra. A. Van annual Township
i Elect!)
Election will be house, electric lights,barn, large
Dyke, Mrs. J. De Young, Mra. held on Monday April 6, 1936 to sine hen house, and small grainary.
Languis of Zeeland, Mra. Ben Wel- elect the following^Township of- Fine location for chickens, also
ler, Mrs. Dorothy Feikema, Mrs. ficers: Supervisor,Township Clerk, wood for fruit and Vegetables and
Mistierand daughter, Mrs. Elhart,
fruit on it.
it Inquire ol
of P.
r. Vanderirer. Justiceof the
Mra. C. Vender Veen and the hon, Holland R. R. No. 2. Phone
Commissioner,
ored guest.
3tpl3
[ember Board
of Highway for
BARGAINS IN NEW LUMBER:
Members of the Young Ladies each district.
Hemlock 2x4’s, 2x6’s, Shiplap,
Auxiliary of Sixth Reformed ehorThere will also be submitted the
Sheathing $27. A quantity of 6 in.
:h entertainedtheir husbands Tuesdav evening. Mra. L. White, president,
. presided. A very inter the regular Township election to be
eating program was presented. held in the Townehfp of Park. OtArrangementswere made by Mri. tawa County, Michigan,on Mon les.— Bolhuis Lbr. ft Mfg. Co. 200
8tp
Ben Wierda and her committee. day, the 0th day o? April, 1930,
1936 E. 17th

-

Mild
Wisconsin
Colby

B-

lb-

or Spaghetti

Unpitted

.

Fancy Hawaiian

Crushed No. 2

Can

TriPoint Fresh, Creamy

SALAD DRESSING
CARNATION MILK

SNOW DRIFT

Quart Jar

3

Shortening

3

ONIONS SsSitS
'P

LES
1AL

Baldwins 5

FLOUR

SO

it's

a 'Caterpillar's' Job!

S

DATESib
PINEAPPLE

Itc

attended the consolidationof Daisy Brink of Hamilton.

2

cans

Cut Stringless
Odessa Brand

OlEESE
MACARONI

9c

2

no.

House.

**

-

T*11

Cans

»>

it.

Ibe.

*

«n58c

9c

'uwrexvnu,.t.t

__

there will be submitted to the vote
held of the elector! of laid Township the
a regular meeting Tuesday night

The LongfellowP. T. A.

in the school and Cornie Kragt
wae elected president. Other officers elected were Gilbert Van Wynen, vice president: Mrs. Lloyd
Reed, secretary,and Mrs. Arlene
Sulkers, treasurer. J. J. Marcus
retiring president, presided over
the business meeting. A miscellaneousprogram was presented.

St

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY,

its successors and as-

on

south of

Overisel. 3tp
WANTED

signs, the right, power and
LOUTS PADNOS
authority to construct, main- Wants to Boy all Kinds of Scrap
tain and commercially use elec- Material, Old Iron, Radiators,
is. O!
Old
tric lines consistingof towers, Batteries and other Junk. Beat
masts, poles, cross-arms, guys, market price; also feed and sugar
braces, wires, transformers
„
appl
and other electrical appliances
190 East 8th
Holland The model twenty-two it offered
on, along and across the public
Phone 2905
in three models — with lenders for
ajD, street*, alleys, bridg
_
highways,
other public places, and QUICK CASH-Loans $25 to $800 orchards, with wide shoes for
es and1 o
Autoe <— Livestock — Furniture.
a local electric business
Holland Loan Association,over muck, with regular width shoes
in the TOWNSHIP OF PARK,
OTTAWA COUNTY, MICH- Olliea Sport Shoo.
for upland (arming.
IGAN w for a period of thirty
ATTENTION—Stock ownor*. Free
years. • *~J
service given on dead or disabled
- ALBERT KRONEMEYER,
Township Clerk.

9C

bagsSt

$1.09

if

mules were Mweb-footed” they’d sink

to their ears

S*

in some of the muck-fields out

of which “Caterpillar” Tractors steadily haul
big loads of perishable
balk

at

crops. Horses would

some of the slippery orchard hillsides—

up which the “Caterpillar” pulls full loads of
spray to keep

ahead of pests despite adverse

weather.

CASH— Highest cash

prices paid
for Old Gold, Gold Teeth, Broken
Jewelry—
Condition. James
HeerapinkJewelry. 450 Washingdopted by the Township Eloard at ton Square, Holland, Mich.
ita' meeting held on the 9th day of
FOR SALE:— 35 acres good day
. which said ordinance
March, 1930.
loam farm with good buildings.
is entitled as follows:
Inquire Bert Kleinheksel,% mile

AN ORDINANCE, grantingto

Even

With the 20-inch track shoes, this 50-inch
gauge “Caterpillar” Twenty Two’s weight is
spread over so large an area, that it stays on
top of such soft footing. Also the wide grousers

’

T:

hold their sure grip— to convert engine

power

into efiective pulling power.

MORAL:
—get

Don’t buy life-preservers for mules

a “Caterpillar” track- type

Tractor, and be

ready to beat weather year after year!

Dtt aasiv

HASH

2 cans 29c

STORES
Holland

^wf^CoHege
Holland,

Nkfc

BY ORDER OF THE TOWNSHIP

B0ARD'

awu

Dickinson’s

Hdw\
Phone 4 F2

FennviUe, Mich.

John Deere Tractorsand Farm Impliments. Hardie Dependable

Sprayers

THE'

HOLLAND CITY

NEWS

:

A.

assessment district,the sum of ated for the current
the interestdue from said fund
...............................
$404.00 city purpose*, by a 1
the sum of.... ______
$5,625.00
7th.— For the Ornamental Street 16th.— For the East 22nd St. Pav- tion upon all the taxable
ing Special Assessment District of the whole dty as set f
Lighting Fund for the payment
Fund, for the payment of bonds sections one and three of this
a of bonds and interest due from
An ordinance to amend Chapter No. 45 of the General Ordinances
said fond the sum> of... $3,062.50 and interest, to be raised by spe- nance, and it shall also be his
cial assessment in said asseses- on or before the first day ofj
of the city of Holland, being an ordinance relative to the Running
8th.— For the General Street Imment district, the sum of. ..... tember next, to certifyto the
provement Bonds Sinking Fund
at Large within the Limits of tbo City of Holland, of Horses, Sheep,
. ............................
$434.00 sessor for assessment, all
for the payment of bonds and
AN ORDINANCE— No. 886ft
Swine, Mules, Goats, Cattle and Beasts, Geese and other Fowls, and
interest due from said fund the 17th.— For the Tenth Street Pav- which the Common Council _
the appointment and duties of a PoundmasLer.
sum of _______
________
46,100.00 ing Special Assessment District to be assessed or reassessedin
CITY MISSION
'
1
Termed the Annual Appropriation 9th.— For the Main Sewer Bonds
Fund, for the payment of bonds special district or upon any
51-61 Bast 8th St
, Th* City of Holland Ordains:
The public is cordially Invited to
Bill ef the City of Holland; for
and interest, to be raised by spe- of land or against any pai
Sinking Fund for the payment
Interdenominational
—
mem* all aervices,and especiallythose
of bonds and interest due from
cial assessmentin said assess- person or special assessment
the Fiscal Year Commencing on
.-v Chapter No'. 45. of the General Ordinances of the City of Holberehip. George Trotter— Supt. without a
; ;
otherwise,together with the
said fund the sum of... .$2 340.00
ment district, the sum of...^.
Tekphone, 8461.
the third Monday in March, A.
land, being ah Ordinancerelative to the running at large within
............................
- ....... $5,688.00 nation of the land or persons
10th.— For the Cemetery Bonds
Saturday nig h t— 7:30--Praifle
IMMANUEL CHURCH
D. 1936.
the limits of the City of Holland, of Homs, Sheep, Swine, Mulae,
No. 1 Sinking Fund for the pay- 18th.— For the West Sixteenth St. or within which the several sugia
and Teetimony.
Services in the Armory
Goata, Cattle and Beasts, Geese and other Fowls, is hereby amended
ment of bonds and interest due
No. 2 Paving Special Assess- are to be assessed or reassessed,
Sunday at 1:80— Sunday School.
Rev. J. Lasting, Pastor
THE CITY OF HOLLAND OR- from laid fund the sum ment District Fund, for the pay- with such further descriptionand
Record attendance laat Sunday, 209
10:00 p.m. — Morning Worship. to read as follows:
of .....................................
$3,395.00
ment of bonds, and interestto directionsas will enable such aspresent This is the largest attend- “The Danger of Compromising."
329 Sec. 1. It shall not be lawful for any domestic animal DAINSf
be raised by special assessment sessor to assess the severa
ance in the history of the Mission
11th.—
For
the
North
River
Ave.
11:30 a.m.— Sunday School.
(excepting cats) geese, chickens or sny other fowl to run or to be
Sunday School.
Section 1. There shall be apImprovementBonds Sinking in said assessment district, the amounts upon the property
2:30 p.m. — Children'smeeting.
at
large
.in the public streets, lanes, parks, alleys, vacant lots, or propriatedby tax upon all the taxsum of ...........
$2,586.00 persons chargeable therewith.
At 2:30— Special Service—Song 3:30 p.m.— Allegan Jail service.
Fund for the payment of bonds
other open or public place or places; nor upon any private premises able property in the City of HolSec. 7.— It shall be the duty of
and Music. Chris Reidsma will be
and interestdue from said fund 19th.— For the Washington Ave6:30 p.m. — Young People's Serthe speaker.
nue Paving Special Assessment the Assessor to levy in the tax
vice.
other than the premises of the owner of such domestic animal or land, for the purpose of defraying
the sum of ........................
$2,630.00
Ai 6:80— Young People’s meetDistrictFund, for the payment roll upon all the taxable property,
7:30 p.m.— Song service. Sermon
fowl, without the consent of the owner or occupant of such private the general expenses and liabilities 12th.— For the General FSind for
ing.
of bonds and interest to be the amounts to be levied as hereto“The Pharisee and the Publican." premises. Provided however, that it shall be lawful for any dog of said city during the fiscal year
the payment of principaland inAt 7:30— Orchestra Practice for Come Sunday evening.
raised by special assessment in fore mentioned, when certified to
commencing on the third Monday
terest on land contractswith the
Happy Mac’s meetings,April 6 Tharndav evening— Prayer meet- or other domestic animal to be led about outside the premises of the in March, A. D. 1936, the follow- Board of Public Works of the said assessment district,the sum him by the City Clerk as aforesaid,
through the 11th.
m.
...m....$8 12.00 for the current year in the manowner thereof on a suitable leash, in the immediatecontrol of a ing amounts, to-wit:
ing and Bible study.
City of Holland the sum of
Tuesday— 7:80. George Trotter’s
1st.— For the General Fund, to decompetentperson.
$5,825.00, also for the payment 20th.— For the Pine Avenue and ner provided by the City Charter.
SpiritualBirthday.
Sec. 8.— This ordinance shall
Seventh Street Paving Special
fray the expense of the City for
of bonds and interest on street
Tuesday March 24th, George
830. Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the Common Council of
Wednesday— 7:80. Young peop- Trotter,Sup’t. of the City Misaion
Assessment District Fund, for take immediateeffect
the payment of which from some
paving due from said fund the
said City to appoint some suitable person as Poundmaster of the
.les’* Fellowship dub. Important
Passed March 18, 1936
the payment of bonds and interother fund no provisionis made,
sum of ................................
$650.00
will celebrate his 36th Spiritual
meeting preparing for special meetCity of Holland who shall serve during the pleasure of the Common
Approved March 19,1936
est, to be raised by special
the sum of ....................
$22,792.00 Amount to be appropriated..
Anniversary at the Mission at 7:80
inn April 6-11.
NICODEMUS BOSCH,
Less amount assumed and to be
....................................
$6,475.00 assessmentin said assessment
p.m., by telling of his conversion
Council and receive a compensation for his services to be fixed by the
_ Friday—?: 30. Young Peoples’
Mayor.
district,the sum of ........ $1,101.00
paid by the B. P. W., the sum
and life’s story. Converted in 1900
Common Council.
13th.— For the Street Fund for the
Hour and Sunday School lesson.
21st.— For the West Twentieth St. Attest:—
of ......................................
$4,870.00
in Grand Rapids Miasion and since
payment of bonds and interest
331 . Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of the Poundmaster,and
OSCAR PETERSRON,
Less surplus in fund at end of
No. 3 Paving Special Assessin Mission and Evangelistic
on street paving due from said
BIBL* WITNESS ASSEMBLY then
members
of
the
Police
Force
of
the
City,
to
take
into
custody,
disment District Fund, for the payfiscal
year
the
sum
of
$14,472.04
work in Los Angeles, San FrancisfltK
fund the sum of. .............
$4,500.00
Amount to be appropriated......
ment of bonds and interest, to be
co, St Paul, Saginaw,Grand Raptrain and impound in the public pound, establishedby the common
Section 2. Pursuant to the pro‘HAPi^rMAC^
raised by special assessment in
ids and 2 years here.
......................................
$3,449.96
council, any animal or fowl, mentioned in the first section of this
visions of Sec. 10 and 12, Title
COMING TO
10:00 a.m.— "What Moans Does
2nd— For the Welfare Fund, to be
said assessment district,the sum
Hear this experience.
XXVIII, of the City Charter, the
God use to fulfillHis Plan qt SavBeginning April 6 and until the :
ordinance, and which may be found at large in said City or away
expendedin the support of the
of
........................................
$782.00
ing His Church ?N
following estimatesof expenditures
poor of the city, including an are designated as advisable to be 22nd.— For the West Twenty-Sec- night of April llth. the nationalCHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY from the premises of the owner thereof contrary to the provisionsof
ll:80r-Bih]e School.
Iv known “Happy Mac" Mac Donthis ordinance.
item of $2,000 for the care of inond Street Paving Special As- aid will appear in Holland,the first 1
Services in Warm Friead Tavern
made during the fiscal year:
2:00— School House Services.
digent persons at the Eastman10:80
a.m.—
Sunday
services.
832.
Sec.
4.
When
any
dog
or
other
animal
or
any
fowl,
mensessment
District
Fund,
for
the
6:16— Y. P. Meeti
1st.— For developing the new Fairnight at 7:30 at the City Mission
ville infirmary, the sum of
11:46 a.m.— Sunday school.
payment of bonds and interest on E. 8th St., and the other five
tioned in Section One of this ordinance shall have been impounded,
lawn Cemeteryviz., grading,con7:3a-"Wh0 Should Preach the
....................................
$22,000.00
8:00 p.m. — Wednesdayevening
to be raised by special assess- nights at 7:30 at the Holland ArmGospel !’’‘
structingroads and drives, plantin accordance with the provisionsof this ordinance ,it shall be the
Less amount assumed and to be
testimonialmeeting..
ment in said assessment district, ory.
7:80 — Wednesday,the 25th, Mise
ing trees, shrubbery, etc., and
duty
of
the
poundmaster
to
shelter,
care
for,
feed
and
water
the
same
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
“Matter" will be the subject of
the sum of ..........................
$903.00
Koer, Missionarywill gpenk at
“Happy Mac" is known to thousotherwise beautifyingsaid cemeof ...................................
$4,713.00
2:30 at a women’s meeting at the the lesson-sermon in all Christian until the same shall have been released or otherwise disposed of as
tery grounds the sum of not to 23rd.— For the West Twenty-Sec- ands throwhoutthe country as
Amount
to be appropriated
Science
churches
and
societies
home of Mrs. Ver Lee and at the
in this ordinance provided.No dog or other domestic animal shall
exceed ............................
$50,000.00 ond Street Improvement Special the Scotch baritone evangelistand.
......................................
$17,287.00
throughoutthe world on Sunday
Witness Hall in the evening.
To be raised by loan and to be
Assessment District Fund, for song leader. He is a dynamic
be released from the pound, unless the owner or person entitled to
March
22,
1936.
3rd.—
For
the
General
Street
Fund
10:00— Saturday, Jewel Class.
repaid by taxes upon
ipoi all the taxthe payment of bonds and inter- young Christianleader. Before hli
demand
the same shall pay to the poundmaster the sum of $1.00 per day
o
to
defray
the
expenses
of
main7:30— Y. P. Prayer meeting, Satable
ble property in tne city, and the
est, to be raised by specialas conversion he was a comedian on
1
CENTRAL PARK REFORMED for the care, custody and feeding of such dog or other animal, on the taining and working upon the proceeds when appropriated to sessment in said assessment dis- the stage with Eddie Cantor and
streets and alleys for tne payCHURCH
part of said poundmaster, and furthermore, in the case of dogs, probe paid into a fund to be later
trict, the sum of ................
$162.00 others including the Waring
ment whereof no provision shall
IVt miles west of the city limits
created by the common council 24th.— For the West Sixteenth St. Pennsylvanians.
cure a license ior said dog in the manner required by the State Law
THE" SALVATION ARMY
have
been
made
by
any
other
on U. S. 31
for the above said purpose.
No. 3 Paving Special Assessment He was converted 10 years ago
at the time in force and affect, in the event that such dog shall not
general fund or otherwise the
Section 3. There shall also be
DistrictFund, for the payment n tiie Pacific Garden Mission at
Adjutant Clare* Edwards, Office The Rev. F. J. Van Dyk, Minister
have already been duly licensed. No geese or other fowls impounded
sum of ............................
$42,906.00
10:00 a.m. — Morning Worship.
in Chargt.
appropriateda special tax upon all
of bonds and interest,to be Chicago.
Less amount assumed and to be
shall be released until the owner or person entitled to the possession
Mission Workers are looking forEnvoy Genevieve.Shafar, Assist- Preparatory service.Sermon. "The
the taxable property in the city,
raised by special assessment in
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
Happiness of Those who Really Do
ward to the coming of “Banov
ant Officer.
of the same shall have paid $.60 per day for each goose or other fowl
with the general citv taxes, hereinsaid aaaessment district, the sum
of .................................
... $9,307.00
Want to Know and Do What is taken up and
* • •
before designated,for the support
of . ......................................
$100.00 Mac,” who is being brought to Hoi4^
Amount to be appropriated...
’n a Lenten series on
Saturday evening 7:30— Praise
of the Public Schools of the City 25th.— For the West 22nd St. No. land thru the efforts of the Hol333.
Sec.
5.
Except
in
the
case
of
dogs,
if
the
owner
or
person
....................................
$33,599.00
“The Beatitudes”.
Service. '
of Holland, including fuel, pay of
2 Paving Special Assessment land Fellowship Club.
11:30 a.m.— Sunday School, Henentitled to the possessionof any animal, or any fowl, shall not claim 4th— For the Hospital Fund, to be
Sunday morning 9:45— Sunday
teachers, and for all other purposes
DistrictFund, for the payment
expended in the maintenance and
*7 Van Den Berg, superintendent
School.
the same within forty eight hours from the time of taking the same
Expires April
I
of incidental expense which the
of bonds and interest, to be
support
of the Holland City Hos6:30
p.m.—
Senior
C.
E.
meeting.
Sunday morning 11:00— HoliSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Board of Education is authorized raised by special assessment, in
into custody, and shall not have paid the charges and taken away
pital
the
sum
of
............
$8,000.00
Leon Van Huis will speak on “Conness Meeting.
The Probate Court for the
said assessment district,the sum
such animal or fowl, the same shall be sold by the poundmaster, at
Less amount assumed and to be or required to make during the
Sunday evening 6:30— Young sequences of Decisions.”
of .......................
$107.00 County of Ottawa.
paid by the B. P. W. the sum current year. The estimated a7:30 p.m.— Evening Worship. the pound, by a public outcry, to the highest bidder, at the hour of
People’sMeeting.
mount required and reported to 26th.— For the Mill and 7th Street At a session of said Court, held
of ....................................
$1,689.00
Sunday evening 7:30— Evangel- ‘God’s Appeal to Youth.” The Rev.
noon next succeeding the said forty eight hours. All dogs not claimed
Common Council being $121,Special Sewer Assessment Dis- at the Probate Office in the City of
John A. Roggen of Hamilton and released within forty eight hours after being impounded shall Amount to be appropriated...... the
istic Service.
000.00 or so much thereof as may
trict Fund, for the payment of Grand Haven in the said County,
preachingthe sermon.
......................................
$6,311.00
Tuesday evening 7:30— Evangelinstallment and interest to be on the 18th day of March, A. D,
be destroyed, by the poundmaster, or if the animal is worthy and 5th.— For the Health Fund, to pro- be spread in accordance with the
All who come to worship at Cenistic Service. ••
:
raised by special assessment in 1936.
vide for the preservation and assessed valuation and tax rate
tral Park are assured of a cordial
valuable,shall be offeredfor sale by the poundmasterin the manner
allocation to be made by the CounThuraday evening 7:30— Prayer welcome.
said assessment district, the sum
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater,
herein provided for other impounded animals, and shall thereafter protection of the health of the ty Tax Commission.
of ..................
$287.60 Judge of Probate.
inhabitantsof the city, including
be destroyed if not purchased by some person at such public sale.
In addition to the above amount 27th.— For the West 12th and Lake
In the MatUr of the Estate at J
an item of $4,400.09 for the care
there shall also be appropriated
William G. Winter. Deceaaed,
in a joint suit filed in superior
Street Sewer Special Sewer AsProvided, that dogs impounded having been exposed to rabies, or
of T. B. patients at Muskegon
for the Public School system of the
It appearingto the court that
court at Grand Rapids by Charles
sessment DistrictFund, for the
any dog that has attacked any person, shall remain impoundeduntil
Sanitorium, the sum of $7,595.00
City of Holland for debt service,
Ignatowski and Miss Merle Mcpayment of installment and in- the time for presentationof claima
Less amount assumed and to be
compossuch time and under such conditions as shall be required by the
viz., for the payment of bonds and
terest to be raised by special against said estate should be limitpaid by the B. P. W. . $1,610.00
•duf Budd Van Liare, Jene Seaver Donald asking damages of $10,Board of Health of said City, and it shall be the duty of the poundas the result of an automoassessment in said assessment ed, and that a time and place be
Amount to be appropriated...... interest,etc., the sum of $30,000.00.
ntf Al Berkompaawere chosen 000
bile accident Nov. 16.
Section 4. There shall also be
master to notify said Board of Health when he has any good reason
district,the sum of ............
$210.00 appointed to receive,examine and
winners out k>f n tield of six groups
.....................................
$5,985.00
raised by special tax, to be levied 28th.— For the Fairbanks Ave.
' ust all claims and demands ato believe that he has any such dog in hia possession.All fees collected 6th— For the Fire Department
in the finals of a aeries of amateur
Work in the first Rank was held
in the next general tax rolls, upon
Sewer
Special Assessment Dia gainst said deceased by and before
contests held in Grand Rapids. last evening by Pythiana of the
Fund
to
maintain
the
Fire
Deby the Poundmasterunder the provisionsof this ordinance shall be
trict Fund, for the payment of said court:
They were awarded $25 and also Castle lodge at the lodge hall in
partment of the city (includ- the lands comprisingthe special
paid to the City Treasurer within ten days after the collection of same
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
received n one-year contract to the Holland City State Bank building hydrant service),the sum street, sewer and paving assess- installment and interest, to be
and shall be creditedto the general fund, and all operating expenses
ment districts, hereinafter desigraised by special assessment in said deceased are required to pre- j
perform over a Grand Rapids sta- ing. Local Pythians plan to atof ....................................
$33,296.20
nated, the following assessments:
of said Pound, including the compensationof the Poundmaster,shall
said assessment district the sum sent their claims to said court itj
tion as professionals.
Less amount assumed and to be
tend the district meeting at Kalsaid Probate Office on or before the
1st.— For the Michigan Avenue
of ..................
........... . ....... $700.00
paid
by
the
B.
P.
W.
the
sum
be paid out of the General fund, in the manner provided for the
amazoo on March 24 to hear an
Paving
Special
Assessment
Dis- 29th.— For the West 22nd Street 16th day of July A. D. 1986, at
of .......
$7,108.00
During March, 1935, the total address by Supreme Vice Chan- payment of the general expenses of said City.
trict Fund, for the payment of
No. 3. Sewer Special Assessment ten o’clock in the forenoon, said;
Amount to be appropriated
amount spent for buildingwas |5,- cellor Jones, of the west coast
334. Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the Common Council of the
DistrictFund for the payment time and place being hereby ap-j
...................................
$26,188.20 bonds and interest to be raised
624 and already the amount for who is speakingat three points
pointed for the examinationand
City, upon satisfactoryproof of the ownership of any property im- 7th— For the Police Department by special assessmentin said
of installmentand interest, to be
March of this year is $19,755. in the state.
adjustment of all claims and de»;j
assessment
district,the sum
raised
by
special
assessment
in
pounded
and
sold
under
the
provisions
of
this
ordinance
for
a
price
in
Fund
for
the
maintenance
of
the
The permit tiled by Henry Kasof
......................................
$3,580.00 said assessment district the sum mands against said deceased.• i
Police
Department
of
the
city
ten headed the list Tues. .Khsten
excess of the sum of five dollars to direct the City Treasurer to pay
It is Further Ordered, That pubCarl Marcus, senior in Holland
of ........................................
$500.00
the sum of ....................
$21,743.80 2nd.— For West Nineteenth Street
asks permission to erect a house high school attained the honor ol
lic notice thereof be given by pubto such owner, a sum equal to the sale price of such property,less the
Paving
Special
Assessment
DisSec.
5.
Pursuant
to
the
proviLess amount assumed and to be
of brick veneer constructionat 622 Ping-pong champion Tuesday aftrict Fund, for the payment of sions of Section 12, Title XXVIII, lication of a copy of this order fora
sum of five dollars which is hereby determined to be the reasonable paid by the B. P. W. the sum
Lawndale court, at an estimated ternoon by defeating Julian Arthree successiveweeks previous to j
of the City Charter, the following
expense of each such sale. It shall be the duty of the Poundmaster of ......................................
$4,634.00 Bond and Interest to
cost of $3,500. Others filed are: endshorst and Dorman Conk| in.
said day of hearing, in the Holland ]
by
special
assessment
in
said
local
improvements
are
hereby
desAmount
to
be
appropriated
Gerrit Helder, 359 College Ave., Marcus and Frank Lievense reignforthwith after each sale to deposit the proceeds thereof with the
City News a newspaper printodl
assessment
district
the
sum
ignated
as
advisable
to
be
made
interior remodeling and erection ed supreme Wednesday also, after
....................................
$17,109.80
and circulatedin said country.
City Treasurer, taking his officialreceipt therefor.
of
.......................................
$662.00
during
the
next
fiscal
year,
to
be
8th. — For the Park Fund for the
of garage to approximate$650; besting Jack Lokker and ArendsCORA VAN DE WATER. |
835. Sec. 7. The said Poundmastershall keep a book, in which
maintenance and improvement 3rd.— For State Street Paving Spe- paid for in whole or in part by
John De Vries, 118 W. 18th St., horst in the doubles finals.
Judge of Probats. \
he
shall
enter
as
minutely
as
possible, a full descriptionof any dog
of the public parks, boulevards, cial Assessment District Fund, soecial assessment, together with A true copy:
construction of basement,$1B0^
for the payment of bond and in- the estimated cost thereof,to-wit:
or
other
animal,
or
fowl,
impounded
under
the
provisions
of
this
orgreenhouses,
for
the
care
of
George Huntley, repair roof at
Bert Koning of Lincoln Avd.
Harriet Swart
terest to be raised by special
For the payment of that part of
home, 74 W. 15th St., $75 and E. underwent
trees in the streets and to otherit an operation for apdinance ,the locality from which it was taken, the name of the owner
Register of Probate.
assessment
in
said
assessment
the
cost
of
constructing
Sanitary
HJ Poat, 78 E. 23rd St., interior * - pendicitis
wise beautify the city the sum
when known, or when ascertained,and the date and hour when imdistrict
the
sum
of
..........
$5,905.00
Sewers, to be raised by special as
model at ^ cost of $50.
Expires April 4-15977
man will
of ...................
$19,425.00
pounded; keeping in said book an accurate account and record of all
Less amount assumed and to be 4th.— For the ThirteenthStreet sessment upon private property in
bor shop daring
STATE OF MICHIGAN
At the convention, of the Ottawa
his doings and proceedings in the premises. At the end of each calenPaving Special AssessmentDis- the Sewer Assessment Districts, The Probate Court for the ]
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
County Young Democratic club George Kleinhefisd of Fillmore dar BH>nth it shall be the duty of said Poundmasterto make a full re- of ......................................
$3,966.00 trict Fund, for the payment of less at least one-sixth of the ex- County of Ottawa.
held Monday night at the court is in a serious condition in Holbonds and interestto be raised pense of said work to be paid from
Amount to be appropriated
At a session of said Court, held
h#use in Grand Haven, Edward land hospital following an opera- port to the Common Council of said City, of all his doings and of all
....................................
$15,459.00 by special assessmentin said the General Sewer Fund, or such at the Probate Office in the city of
Broekema was elected chairman. tion for appem>citis Sunday.
moneys by him collectedunder the provisionsof this ordinance,and 9th.— For the Library Fund for the
assessment district,the sum amount thereof as the Common Grand Haven in the said County,Other officersnamed were Bertbo saoaipts taken from the City Treasurershall accompany such
of ......................................
$5,673.00 Council may deem advisable and on the 12th day of March, A. D.,
maintenance, extension and suptal Slagh, vice-chairman;HenBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Morris report ; .
port of the Public Library the 5th. — For the Pine Avenue Pav- shall order, to be levied during the 1936.
dfick G. Noble, secretary;and Neil Osborn Reed of Grand Rapids, on
ing Special Assessment District fiscal year, designated and estisum of .....................
...... $5,200.00
Present, Hon. Cora Van Do
• 886. Sec. 8. No
person shall hinder, obstruct or delay the
Dpnker, treasurer. The next ses- Mar. 15, a daughter, Judith HelFund, for the payment of bonds mated as follows:
Less amount assumed and to be
Water. Judge of Probate.
sion will be held in Holland early en. Mrs. Reed was formerly Miss
Poundmasteror any member of the Police Departmentor any other
and interest to be raised by spe- (a)— Twenty-first Street, from
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
In the matter of the estate of
iit April. Earl Steggerda, State Wilma Meyer, damrirter of Mr.
person engaged in lawfully taking into custody any dog, other animal
Cleveland to Ottawa Avenue, or
of ..................................
$1,177.96 cial assessmentin said aesessThomas F. Kelly. Deceased
Central committeeman was Hie and Mrs. Albert H. Meyer, 4 West
ment district, the sum of ........
so much thereof as the Common
Amount to be appropriated......
or any fowl found running at large or being possessed or harbored
It appearingto the court tipi
speaker.
12th
...........
- .............
- .......... $3,026.00
Council shall deem advisableand the time for presentationof clal*
.....................................
$4,022.04
by any person contrary to the provisionsof this ordinance.
10th.— For the Fire Alarm Fund 6th.— For the West Twentieth
may order, the sum of One Thou- against said estate should be limApplications for marriage lic337. Sec. 9. It shall be lawful for any person to drive to the
Mr. and Mrs. John Ksrs of 61
for the maintenanceand extenStreet Paving Special Assesssand Dollars ..................
$1,000.00 ited, and that a time and place be j
West Fifteenth street,with their enses have been received at the
pound, and deliver into the possession of the Poundmaster,or put
ment District No. 2 Fund, for (b)— Twenty-second Street, from appointed to receive, examine
sion of the Fire Alarm System
five year old son, Egbert and Mr. county clerk’s office from the folinto the Pound, any dog or other animal or any fowl found running at
the sum of ................ $1,500.00 the payment of bonds and interWashington Ave. to Van Raalte adjust all claims and de ^
'Kars’ brother, Gerrit Kars of Mon- lowing: HeriMrt DdVoss, 81,
Less amount assumed and to be
est to be raised by special asAve., or so much thereof as the against said deceased by and be-^
large or away from the premises of the owner or person having the
Grandville
and
Gertrude
Van
Der
tana, visited another brother Frank
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
sessment in said assessment disCommon Council shall deem ad fore said
|
same in possessionwithin the limits of the City of Holland, contrary
Kars in Chicago this week, the oc- Wal, 32, Jenison; Simon Holding,
of
.................................
$1,500.00 trict, the sum of ........ ...... $762.00
visable and may order, the sum
It is ordered, that creditorsof |
to the provisionsof this ordinance.
casion, being their Fifteenth wed- 23, Coopersville and Agnes MeerAmount to be appropriated......
7th. — For the East Thirteenth
of One Thousand, Five Hundred said deceased are required to preman, 25, Coopersville.
ding anniversary.
337. (a) Sec. 10. No person shall harbor or keep any dog which
............................................
None
Street Paving Special AssessDollars ............................
$1,500.00 sent their claims to said court at*
ment District Fund, for the pay- (c)— Fifteenth Street, east of Lin- said Probate Office on or before tha- j
George Heneveld, Park township,
by loud or frequent or habitual barking, yelping or howling shall 11th.— For the General Sewer Fund
Grand Haven’s largest city di chairman of the bosrd of supervisfor the maintenanceof sewers
coln Avenue, or so much thereof
ment of bonds and interest to be
15th day of July. A. D. 1936
cause serious annoyance to the neighborhood or to people passing
rectory was issued today by R. L.
and sewage disposal plant and
ors, was in the city today. He reraised by special assessments in
as the Common Council shall at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said j
Polk ft Co., of Detroit. It Is a ports that he will be on the board
to and fro upon the streets. No person shall own or harbor any vicconstructionof sewers the sum
said assessment district,the sum
deem advisable and may order, time and place being hereby ap-j
volume of 368 pages, covering again this year, as he has had no
ious dog, or any dog that has been bitten by any animal known to
$1,085.00 the sum of Fifteen Hundred Dol- pointed for the examination and
of ...................
$19,229.04 of .......
Grand Haven, Ferrysburg, Spring opposition in the caucuses.—Grand
Less amount assumed and to be 8th.— For the East Twentieth
have been afflicted with rabies, or which shall have bitten any perlars ................................
$1,500.00 adjustment of all claims and deLake and the taxpayers of Ottawa Haven Tribune.
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
Street
Improving
and
Paving
(d)— Fifth Street, from Fairbanks mands against said deceased.
son.
Any
person,
who
shall
have
in
his
or
her
possession
a
dog
which
county. The taxpayers department
of ....................................
$19,229.04 Special Assessment District
Avenue to the Pore Marquette
It is further ordered, that pub- 1
is new with this edition, and, naMr. Otis Shear, Poultry Special- has contracted rabies or which has been subjected to the same or
Amount to be appropriated......
Fund, for the payment of bonds
R’y., or so much thereof as the lie notice thereof be given by pub- ]
turally. adds greatly to the value ist from Michigan State College
as to which there is reasonable grounds to believe that the same has
...............
- ..........
- ...............
None
and interest to be raised by Common Council shall deem ad- lication of a copy of this order for j
of the book. The laat previous edi- will hold two meetings in Allegan
been infected with rabies,or which shall have bitten any person, 12th.— For the Cemetery Fund for
special assessmentin said asvisable and may order, the sum three successiveweeks previous to ]
tion was published In 1931.
County on Tuesday, March 24, The
general maintenance and upkeep
of One Thousand Dollars ........
sessment district,the sum of....
said day of hearing, in the Holland I
shall upon demand of the Chief of Police or of the Board of Health
meetings are scheduled as follows:
of walks, drives, etc., in Pilgrim
................... ... ........... $680.00
......................................
$1,000.00 City News, a newspaper printed I
or of the Health Officer of said City, produce and surrender up such
It was learned here Wednesday March 24, 10:00 a.m.— Casco Town
Home and Fairlawn cemeteries 9th.— For the East 21st St. Im- (e)— ClevelandAve., from Twenty- and circulated in said county.
that Dr. Nelson Nelson Clark, of Hall; March 24, 2:00 p.m.-Lubdog to tiie Police Department or to the Board of Health or to the
the sum of ..... . .................
$1,000.00 proving and Paving Special Assecond to Twenty-fourth Sts., or
CORA VAN DE WATER,
this city, was named defendant bers Store, East Saugatuck.
Health Officer of said City, to be held for observation and treatLess amount assumed and to be
so much thereof as the Common
sessment DistrictfSwd, for the
Judge of Probate.
paid by the B. P. W. the sum
ment as herein provided. Any person allowing any dog habitpayment of bonds and interest
Council may deem advisableand A true copy:
of . .....................................
$196.00
may order, the sum of Two Harriet Swart
to be raised by special assessually to remain and be lodged within his or her house, store, building,
Amount to be appropriated......
ment in said assessment district, Thousand, Five Hundred DolRegister of Probate
enclosure or premises, shall be consideredas harboring or keeping the
.............. ..... .................
$804.00
the sum of .............. ....... $1,000.00 lars ....... ..........................
$2,500.00
same within the meaning of this ordinance. It shall be the duty of
Section 1-A. There shall also be 10th.— For the 15th Street Paving (f)— East 16th St. from Lincoln to
Expires April 4—15509
every person owning or harboring a dog which has been attacked or appropriated by tax upon all the
Fairbanks Aves., or so much
Special Assessment District
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
thereof as the Common Council
Fund, for the payment of bonds
bitten by another dog or other animal showing the symptoms of rab- taxable property in the city for the
PROBATE COURT FOI
City Election— April 6, 1936
payment of the principal and inmay
deem
advisable
and
may
and
interest,
to
be
raised
by
speies immediately to notify the Police Departmentor the Health Officer
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA ^
terest on bonds and other general
order, the sum of Three Thoucial assessmentin said assessof said City that they have such a dog in their possession, and when- obligationdebts that fall due durAt a session of said Court, h<H
sand
Dollars
....................
$3,000.00
ment district, the sum of ......
at the Probate Office in the City^j
ever a dog is brought to the pound a second time for having bitten ing the next fiscal year the fol.......
...... . ....... ______ $5,083.00 (g)— Twenty-fourth
St. from Van
of Grand Haven in said County, on
11th.— For the West 16th St. PavRaalte to Ottawa Aves., or so
• person the Police Department shall cause such dog to be destroyed lowing amounts to-wit:
on the 12th day of March, A. D^ 1
lat—
For
the Park Fund for the
ing
Special
Assessment
District
much
thereof
as
the
Common
as • vicious dog after having been held a sufficient time to meet the
. Notice is hereby given tbit the Annual City Election will
1936.
payment of bonds and interest
Fund, for the payment by spe- Council may deem advisableand
requirements of the Board of Health for investigation.Any dog sufPresent: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- 1
covering
street
paving
past
the
cial assessmentin said assessmay order, the sum of Five ter,
be held on Monday, April 6, 1936, at which time the following
Judge of Probate.
fering from rabies is hereby declared to be a public nuisance and shall
several park properties....$780.00
ment district, the sum of. .....
Thousand Dollars ..........$5,000.00
In the Matter of the Estate of]
officers will be elected:—! Health Officer,1 Justice of the Peace, 1
Also for the payment of obligabe destroyed by the Police Department of the City.
................
$1357.00 (h)— 7th St., from Fairbanks Ave.
Jennie Dubbink, Deceaaed l l
tions due on the Black Lake 12th.— For the East 17th St. Pav887. (b) Sec. 11. Any person or persons violatingany of the
and west to P. M. Ry. right-ofFred P. Kieft, having filed in|
Supervisor, 1 Alderman of the 6th Ward.
water
supply
system.
....... $835.00
ing
Special
Assessment
District
way
or
so
much
thereof
as
the
provisions of this ordinance, shall, upon convictionthereof, be subsaid court his first annual accoi
Amount to be appropriated......
Fund, for the payment of bonds
Common Council may deem ad- as Administrator, c. t a. of I
ject to a fine of not to exceed $100.00,or imprisonment in the County
The Polling Places are as Follows:—
. ..............
- ...................
$1,615.00 and interest, to be raised by spevisable and may order, the sum estate, and his petition praying
Jail for not to exceed ninety days, all in addition to the costs of pros- 2nd.— For the Interest and Sinking
cial assessmentin said assessof Five Hundred Dollars..$600.00 the allowance thereof, toget!
1st Ward— second story Engine House No. 2ecution, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in additionto the costa
Fund for principal and interest
ment district,the sum of..........
(i)— River Ave. from 6th St. and |with his petition for parti!
due on RefundingBonds of 1933
of prosecution,in the discretion of the Court.
................
.......
$1,407.00 north a distanceof approximate- tributionof the assets of said
2nd Ward— second story Engine House No. 1.
—Series “A" and “B” the sum 13th— For the Graves Place Pavly 500 ft. or so much thereof as tate;
387. (c) Sec. 12. This ordinance is hereby compiled as and
om.--- ........... ...........$5,71730
ing Special AssessmentDistrict the Common Council may deem
It is Ordered, That the
3rd Ward— Basement Flooi— City Hall.
renumberedChapter 46 of “An Ordinance to Revise, Amend, Re-enact, 8rtL— For the Pine Avenue Main
Fund, for the payment of bonds
advisableand may order the sum
7th day of April A. D. 1936, ^
Consolidate and Compile the General Ordinances of the City of HolSurface Drainage Sinking Fund
and interest, to be raised by speof Two Thousand, Five Hundred at ten o’clock in the forenoon at
4th Ward— Washington School [Maple & 1 1th St.]
for the payment of bonds and in
land, to Provide Penalties for Violationsthereof, and to Repeal all
cial assessment in said assessDollars .............
$2300,00 said Probate Office, be and is
terest due from said fund • the
ment district, the sum of. .....
(j)— Lincoln Ave. from 16th to by appointed for examining
Ordinances in ConflictHerewith," Passed and approved by the Com5th Ward— 1st Precinct-Polling
Place- College © 19th
sum of ............
$8325.00
...............
. ........
- ............$448.00
17th Sts., or so much thereof as allowing said afccount;
mon Council of the City of Holland, September20 A.D. 1922.
4th— For the Fire Dept. “C" Sink- 14th.— For the East 26th St. Pavthe Common Council may deem
It is Further Ordered, That
5th Ward— 2nd Precinct -Polling Place— Longfellow
837 (d) Sec. 18. This ordinance shall take effect twenty days
ing Fund for the payment of
ing Special AssessmentDistrict
advisableand may arder the lie notice thereof be given by p
School— 24th Street
after its passage.
bonds and interest due from said
Fund, for the payment of bonds
sum of On* Thousand Dollars.. lication of a copy of this order,
fund the sum of. .............
$1,150.00 and interest, to be raised by spe............................
. ...... $1,000.00 three successiveweeks previous
N1CODEMUS BOSCH
6th Ward— Van Rathe Ave. School. [Van Raalte © 19th]
StlL— For the Sewage Disposal
cial assessmentin said assessSec. 6— It shall be the duty of said day of
il&w
Mayor
System Bonds Sinking Fund for
ment district, the sum of....the City Clerk on or before the first Cit
the payment of bonds and interi V'
.
$698.00 Monday in October next, to certify an<
Passed March 18, 1936
est due from said fund the sum 15th. — For the East 28rd St. Pav- to the Clerk of Ottawa County the
Approved March 19, 1936
of .......
$17360.00
Poll, ,t nid ElKdon will be opm lion 7 A. M. until 6 P. M.
aggregate amounts required by the
Common Council and the Board of
Atart: OSCAR PETERSON
.
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Buy Your ‘Peeps’

2,000

American Veterans
Make Home In
France

Why

At Home;

LAKEVIEW CHICKS

C

had as their week-end guests Mr.
Mrs. Rohti* Waterman rf
Constantine and Miss Cecelia Ver
caucus held Hage who taaohes In Constantine.

Zedand
AMERICAN LEGION

Still

At Um

NEWS

snd

St£S\township
Mohr wee named

hall,

candi-

Mies Dorothy Plewes has returned from a visit to Saginaw
Back in circulationagain, after, ed were
whsra ahe visited Rev. and Mrs.
world safe for democracyare still having been lost in the city for
Harmnn Janssen. Mrs. Janssen and
here— and many of them have a month among snow banks. It is
daughter, Mary Louise, returned
made good, so a dispatch from really Looie Caiman's fault. His way commissioner;Martin ^van with her for a visit at the home
7
little red snow plows covered drivePari. ____
of Mrs. Della Plewes.
/o 11 12 13 i4
Some 10,000 doughboy,chose to ways so deep that we just found
view;
and
Jamas
Da
Kldne,
E.
G.
the
right
one
to
turn
into.
be mustered out of service in
•5 If 17 '8 19 20 Zi
me Zealand
^eeianu High
nign school
scnooi band
oana
The
Brouwer and Gerrit Van
an Zoeren, wifi
its^hatcheriesFrance rather than go home. In
) present a concert to the public
21 23 24 25 26 27 2.8
constables.
And our next meeting will be
are nationally known. The tele- most cases the choice was made be*
on March 27 in the Zeeland High
29 30 31
phone directory and the newspa- cause they had married French Wednesday March 25th: at which
ool auditorium. The band is
Mrs. Kata We, Central Ave. school
meeting
-L.
Dalman
and
F.
Meppers give you plenty of informatioo
was In HoUand1 Saturday to attend directed by R. Muller. The braes
A large percentage of such mar- pelink will be in charge of the pro- the 77th birthday anniversary of quartet and the Girls Glee dub
how to get in contact with them.
' The thought came to us througl riages was unsuccessful,but there gram and J. Zwemer, 8. Bosch and Mrs. Wamhuia.
under the leadership of R. Troutsome very
___ # __,r#
happy ones. A. Dogger in charge of the lunch.
the suggestionof L. R. Arnold, have been ____
man will asaiat Admission will
county agriculturalagent, who ad- There are in France today several
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Vsr Hags be free.
yises just that One would hardly thousand Franco-American chilti C had
nau a family affair at the last
We
'think that poultry raisersin Mich- dren as a result of the unions.
meeting,
11 the Bos family ran the1
Hope Schutmaat, six-months-old
igan and especiallythose doie at
The homeward trek of thoee who whole she
tow. Doc Boe and Bill Bos
:ht<
deughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George
Schutmaat of Hamilton, has been home, would think of buying chicks remained behind has been gradual, got the entertainment and the reanywhere else than in this vicinity. as marriagesbroke up and Jobs hm
.......
.
.reshments
(that la, Doc
and Jean•awarded five dollars in cash and
*5*
aP°n •«>rea of were hard to get The depression ette did) then Doc's niece put her
an opal miniature,handtinted in oil
peep factories in these environs— delivered a strong blow, reducing pet dog through some tricks,
i na recent National baby picture
fine poultry plants with a high the number to its present figure. his daughter played piano solos;
contest held recently in Des Moinstanding throughoutthe nation. About hslf of the expatriated vet- and BiU’s son played a coup'Bs, la. The Schutmaat baby, who
vicinityof Holland is dotted erans live in Paris, the remainder le snare-drum selections; and Miss
won the sixth award, was entered The
with them and the poultry industry n the provinces.
Houtman did a tap dance with]
in the contest along with thousextends far east, surrounding ZeeOf these still here, a few are wooden shoes, and gave a reading.
ands of other babies from all over
land and extending almost to practicingphysicians and dentists, It was a vary good program.
the nation.
Georgetown.It has Become a tre- others are in engineering or other
Park township’s new airportwill mendous enterprise and we can
HOT DATED
professions!7r?n‘
work. One owns one
nf ml
°ne K was like\he firm of brokers
form one alteration which this Ulk in
of
*yP«witersales con- whose name on the sign read Smith,
summer will go toward changing with allTat ar^of fin.
France, eevend h.ve Smith Jon« end Smith, from
the aerial view of Michigan. The hom, (oik o, cwtelnly t™d. H
which It would appear that Jones
project, now under way just north
married one of the Smith girls.
of Waukaioo is sponsored by Park
,t
“d
township which is investing $6,- Grand Haven send* us theo««
• • a
followA number are employed in Paris Fay Fortney is confined to his
146 toward the cost under WPA ing weekly bulletin about chicks.
COURTIT CLUB • TENDER. EAVOtT
offices of American banks, steam- bed on the Doctors orders; and if
'provisions. An allotment of *26,408 in WPA funds for the construc- An examination(or chick .exthe
boys
that
are
down
his
way
0t.h^ T'P‘ni<a'
tion of a hanger and developmentera was conducted in Zeeland
30 ha e ^ bs #t th® Arnenc*n might stop in and say 'Hello.'
of two runways has been approved HoUand March 11th. J. M. Moore,
• • •
coamrciuB
by State Administrator Harry L.
Our Boy Scout troop is building
Pierson. The work under the suf
Table Self
9c
up rapidly under the new leaderpervision of the state board of diseases,were in charge assisted V *a€ . are 0Pcrat*d >n Paris by ship. They are planning a tour of
aeronautics,is designed to employ bv L. R. Arnold. Co. Agrl. Agent. American veterans.
the Eastern States duri ng the
CHOICE QUALITT
75 men for four months.
Fourteen contestants took the ex- .0ne vet*™n imported American Summer.
and were striving lot
to «»*m-preasiaf
machinery aim
and
Biuiuakiuii aim
Holland chapter No. 429 0. E. S. amination
• a a
will
ill hold a benefit bridge party receivecertificates as licensedsex- rt*1™**1 » «i*ni 0f pressing and
Some of these meeting nights we
this
Friday
**
**viu
Wie
Iiucrnauonsi
aimwn
in
is
afternoon at the home ers from the International Baby “e*ninK shoPs- What is known
will hear the call to come out and
Y'lxi/.lfAssociation. T_
___ __ . Amprirn c “Vronck
__
In order
to America as "French dry cleaning”
of Mr. Eldon Dick, 84 E. Ninth' St'. Chick
take care of the trees we planted.
receive
such certificate the sexer “ “American dry cleaning”in Perhaps we can make a work and
-Montello Parent-Teachers
asso- ------*
—
France.
MBRStT — Teitft Teayy
ciation will meet tonight at 7:45 must meet a 92% accuracy in defun party out of it
Oval Sardines
9c
the oxi*
sex vx
of baby
Another •'(''-....vj
opened a ouvm
shoe icpair
repair
•o’clock.The program will be in termining
......
vauy chicks.
charge of the fathersof the pupils Hatcherymen of the county report 8“°P with American machinery,
The regular meeting of
for PVAKU
*exed ••eral
operate garages
and aUlOautoof the school. Richard Wiggers is Sanl
, . increased demand 1VI
,
a aRcn anu
merican Legion Auxiliary will be
WHIZ - MICHIGAN MILLED
chairman.
chicks.
-----Reporta received
—
vv vi vu Ujr
by the
W1C mobile repair ahops and three own
held Monday evening, March 23 in
Charles B. Sligh of Holland who county Agr'l. agent indicate a Paris gas stations.
the G. A .R. rooms in the City Hall
......
.....Paris artists who re» on an extended business trip greatly increaseddemand for chicks Thirty-five
at 7:45. There will be a special
through the southern and western throughout the state. Good prices mained in France aft^ American Child Welfare program and re-i
COURTIT
— nfggg
states is expected to return in a fpr «ggs during the winter brought army service showed^ie
leir works freshraents will be served by the
few days.
3 Pm- Itc
committee.
Mrs. John Mills and
* ^°i"t Mhibiti°"
Mrs. Mary Steketee has moved
Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren are in
•back to her home at 114 W. 11th ficient e
charge of the program.
poor w' ____________________
Two thousand American
Go Elsewhere who
came to France to make the
soldiers

•r« Today's
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BEST

1

13

8 9

5c

4

I
I

----

[Is

Ltkoriew chicks hove o high reputation for Making profits all over
Um state. Five breeds to choose
froa all highly bred for sise, vigor
and lots of Mg eggs. 'We have the
fiaUty and prices to snit you. Oar
• growing business calls for more
hatchery supply flocks in all breeds.
i If interested, come and see us be• fore yen bay this spring. Note:
. Ever see a chick grow in a bottle?
Let ns show you how its done .......

i

..

Siirttna

*** Ai*

R

•adftiZSlbiat

FREB

wriia at io4ar.
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O
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STARTENA

Kole, Owner

1

|

W"

1
^

fl frti

FREE

Route 6, Graafschap Road, HoiJ.

t

with «a<b ISO
akitka.S«t W

Lakeview Ponhry Farm
bnd, Mich., M.
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KROGER STORES

!

Vne

the

JSl

|

I

_

Si""1'"10"

csHm

Jewel

2

I

S

Beans

Pork a

and

^ c

Wax Beans

BeaDtifol

Net

Yardage
will love the

way

these Laces
and N<
lets dress ud
and decorate your
home.
f

or regular

sir-

ed windows we
have ready-made
panels. . .for odd

windows we

sited

have

a

splendid
selectionof ..cur-

tain yardagehemmed on both
sides

to

A

all the easier.
Ecru, Beige and
Natural are the

HAQAtAtCAt MKT

colors

34 in. Boston Net, side
44 in. Boston Net, side
34 in.

Fancy Net, side

48 in. Rayon, sheer
48

48 in.

hems

net

yd. 19c
yd. 29c
yd. 19c

yd 39c

open meshsidehem yd. 49c

in- Lace,

48 in.

hems
hems

Ready-made Panels Laceea. 79c
Ready-made Panels Laceeach 95c and $1.00

45 in.
36 in.

Rayon Sheer Net Panels ea. $1
in color*

llcud 19c

yd.

Bathroom

This Includes

New

Spring

Curtains
MANY HAVE JUS7 ARRIVED!
We

invite you to

Golden Bantam

a

,

>>

get acquaintedwith these

£

ciiic&B.

,

T.
*

.

(S

.

1

after spending the winter with
her brother, Dick Vander Haar at eryman’s difficulty. It is estimated
247 W. 10th St.
that around
------ 70
.j per cent
____ of
_
the
__

’St.

—

Pancake Flour 5 ^ 19c
CLUB
SMtirWour Rlnk

.....

r„e

hlttSadr

^

"issKsas*-

•

nrim purchase
quality

spring curtain modes

T

j

For Sale

paper press, 1-50 gallon

hardware

in

part. VAN’S
College Ave.

oil tank,

show

case,

1

and

stock. Give ns a bid on all or

HARDWARE, Cor. 24th
(on M 40)

Store for Sale. Enquire

3074-31 West

Street

and

#

You

8th Street,

& SONS
Holland

Easter

will find this a convenientand ecom-

finance that automobile that you are

This plan

is

also

used daily by many

COATS

for

financing other than automobiles.

•

li

you art not

in snd we will

show

familiar with this plan,

come

SUITS

you its many advantages-

Copies

of

$35 and $49

stylet

Amazing Values

SIC 50

W.

FIRST
STATE BANK

lieavor societies of Trinity anid
Third Reformed churches will hold
a skating party tonight at Virginia Park roller rink. Members
are asked to meet at the churches
at 7:15 p.m.

Tallmadge hall.
March 26, 10 a.m. discussionon
care of horses and trimming of
feet at Bekiuns horse barn, Denison; and a similar demonstration and discussion at 2 p.m. at
Jack Atkins farm, one mile west

NEW

of Pearline.
March 27, 10 a.m., similar discussion and demonstration at John

PREPARING FOR THEIR
OPENING

Because of some delay in the ar- •Shoemakerfarm, one mile west
Yangementa of the lease, the Bueh- and one mile south of Jamestown
ler Market was compelled to dis- 'and at 2 pjn. at Sehaap and Pyle
continue businesefor ten days until horse barn, one mOe west of Zee-

nishings, the man with the paint
CONCERT TOUR
brush and all those necessary to
Hope college music clubs to leave
complete a job quickly, have been
in the building iust vacated by the next week on a 10-day concerttour.
Budget Shop directlywest of the Faculty members will chaperon.
Green Mill, and have been getting The male double quartetwill visit
the place
shape for Buehlera Detroit, Clevelandand cities in
Market
New York. The girls glee club’s
New plate glass has been in- .'itinerarywill include Three Oaks,
stalled, the refrigeration system DeMotte.Ind.; Fairview and Rose’has been overhauled and there has land, 111.; and Milwaukee, Alto,
been a rearrangement of the entire Sheboygan Falls, Friesland, Ooststore building, also giving access burg and Randolph, "Wis.
o
to the basement below.
The painters have been doing The Henry Wolters V. F.
a thorough job of redecorating,a •auxiliary held a bunco party Wednew lighting arrangementhae been nesday evening in Veterans hocInstalled and within a few days pital
...c auxilBattle Creek. The
the place ha« been changed from
presented the men with i25
one where women's wearing appar- decks of cards, 25 jig-aaw puxxlles
.. wa« sold to _
______ end
el
a place where
----22 pounds
- ----------of home-made cancai
cut* of steak and pork chops hold dy made by local members. Mrs.
ranged. Bert Kartering is manag 'JeanetteSundin end her commiter of the market
tee bed charge of arrangements.
Anyway, the Buehler market has
been
*.
^
*«> diseon here »for
eight years.
It
ELECTION NOTICE
continued for a few daye so a suit- TO THE ELECTORS OF THE
able place of business could be arTOWNSHIP OF HOLLAND, OTranged.
TAWA COUNTY, MICHIGAN.

—

A

Deposit Holds

Any Garment

p

•

New

Ante repairs: Your spring
“tuna up” and repairs can be done
for leu at Ben Frens. Our work
Pine Ave. and 20th,
Holland.'
8tpl4

Copie. of

DRESSES

WHmHm 2*m.2U
mlmcbd

Feed
>1.59
Math m*im $1J5
Fm4
Math MMtat

Uyktg
CMck

$1.$*

cm. mm. we

Crowing

$1.99

tad m*!** MMta,

Dairy

$1.19

3>c
79c

MLMCBD nooa

Pilkbuiy s

^•i.ov

>

MNCMMTY HOUR

69c

DATO

NOT

EASY

FRENCH

TASK

COFFEE

SOAP CMPS

Irwr

29c

5 ^

19c

Monte Coffee 25c

Del

VACUUM PACEED

HD ALASKA SALMON

MLNoan-uoD

PhnappU
PLAIN

17c

Ue-Ieee

cv

mlmouis muemi 25c
p«moan _____
*

IftlZUc

SUGARED

W

NOTICE

la

hereby given that at

Doughnuts

held in the Township of Holland,
Ottawa County. Michigan, on Monumy,
uic
oi Jipni,
lUflO,
d»y, th«6th
day of
April, 1986,
there will be submitted to the vote
of the electors of said Township
*i
n-r and con-

\,

Asparagus

Fresh

5c

Chofioa Green Tender Spears

Celery

5c

New

Carrots

Grapefruit 4

1

Onions 5 na 10c
TeOew

-

U. S. Re.

s»* 5c

<-

9c

1

IDARO

Bakers Mkhef 37c

CAUFOBNIA SEEDLESS

OrBIlQGS
Now

Large jumbo sise dot.

1
23c

at Their Best - Sweeter

WCHIOAR

- U, 1 Ro.

Potatoes mb.

»e$h

9C

3

- Juicier

RKW
Potatoes

Apples bimfmct

4

4

19c

25c

WDrSSAFS - BOMS BIAUTIIS - DSUCIOU8

.

Fresh Beets

-

Pineepple ee* 20c
FreshtBlpe- Lore* tUe

am

-

lOt

-

Controlled Quality B«cf

bile utility

Model

—

;

-----------

the ordin-

anee adopted by the Township
Board at its masting held on the
18 th day of March, 1986, which
said ordinanct is entitled as follows:

Phone

» 8th

4707

St.

Holland

AN

.OmNANC^Mtig^

CONSUMERS
PANY its successors and

as-

author!' to
' ******
I>aW#T
an<*
•uMwtity
construct,
main-

$19.95

Truss Fitting
Abdominal Belt)
Elastic

Stocking

SISmkI
$25 Style.

19c

taOeea

Scratch

— e regular Township election to be

---

River

$7t50

-

»*

Drug Store

Until Easttr

—

uw

Specializesin

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

—

$10.50
$13.50

$15.95

Holland's Smartest

lllber

19c

Rtd StklMMI

o-

Holland.

East 8th Street

interestedin this spring.

%

C0WmCU”
••an

19c

Avwdole Mefifam

phe*. 1

wesco scnamncAUT

land.

ISAAC KOUW, Phone

A. STEKETEE
20—22

ical plan to

2

Ipoffcetti

I

a

-

Savings Loan Plan

Mooermi •

I

HOPE MUSIC CLUBS PLAN

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

FouM’S

2

^5c

Catsup

»

all
River and 10th Street

I

on tickets for the Benefit Party on
p.m. the pastor will preach “How er can visit the hatchery,look over
Mr. Hensen was a member of March 26, when they come to' the
Christ answered his own question." the stock and observe conditions.
night
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg, pastor There is also the matter oi short the local fire department for 16 meeting Monday nig)
of Second Reformed church will transportation.Ottawa county has years and served as its chief for
preach on "Christ’sBurial and De- dorens of good hatcheries and some one year. He was a member of
SERIES OF FARM MEETS
scent into Hell” at the 10:00 a.m. have national reputation.There is the I. O. 0. F. and Masonic orSCHEDULED
der.
service. At 11:40 the Sunday school no necessityof purchasing outside
Mr. and Mrs. Hensen had planwill meet and at 7:30 p.m. the pas- the county as no better hatcheryned to celebrate their fifty-third County Agent L. R. Arnold has!
tor preaches on “The Believers men are to be found.
arranged a series
wedding anniversary Sunday.
______ of
„ demonstraReverence For Purity.’’
Surviving are the widow, a tions and meetings on pruning,
CONGRATULATIONS MUTUAL daughter.
Mrs. Edward Phernam- feprayingand grafting for Ottawa
ON BIRTH OF GRANDSON
BUDGET DRESS SHOP MOVES
bucq of Holland; a son, John Hen- county farmers. The following
TO NEW QUARTERS
sen of Chicago; a granddaughter, Schedule has been arranged. March
(Grand Rapids Press)
demonstrations
•Lorraine Hensen of OhicaRo;
10
Pnininf
_______________
Ed. Schaefer farm, about one
Mrs. Vance Brailey has moved
Coworkers and companions on brother, John J. Hensen of
her Budget Dress Shop to the the Holland postofficeforce for Rapids, and a sister.Mrs. J. J. half mile north and three miles
east of Conklin; 2 p.m. discussion
building directly east of Warm many years, Neil Sandy and George Hasselman of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Friend Tavern. The structurehas Schuiling had a mutual basis for
Funeral services will be heid on spraying,etc., at Chester town’been entirely remodeled and re- extending congratulationsto each Saturdayat 2 p.m. at the Dykstra
larch 24, 10 a.m., pruning demdecorated and is now open for bus- other recently when each became funeral home. The Rev. C. W.
iness.
a grandfather simultaneously with Meredith, pastor of the Wesleyan onstrations at the Fred Armook
The shop is pleasing, well lighted the birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs. Methodist church will officiate
uunaavc and
anu *trm' t*0 ro*!®8 •“t of the Big
and coxy. #
Kenneth Sandy. Kenneth is the burial will be in Pilgrim Home Spring school; 2 p.m. discussion
on spraying, etc., at Reno townWith the moving a new stock son of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Sandy and cemetery.
of women’s and children’s wear has his wife is the daughter of Mr. and
Friends may view the body at ship hall; 8 p.m., similar discusbeen installed.
the home today, Friday from 2 to sion at Nunica townshiphall.
Mrs. Schuiling.
March 25, 10 a.m. pruning dem4 o’clock, or in the evening from
'onstrationat Gus Barbrick farm,
7 to 9 o’clock.
'three miles south and east of NunThe Intermediate Christian En- ica; 2 p.m. spraying discussionat

with drawers, 1-500 lbs. capacity refrigerator,

Phone 2011

will

Arnold urges farmers to ^^k".
member
the
Arnold
u of
ofih*
from hatcheries as better
y°rks. h«r«. died
CHURCHES
______ Jay at his home
chicks can
can be
hp produced.
nrodnr*H These
Tk J- men »“dd®nlyWednesday
chicks
purchase good males, cull the 309 Maple Ave. He was born in
The
A uc iicmciiauua
Netherlands m
in ieo4
1864 ana
and came of Niles will be the speaker.
First Reformed church, Rev. J. flocks,select
Van Peursem, pastor. At 9:30 a.m. properly. Mr* Arnold also em
All those who are on Mrs. Ray
the sermon topic will be “No Wrin- phasixes the importanceof purand was an employe of the Cap- Smith's and Mrs. Chester Van Tonklee.” At 2:00 p.m. the Holland chasing chicks from a hatchery
service will be held and at 7:30 near at home. In such case the buy- pon-Bertschleather company for geren’s division please check up
45 vears.

Detroit Computing scaler 11 ft. grocery counter

Mass Furniture Co.

•

be a meeting of all
Fifth District Legion Auxiliaries
in Zeeland City Hall on
oi Wednesday.
April 1. Luncheon will be served
at 12:30. Reservations must be
made by March 30. Michigan State
President, Mrs. Marie Schrumps
There

mjcrh,,ts
™er ?ld«rman__and

ACTIVITIES AT ZEELAND

new

9c

»»>«•-

COM

|

Grand

Bedroom 1

Kitchen

•

moy dm

i

Vi

Yardage—

£

5

--

.

make

your requirements

9c

i

-

You

15c

etc.

Complete Sttiifaction

@
Pot
'***'

Roast

MEATY CUTS OF BEEP

^ BOILING

BIIF boot

ROLLED MB
CHUCK

BOAST m

BOAST

tain and commercially use electric lines consistingof towers,
muts, poles, cross-arms,guys,

CHOICB CBRTII CUTS

transformers
electrical appliances
on, along and acrou the pub-

Sirloin Steak

brV**V
and other

.

-

SAUSACI dm
HSH wnmn cauort

gesspa
OTTAWA
OF HOLLAND.

for a

^

JUICY

bridge* and other public plae-

COUNTY,* MICHIGAN

a.

I

».
n.

I

period of thirty years.

JOHN

fclLANDl

or THETOl'1

lb.

17c

I

Two

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday,

Dr. William Van Kenen. secretary of the board of foreign musicians and Rev. G. Tysse attended
a meeting of the classical agents
of the board of foreign missions
at the First Englewood church in
Chicago.

Gary De Haan and Donald KramMajor Bowes entertainerswho

er,

have been visiting in Holland have
received word that they are to report to Pittsburgh, Pa., today to
join Unit No.

3.

LOCAL

March

19,

25th

Number 12

Now

Constitution

ANNIVERSARY

Beat

Hope Orators

It!

Get No Place

Told By

The 25th anniversary of the loMiles
cal Exchange club was celebrated
Monday at the regular noon luncheon in the Warm Friend Tavern. CHRISTIAN LABOR ASSOCIAThe speaker was Pierre Vinet, TION
OF OUR
who spoke on the subject “25 years
FOUNDATION LAW
iof (National Exchange Service.
Vinet, former state president of
Judge Fred T. Miles was called
the CaliforniaExchange and member of the National Extension com- upon by the Chriatian Labor Amoirty to giive a discourse
mittee stated that the Exchange ciation part;
originatedin 1896 during the Mc- on the meaning of the constitution
Kinley-Bryan free-silver campaign and why a true American dtixen
when a group of men called them- looks up this “ground-law”with

In Contest

NOW KNOW THE
SACREDNESS

CUT RATE

YONKER’S

Drug

8000 Razor Blades
Doable Edge— Blue Steel. While
They Last. Hurry! Hurry! only
Hey

Kids!
Pt.

Go Fly Your Kite!

Made by

each

3SC
Acid * 29c

Formaldehyde -

Lb. Sod.

Bicarbonate9C

Vita-Kelp

5c

8th St.

1c

Lb. Boric

KITES

W.

20

Store

3-

50 Tab

98c

Qt. Mineral Oil

Heavy

$9C

Largest Mfg. of

Agent

Kites

for

Nu-Enamel

Holland Theatre
Holland, Mich.
—continuousperformance DAILY starting2:30—
price

Prisoner of Shark Island

CONFERENCE HELD AT BETHEL REFORMED CHURCH

also of Kalamazoo

George Raft and Rosalind Russellin “IT HAD TO HAPPEN’
Gene Raymond and MargaretCallahan in

KEYS TO BALDPATE”

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,March 23-24-25

“Divine Healing.”
At the afternoon session Mr. De
Yonge read a paper entitled “The
World Outlook.”
The meeting was conducted by
Rev. E. H. Tanis, pastor of the

Grand Rapids.

Modern Times
is

GUEST NIGHT— Remain as OUR GUESTS

Ann Dvorak and Paul Muni

in

“DR. SOCRATES”

-

Emmanuel Reformed church

in

to see

elected

Muskegon Heights, read a paper on

-

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Tuesday, March 24

was

secretary-treasurer.
At the morning meeting the Rev.

James Stegeman, pastor of the
Covenant Reformed church of

Saturday, March 21

double Feature
“7

selves the Booster club.
reverence.
The first Exchange convention
THE CONSTITUTION
was held in Toledo, Ohio under th»
(/?!/ Fred T. Miles)
direction of Charles A. Burkee and
Until
recently, .only lawyers talkthe motto, “Unity for Service,"
ed about constitutions. Now evenrwas adopted.
Mr. Vinet stated that the Ex- body is talking about “THE CONchange club has contributed to the STITUTION.” Somethinghas hapRed Cross, safety drive, charity pened in this country to make peoand has also helped to make the ple “constitutionminded." In the
problem of aviation advancement colleges, universities,and law
schools, some one or more parts
a national issue.
Vinet gave the following state- of the United States Constitution
ment as the purpose of Exchange, have been subjects for debate.
"to adapt ourselvesby right think- Every club and societyin America
ing. that we may merge individual is discussing it.
ability and advantages into public
Of course, there are many congood, and thus achieve that happi- stitutions in America. Every state
ness of soul always a result of un- has one. Every order, church, sociselfishness, and only acqcired ety, and club has a constitution.
through the benefits we give The charter of each corporationis
others."
often referred to as its constituW. H. Lillard, manager of the tion. The chartersof cities and vilWarm Friend Tavern, presented ages are sometimes, and properly,
the club with a decorated cake. called constitutions.
'Arthur Visscher, Holland’s first
But today, when "the constitupresident,cut the cake.
tion" is mentioned, you know at
During a short businessmeeting once that only the "Great Charter
Exchangeite Paul E. Hinkamp re- of American Liberty" is meant
ported 94 tonsilectomies already The attention of the nation is foperformedthrough the aid of the cussed on the one document. Why?
Goodfellow funds making a total
Because we are told something is
disbursement to date of $980.
wrong with it. As no one thinks of

At a meetir>g of the Western
Social conference held in Bethel
Reformed church, Monday, Rev.
A. De Yonge, pastor if First Reformed church of Kalamazoo,was
elected president. Rev. Jacob Juist

in

o

of

Mrs. Mary Wyma and son John,
Mrs. Louise Weighmink and Mrs.
J. De Ridder were called to Grant
Saturday where their father,John
Tibbe is seriouslyill.

Henry De Boe, 357 W. 18th St.
has recovered from a recent op-

Thursday, Friday, March 26-27

eration.

DOUBLE FEATURE
Franchot Tone and Madge Evans in “EXCLUSIVE
Preston Foster and Dorothy Wilson in

"LAST DAYS OF POMPEII”

STORY'

Wayne

Girl Wins Gold
Medal in Women’s

1

change 5:30—

Friday, March 20
Warner Baxter and Gloria Stuart

UHimmmmmmmii

1936

EXCHANGE CLUB Truth About the

CELEBRATES

Section Twe

Prof. A. Timmer of Holland who
is working for a doctor’s degree at

Northwestern university spefllt
this week at the University of
Wisconsin for research work.

^

SPORT

Division
Neither of Hope’s orators placed

in the

finals

of the

Michigan

Speech league contestheld at Kal-

amazoo Friday, March 18. The unlucky day may have had something
to do with the results aa far aa
Hope’s orators were concerned.
Angelyn Van Lente delivered her
oration, “To the Victors,” in the
afternoon contest, held in the

quaint New England Stetson
Chapel. In her oration Mia*

Van

Lente stressed the need of

civil

service examinations,especiallyin
regard to Michigan.

John Vander Meulen,

Jr., deliv-

ered his oration, “Pillarsof SelfDesire,’’

at the evening contest,

also held in the chapel. Mr. Van-

der Meulen’i oration contained •
vital plea against the selfish abase

of political power, and stressedthe
idea that Christianinfluence

is

the

only method by which this evil can
be corrected.

A
(Cwtekt.w.

n.

small audience of coaches and

contestantswas greatly augmented

04

by a delegationof 16 SoroeHee

a member of the body until it hurts
or attentionis called to it, so with state to the contrary notwithstandthe constitution;it has performed ing.”
Every congressman,both senaits work, and answeredits purpose
so long and so well, that we were tors and representatives; every
hardly conscious of its existence member of the supreme court, as
until it stood between what con- well as the president,all take an
oath and swear that they will support the constitution of the United

went to hear

*- J

section of Article I, and certain of I garding th» place where there
the amendments,forbid congress to to be roads in Michigan;
.....
nor how

who

their sorority slater

speak.

Albion Second
pass certainlaws. For example, by they are to be built; nor who shall
the first amendment, congress is build them. Congress has no power
First place In this, the twentyforbidden as follows:
to make laws regarding marriage
ninth
annual women's contest, was
“Congress shall make no law re- and divorce;it ia given no power to
specting the establishment of reli- license automobiles; it ia given no won by Dorothy Reiser of Wayne
gion, or prohibitingthe free exer- power to determine who may vote. university. Second place waa
cise thereof;or abridging the free- These and many, very many other
States.
awarded to Kathryn Wella of AlBy the constitutionitself, it is dom of speech, or of the press; or powers, are not given to congress. bion, and third place waa won by
So, if congress should pass a law
made the duty of the courts to act the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petitionthe requiring the people of Michigan Elizabeth Mackie of Alma. In the
as umpire between the constitution
governmentfor a redressof griev- to close all its roads except certain thirty-ninthannual men’s contest,
on the one hand and persons affectances."
ones, or requiringevery white man first place waa won by Harold
ed thereby on the other hand. BeNow if congress should pass a to marry a colored woman, or de- Hartger of Calvin. Gordon Andertween the governmentand the people. The constitution states the law that we mixht not assemble claring that a divorce might be
son representing Michigan State
rights of each. It is much the same here and discuss the constitution, granted as it is in Russia; or inas an umpire at a baseballor foot- or requiring us all to he members terfering in any other way with Normal carried off second honors,
ball game. The umpire is expected of any particularchurch, or pay local affairs, we should resist the and Hugh Brennemanof Alma
to know and understand the rules. toward the support of some church, enforcementof the law; and the was awarded third place.
It is his duty to see that both sides you can see that such a law would courts would declare that congress
“A Plea for Inequality”was the
obey the rules. Often, when a pop- be contrary to the express terms had no authority to make the law,
ular player is decided against, the of the constitution.But suppose and the court would declare that title of the winning oration of Miss
fans abuse the umpire. It makes no such a law were passed, it would the law is UNCONSTITUTIONAL Reiser. Her plea waa that women
However,very few laws of condifference how fair he may be, and probably please all those people
should develop the inequalities of
how clearlyright he is; if he de- who might not desire us to meet as gress have been declared unconstl- the sexes, which women once tried
we
here
do
meet.
Or
a
law
might
tutional.
A
total
of
some
seventy
cides against a popular player,
some of the crowd are sure to con- please all those people who were such laws have been so declared in to get rid of. Women should not
gress desired to do and what the demn him.
of the faith of the religion so es- the 145 years of the existence of attempt to develop the superficial
constitutionpermitted them to do.
this nation. Quite a number have
tablished.
equalities, she pwitwiid,- Just so it is with the Supreme
Then we began to hear that the
But those opposed, would object; been so declaredin the last year or
Court;
that
court
sometimes
is
Miss Wells, in her oration, “Acconstitutionis wrong.
they would refuse to obey the law; so. And that has been the cause of
compelled to say that a law passed
Of course,there have been times
they would be arrested,and taken the discussionsthat have been go- claimingAcademia,” stated that
by congress is not made "In purbefore this depression, that some
before a court, and perhaps con- ing on of late. Some of these laws the recent Red investigationsof
party in power chafed under the suance” to the constitution.They victed and fined or imprisoned; declared unconstitutional,were
are obliged to say that the constithe collegesand the so-called loylimitationsfound in the agreement
they would appeal the case and favored by various groups of our
by which the nation was created. tution is ahead of the law passed when it came Wore the highest citizens. TTiey liked the laws. They alty tests were curbing the right
And from time to time, the people by congress,if such law is in con- court, it makes no differencehow would have liked them to con- of a democratic search for the
of the nation have become con- flict with the constitution.And many people like the law, the tinue. But the constitution was not truth.
they must say that the law, so
vinced that some change should be
supreme court must say that the made for one person or for one
"Forgotten Women,” the oration
made and such change has been made, is not a part of the "su- congress had no power to pass group; it was made for us all. It is
preme
law
of the land.”
made. Since its adoption in 1789,
such a law; that congress was for- for the protectionof minoritiesas of Miss Mackie, was a stirring plea
Then those people who liked the bidden to pass such a law, and well as majorities. Almost always, for the forgotten women who toil
there have been added XXI amendlaw that was passed; people who therefore the law is UNCONSTI- after a few years, the people see
ments.
for long hours with little pay in
When the agreement was made were, perhaps favored by such law, TUTIONAL.
that it was best when a law has
our large factoriea
complain
that
the
constitution
is
that we call the constitution, it probeen declared unconstitutional.
2.— LAWS NOT AUTHORIZED.
vided certain powers should be wrong. And unthinking people,
Attacks Frees
This document is so highly
given to the people’s representa- complainof the umpire, and say
As I have before pointed out, the valued by all of the American peoEight men were entered in the
tives, that is, to Congress. These all kinds of things about the su- IXth and Xth amendmentsex- ple that no person is permitted to
pressly provide that powers not hold any office anywhere in the evening contest,and in the opinare usually referred to as the 18 preme court.
But the question is often asked: delegated to the United States by land, be it mayor or alderman or ions of the judges it was one of
powers of congress. By the 16th
amendment, an additional power “What makes a law unconstitu- the constitution, nor prohibitedby justice or constableor of the high- the finest contests they had ever
was added. It also provideo that tional?”
it to the states, are reserved to the est or lowest until he has taken an
the congress should not have cerThere are two classes of laws states respectively,or to the peo- oath to support the constitutionof heard. The gold medal oration,
tain powers. Then to make sure it that congress has no power to ple.
the United States.
"The Skeleton of the Press,” waa
added:
pass. Those forbidden, and those
For example: the constitution
concerned with the menace of yel"The powers not delegated to the not authorized.
does not pive the congress power
WORLD TRAVELER TO SPEAK low journalism.In it Mr. Hartger
Forbidden laws. The 9thor authonty to pass any law
United States by the Constitution,
stated that the newspapers are givnor prohibited by it to the States,
IN HOLLAND
ing the public a distortedview of
are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” Xth
Walter
P.
Reuther, student of the news, an evil attributableto
Leader
Dies
Amendment. Also
social and industrial problems, the mania for sensationalstories.
“The enumeration in the ConstiMr. Anderson, in his oration,
who
received his acedemic training
tution, of certain rights, shall not
at Wayne University,Detroit,and “PoliticalPassivism,” stated that
be construed to deny or disparage
who worked and studied eight years political passivism is the most exothers retained by the people.”
in American industry,and has just
IXth Amendment.
pensive of pastimes.This passivism
completed a three-year world tour
In Section VI of the Constitucould be overcome if college gradustudying
“Social
Engineering,"
will
tion it was providedwhat laws
address a free public meeting at ates would show more Interestin
should be the “Supreme Law of
Labor Hall on Tuesday, March politics, and so raise the standard
the Land”; it declares that the
24th at 8 o'clock. The subject of
Constitutionand “The Laws of the
Mr*.
his talk will be "Two Years Under of mediocrity so prevalent In our
United States which shall be made
Nathaniel
government.
Hitler and Stalin.”
in pursuance thereof’ shall be the
Robbins,
Mr. Reuther, during his 3 years
“Git Edjicated,”was the title of
“Supreme Law of the Land.”
prominent
abroad visited 17 countries and Mr. Brenneman’soration.Fascism
After providing that the congress
covered approximately 46,000 milshall have such power to make cerIn
and Hitlerism are taking away libes. He arrived in Germany 3 days
tain laws enumerated, it then proGrand
erty, justice, and the pursuit of
before
the
burning
of
the
Reichvides for a power to enforce such
Haven
stag, and he lived with the German happiness from their people, delaws and says:
people for a period of four months clared Mr. Brenneman. Even with
civic and
“The executive power shall be
during the worst days of fascist tervested in a resident of the United
Western
ror. He was also in Italy during our imperfset system of democracy
States of America.” It provides
Michigan
the
week of the 10th Anniversary we are guaranteed these fundamenthat when he takes office,he shall
•octal
of the Fascist Revolution. In order tal rights and the backbone of detake an oath as follows:
to avoid the beaten path of Tourcircles,
“I do solemnly swear (or affirm)
mocracy is education,he said.
istdom he bicycled10 months thru
that I will faithfullyexecute the
who died
Germany, France, Italy, Austria, The colleges entered in the
office of President of the United
Thursday
Switzerland,England, Scotland women’s contest were Michigan
States, and I will to the best of my
Belgium, and Holland; everywhere State Normal, Wayne, Albion, Al’ at her
ability,preserve and defend the
living with people of all walks of
Constitutionof the United States." homa ma, Calvin, and Hope. The same
life, from the large industrial cenThe President is made commanFuneral
ters to the most remote peasant collegesentered contestantsIn the
der-in-chiefof the army and navy
aarvices
villages.
men’s finals but with the addition
so that he may have the power to
were held
In November, 1933, he entered of orators from Battle Creek and
enforce and carry out the laws
Soviet Russia where he lived 20 Michigan State.
Saturday
made by congress.
months, 14 of which he spent workThe first two Articlesof the conAub Factory at
ing in the Gorki Auto
stitutionare thus taken up with
TWO-YEAR SENTENCE
old Nizhni
Nixhni Novgorod.As an inin
the powers of congress to pass or
dustrialworker he had the usual
GIVEN HOLLAND BOY
enact laws, “In pursuance thereof’;
opportunity of living with the Rusand in providing for an “execusian workers and thus learned to
tive” officer, namely, a President,
Jesse Nical was sentenced Monknow the many complex problems
to see that the laws are enforced.
day by Judge Fred T. Miles to
that face them and to note their
Article III provides for courts to
serve two years in Ionia reformareactionsto the ever changing life
be established,and declares:
about them. Following his work tory, on a charge of attempted
“The judicial power of the
in the Soviet Auto Factory, Mr. robbery, unarmed, of Harvey Marls,
United States, shall be vested in
Holland barber,Feb. 5.
Mother' of local man
for cremation and the Committ- Reuther traveledsix months, a totone supreme court, and in such inThe court called attentionto the I
PASSES
ment
of the ashes took place at Ben- al of 18,000 miles in the Soviet Unferior courts as the congress may
ion alone, throughout the Ukraine, fact that instead of admitting his I
ton
Harbor.
from time ordain and establish.”
Mrs. NathanielRobbins, Grand
Crimea, Caucasus, and Central guilt he had failed to tell the truth |
Grand Haven people came out in
It further provides that:
Haven civic and social leader and
Asia (along the Northernborders and caused the county considerable
“The judicial power shall extend prominent in affairs in western Urge numbers to pay their re- of India, Afghanistan, and Persia.) expense and trouble.
to all cases, in law and equity, Michigan, died Thursday.
spects and local civic leaders, not Leaving Russia by way of Siberia
arising under this constitution, the
She was a woman of exceptional a few from Holland and Western he traveled thru Manchuria and BROKEN ARM FALLING OUT
laws of the United States, and talent and very tactful. She was Michigan, were present at the fun- North China and visited the valleys
OF
j
treaties made, or which sHall be loved by the entire community and eral Saturday, The floral tributes of the Yellow and Yangtze Rivera
were
numerous
and
of
exceptional
made, under tinir authority”
her death was a blow to Grand
in time to witness the plight of the
Eileen, three year old daughter
And then, in Article
rtifcle VI, to
Haven and many who knew her beauty.
Chinese people at the height of of Mr. and Mrs. Chat. Schulx,
hat I
peat what
I.have said, the const!* socially in Holland.
Surviving ia her husband, Nath- the 1085 flood.
Fennville, fell out of bed last Wedprovides:
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Robbins, aniel Robbins, and one sister, Mrs.
He also toured in Japan, visiting nesday breaking her right arm
“The constitution,and the laws Jr., on Central Ave., belong to that Theodore Gilman, Oakland, Calif. numerousfactories and textile mills above the elbow. She and _
of the United States, which shidl family circle.
Also two step-sons, Hunter S. and contacted students,professors, mother are in Blodgett hospital
be made in pursuance thereof, shall
The funeral services were held Robbins and Nathaniel Robbins Jr. and university presidents,as well Grand Rapids. So
thePbe the supreme law of the land.”
at 4 o’clock on Saturday afternoon of Holland. The bearers were Mor- as missionariesand social workers ville paper. However, it:*
It also
o provides:
at the home on 5th St. Rev. James ton H. Luce, Clarkson Rollins, E. all of which gave him a comprehen- conceivable when the mi
“Anl the judges in every state J. De Kraker of Big Rapids waa in E. Carley of New York city, B.
child could be in shall be bound
bound thereby, anything in chwgettftoe services.
P. ^rwood. Sr., JVF. Johnstontha®
the constitution or laws of any
The body was taken to Detroit and Guy S.
the destiny of the East.
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SUITS

Grand Haven

Spring

V

is

here— and so are

the

newest Sport Suits.

We

invite

you to come in

and look over our fine selection of the season s best
colors and styles.
You’ll find a variety of fan-

X

cy backs to pick

from— in

both single and double
breasted eSects. Yes,
they are Clothcraft

lined

sir—

Suits—

with EARLGLO

and the price

is

only

$18.50

1

I

and

$22.50
[Extra Trousers $4— $5]

AWAY

BED

%
39 East Eighth Street

Holland,

Michigan
-

_

££

'

Warren.

^re^wHnT
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
91 East 17th street, on

LOCAl

gave that neck of his a revolving
twitch as well as an upward awing.
March 14, a daughter.
With the juggling of carp and a
The car owned by Henry Geerds Chicago trip, Andy should be well
was stolen from its parking place provided— was it a “rubber neck"
they ipoke about 20 years ago in
in front of his home on West 15th
slang circles?
street, on Thursday evening. The
o
stolen car was found at 12:30

J. Becker, Mrs. George Damson,

Kleis.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vaopell
daughter, Jean of Allegan,

and

motored to Holland Friday evening

where they enjoyed dinner with
Mias Elaine Vaupell and Delbert
Vaupell. The event was planned in abandoned on M-21 near Hudsoncomplimenttd Miss Jean Vaupell ville. No damage was done.

-

Mrs. Nelson Bosman, Miss Westveer, Miss Botor, Mrs. Bos, Miss
Doris Brouwer, Mrs. Dick Japinga
and Miss Evelyn Steketee. Miss
West veer and Mr. Steffens were

-

lions for February according to
the following list of itudente
and Mrs. William Hieftje honored: High School honor roll,
5th period— 6 A’s: Ross Clark. 3
last in Lansing,
A’s, other marks B: James De
idren, Mr. and
Vries, Goldie Hoeve, Nella Pyle,

Zeeland

Mr.

News

m

honored at a bridge party recently
Nella Roosenraad,Wallace Van
given by Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bos.
Liere. 2 A’s, other marks B: Basel
inAZ®2an?U
"rfnk
Prizes were won by Otto Yntema,
De Koater, Raymond Lokers, Lois
Mrs. Jack Bos and Dr. Titus Van waa named candidate for mayor on Meengs, Dorothy Waldo. 1 A,
Haitsma. Guests were Miss Ruth the Republican ticket Other can- other marks B: Elmer Boerman,
Geeriings, Reo Marcotte, Mr. and oUdate* aeleeted were: Aldermen, Peter De Jonge, Laverne De Vriea,
Mrs. Otto Yntema, Mr. and Mrs. Peter H. Karsten, Nicholai Cook, Gradus Shoemaker, Lois Vanden
Alvin Cook of Grand Haven, Dr. Charles Waldo; treasurer, Edwin Berg, Robert Van Dragt, Joan Ver
Van Haitsma,Mr. and Mrs. Clar- Glerum; clerk, Donald Staal; Lee, Agnes Walters. All B’s:
ence J. Becker, Dr. and Mrs. John supervisor,Cornelius Roosenraad; Florence Bouwens, Rosabel De
Winter, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bos justice of the peace, William Vande Haan, Viola Rykse. Grade Honor
and Mr. and Mrs. George Damson. Water and constables, Martin B are- Roll, Feb., 1936: Sixth Grade:
oman, John Boes, Gerrit Van Dykft Betty Bennett, Ruth De Koster,
Gordon and John Nienhuis were and John De Vries. At the Citi- Norma Kammeraad, Coryn Kieft,
honored at a birthday party Friday zens caucus, held Thursday,Milo Shirley Romeyn, Glenn Walters,
afternoon,the occasion being their Huyser was chosen candidate for Howard Wlersma. Fifth Griuie:
10th and 11th anniversariesrespec- mayor: Peter Brill, A. Kooiman Phyllis Barense,Jeanette Bergtively.Those present were Willis and Martin De Haan, aldermen; horst, Christy Den Herder, Peggy
Sloothaak, Preston Overway, Dale Marvin Shoemaker, treasurer;
Den Herder. Bruce De Pree, WUVan Slooten, Lloyd Nyland, Gordon George Caball, supervisor; Gilbert Urd De Vries, Jack Dewey, Eleaand John Nienhuis, Bernard and J. Van Hoven. clerk and Dick F. nor Donia, Isla Lamer, Norma Lee
Justin Bouwman, Robert Pember- Boonstra, justice of the peace.
Meengs Elaine Maauwsen, Betty
ton, Elmer Vander Wege, George
Mr. and Mrs. David De Bruyn Shoemaker,Eugene Van Tamilen,
Vander Wall, Billy Bennes, Lloyd entertained the employes of the Bernice Walters, Don Wyngaiden,
Ludwig and Walter Ludwig.
De Bruyn Co. store at a chicken Robert Danhof, Elaine Bouwena,
Gordon Kornoelie,Jerry Lookerse,
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Etta dinner at their home on Central Norman Winkelfr, Kenneth Boe^
entertained a group of friends avenue Wednesday evening. Those Mildred Kaat, Jason Kuipers, No^k
Thursday evening at their home. present were Mr. and Mrs. Nick
Van Dyke, John Fortten.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tanis, Mr. and Mrs. R. De Bruyn, Fourth Grade: Ardis Barense, BilVan Etta, Mrs. H. Schaftener,Mr. George Van Eenenaam, Mr. and ly Barense, Robert Bennett, Ted
and Mrs. Fred Kamferbeek,Mr. Mrs. James Wagenaar, Donild De Boeve, Gladys Boelens, Glenn
and Mrs. Guy Schaftener and the Bniyn, Ward Donia, Miss Alice Bouwens, Helen De Pree, Leon
host and hostess.
Timmerman, Miss Angeline Ny- Dvkstra, Myrtle Essenburg, Carol
huis, Miss Carolyn Vogel and Mr. Plasman.
Harvey Brinks. After the bounJohn H. Jurris, 64, 234 Main st,
teous dinner games were played
and a fine social time was enjoyed died Monday after a prolonged illHenry Scholten,74, died Satur- by all.
ness. Surviving are the widow and
day at his home in Montello Park.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. E. Wesley a son Albert of Zeeland. Funeral
Surviving are the widow, a daughter-in-law,Mrs. Richard Scholten; Faber, West Main street, a daugh- services were held Thursday at
four grandchildren Harold Schol- ter, Mary Lou, Saturday, March 7; 12:45 p. m. at LangelandFuneral
ten of Detroit, and Raymond, Ethel to Mr. and Mrs. George Velthouse,
home and at 1:30 p. m. at the First
and Alva Scholten of Holland; one Rusk, a daughter, Beverly Kay,
Christian Reformed church. The
great-grandchild,
and a sister,Mrs. Sunday, Marche.
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BEAVER TRAPPING TO OPEN
TUESDAY

on her birthday anniversary.

According to a United Press re- Limit Will Remain at Eight Pelts
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver L. Hayward port, a loan of $5,000 against the
This week Tuesday marked the
and Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Stege- 1935 taxes by Park township had
man were Tuesday evening dinner the approval of the state loan opening of the fifteen-daybeaver
guests of the latter’s son-in-law board. Dick Nieuwsma,Park treas- trapping season in Michigan’s
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Henry urer, stated that township officials Lower Peninsula. The season will
Scott Maenti and childrenof' Hol- had not yet been notifiedof the not open above the Straits until
state board’s action.The loan will April 1.
land. — Allegan News.
All counties in the Lower PenMr. and Mrs. Henry S. Maentz not be due until June 30 of this
and childrenof Holland spent the year. The funds will be used for insula above Townline16 and also
week-endin Allegan as guests of current expenses and for materials the counties of Montcalm, Mecosta,
and Midland, south of that line,
Mrs. Maentz’ parents, Dr. and Mrs. of the Park airport.
naturalizationmeeting was will be open to beaver trapping.
F. L. Stegcman on Cedar street.
Townline 16 is the south line of
G. M. Brouwer of the Ottawa- held Thursday night in the police
Mason, I«ake, Osceola, Clare and
Allegan-Kent Monumental Co., has building on West 8th street and
Gladwin counties, projectedto Sagmore
than
50
persons
were
presasked permission to erect a cominaw Bay. This includes Ottawa,
mercial structure at 69 East 8th ent. Instructions in proper proced- Allegan and Muskegon.
ure
for
securing
citizenship
papers
street at an estimatedcost of
Numerous areas within the open
$3,000. Mrs. B. Keppel, 36 East was given by County Clerk Wilterritoryhave been designated
12th street, has filed applicationfor liam Wilds. Twenty of those pres- closed to beaver trapping by the
a permit to have the interior of the ent filed intentions for second
State ConservationCommission.
house remodeled at a cost of $350. papers for hearing in May. The
Beaver trappers who apply for linext
meeting
will
be
held
March
Herman Potter filed a permit for
censes are supplied with lists of
excavation of the basement of a 26. There is no charge connected
these areas. Lists may also be had
house located at 137 West 15th with the instruction.
direct from the Conservation Destreet
Major Henry Geerds announced partment in Lansing.
Vandenberg Brothers Oil Co. Thursday that Company C, the
Regulations for taking beaver
have filed applicationto erect a local national guards unit, will par- remain unchanged. Trappers must
Pkoto Gr«t Lim
ticipate
in
army
maneuvers
of
the
station on the corner of Central
first secure a license for $2, which
UPSETTING OLD THEORIES
fifth
and
sixth
corps
to
take
place
avenue and 7th street at a cost of
entitles them to trap eight beavers.
ONOW and ships are net the usual During the time the officersare at
$6,000. Knoll Plumbing & Heating this summer providing a sufficient To each pelt must be attached a
setting for polo mallets— nor are sea the ponies are stabled and cared
Co. have filed for a permit to in- appropriationis made by congress. seal, which costs $1 each. Indicathese seariding pol. players the i’ .• by their former owners vho hire
stall a new front on the store build- The ten days of field service and tions are that beaver pelts will
ing at 17 East 8th street at an combat training will replace the command a littlehigher price this usual type They are officersof the
them out to Chilean players, using
usual stay at Camp Grayling.
estimated cost of $1,800.
Santa Lucia — the firs officersof an
spring than last, when the average
the proceeds to defray feed and stall
Born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
ocean
liner
to
have
a
regular
polo
pelt
brought
about
$9,
the
lowest
The shipping of carp for the east
Ross,
174
West
7th
street,
on
Feb.
price in years. The total income
team Recently in Valparaisowhich bills.All the equipment, however,
has been postponeduntil March
from beaver pelts in 1936 is esti- they visit regularly on their run members of the oam take on board
23, Jacob Lievense, presidentof the 29, a daughter, Dolores Ann.
Holland Fish and Game club anMr. and Mrs. Charles Fabiana mated at $32,000.Last spring 811 from New York to South America s with them and It Is a source of Innounced. Fifteen tons of carp will had as their guest for a few days licensed trappers reported taking West Coast, these officers pur nocent wondermentto veteran fore3,881 beaver pelts. The average
be shipped.
Tony Fabiana of Union City.
chased some of the best low-goal mast bands.
F. D. Boonstra of Zeeland. Funeral
Another old landmark was re- Rev. M. Van Vessem of Cutlerviller
revenue per trapper was $39.21.
Mrs. C. M. McLean had as her
polo ponies In this hemisphere.And
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Klomservices were held Wednesday at moved this week when the old barn former Zeeland pastor, officiated
Polo, one of the two or three most
o
week-end guests her sister and her arens and former alderman and
now they spend their Valparaiso popular sports In Chile, requires 1:30 p. m. at the home, private, situated on the property of the late at the home and the Rev. William
husband, the Rev. and Mrs. Edwyn Mrs. Aid. Kleis have returned from DEBT ADJUSTMENT
and at 2 p. m. at Fourteenth Street
shore leaves on he polo field— thus much less money than here In the
Kok officiatedat the church. Burial
Evans of Reed City. The Rev. a visit to the “big city” of Chi- GETTING FARMERS OUT OF disprovingthe .heory that the sea
Christian Reformed church. The Miss Antje Barense was sold and
was in East Saugatuck.
United States— playabi® ponies are
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
Evans preached at the Saugatuck cago. Andy was amazed at the tall
wrecked.
The
barn
was
built
by
Rev. R. J. Danhof officiated, and
going brotherhood spends Its free
Mrs. Peter Kemme, 53, died Satcheap
and
men
with limited Incomes
Congregational church Sunday.
buildings — he really can’t get over
burial was in Fairlawn cemetery. the late vcauivo
a i J piv
James asxsv/iii.,
Boone, Vearly
pio- urday night of a heart attack. SurMr. Jarret N. Clark, Secretary time rowing round city parks.
can and do play regularly.
Miss Edith Damson, night nurse the size of them. That’s why he’s
ab<
of the Ottawa County Farm Debt
er, about
sixty-five years ago. It viving are three sons, Clarence of
William R. South, 56, formerly neer,
at the Holland hospital, is recover- got that stiff neck. Andrew also
has
Adjustment Committee,has just
s been in a dilapidatedcondition Holland,Dr. Gerrit Kemme of
of
Forest
Grove,
died
Sunday
at
ing from an illness.
knows a gang of rackateers.That receiveda report of Debt Adjust- Guests were Mrs. G. A. Vos, Mrs. ence Jalving, Mrs. J. Bronkhorst,
his home in Goodrich, Minn. Sur- for many years and its removal Drenthe and Fred of Edgerton,
ments completedin the State of J. Bennett, Mrs. H. Kalmink, Mrs. 1 Mrs. H. Holkeboer,Mrs. Dick viving are the widow and seven will add materiallyto the better Wyo., and several brothers and
Michigan for the period September J. Sale, Mrs. L. Sale, Miss Ger- | Kline, Mrs. C. W. Dornbos, Mrs. children. Funeral services were appearance of the neighborhood at sisters in Nebraska and Washingtrude Deters, Miss Melva Lubbers, i A. Ditmar, Mrs. R. J. Danhof, Mrs.
1st to January 31st, 1936.
ton. Funeral services were held
held Monday at 1:30 p. m. in the Main and Centennial streets.
Two hundred and eighty-two Miss Mildred Sale, Miss Lois Sale, ! William Brouwer, Mrs. Len Tanis, Forest Grove Reformed church
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thursdayat 1:30 p. m. at the home
cases were closed involvingobliga- Henry Lubbers, Julius Lubbers, Mrs. J. Bomers, Mrs. James Slager
with the Rev. John Wolterink Van Koevering, Lincoln street, at of Dr. and Mrs. Gerrit Kemme in
tions amounting to $585,115. The Julius Sale, Myron Sale, Martin and Mrs. P. Fletcher.
the local hospital, a daughter, Drenthe. The Rev. R. J. Vanden
officiating. Burial was in Forest
Sale,
John
Lubbers,
Mrs.
H.
Gartotal reduction of indebtedness
Nancy Lee, Thursday, March 4.
Berg, pastor of Second Reformed
Grove
cemetery.
amounted to more than $162,271, velink, Mrs. E. Koops, Mrs. J. JipThe Zeeland High and Grade church of Zeeland, officiated and
The North Street orchestra of
or an average reductionof $540 for ping, Mrs. J. Lubbers,Mrs. H. Zeeland, under the directionof C.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Vande Bunte honor rolls are of sizeableproper- burial was in Zeeland cemetery.
Lohman, Mrs. B. Smit, Mrs. E. Lu- La Mar, presented a sacred concert entertainedwith a luncheon honoreach farmer.
Debt Adjustment is now under bers, Mrs. H. E. Lubbers, Mrs. H. Tuesday night in Ninth Street ing Miss Wilma Abel, kindergarten
Federal supervision and part of G. Boeve, Mrs. H. H. Boeve, Mrs. Christian Reformed church. Mrs. teacher in the Hudsonville public
the Rehabilitation Division of L. J. Mannes, Mrs. E. Boeve, the L. Van Haitsma, reader, and Mrs. school, who has resigned her posiRural ResettlementAdministra- hostess and the guest of honor.
G. F. Huizenga, vocalist, assisted.
tion to teach in Detroit the coming
tion. Each individualadjustment is
year. Guests were Ruth Verkey,
based upon the fanner’s assets and
At a regular meeting of the
Irma Reber, Myrtle Klooster,Ann
10
Mrs. Gilbert Heidema, a recent Heyboer, Wilma Abel. Mr. Harold
ability to pay. The committee acts Maplewood P.-T. A. the following
on an intermediary between the officers were elected: G. Schippers, bride, was honored at a miscellan- Mouw, Mr. and Mrs. Francis
fanner and his creditorsand all president; Harold Ortman, vice eous shower Wednesday at her Buege, Mr. and Mrs. George Stekeadjustments are made voluntarilypresident; Mrs. L. Timmer, secre- home on West 9th street, given by tee, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Walbrink
Coal,
for the mutual benefit of both the tary; J. Tubergen, treasurer;Miss Miss Jean Rookus, Mrs. Lester and Miss Gladys Seydel.
farmer and his creditors.This Janet Kleinheksel,assistantsecre- Johnson and Miss Louise Veenservice is available without cost, tary and Gary Baker, assistant hoven. Those present were Mrs. J.
Henry Kragt, 78, died Thursday
and in those cases where the far- treasurer. M. De Jonge and C. Dubbledeman, Mrs. J. Rusticus, at his home in Montello Park. Surmer is obligatedbeyond his ability Diekema were elected ushers. A Miss Ruth Everhart, Miss L. Klein- viving are the widow, two stepto repay, the committee endeavors miscellaneous program was pre- lutke, Miss Thercssa Veenhoven, daughters, Mrs. J. Den Uyl and
Regardless of banking hours, it’s never too
28th St and Lincoln Ave^ Holland, Mich.
to effect a settlement or reduction sented.
Miss Ixjuise Veenhoven, Miss Susie Mrs. W. Mokma of Holland; four
of debts in accordance with what
Mae
Van
Naarden,
Mrs.
G.
Heidstepsons,
Bert
Speet
of
the
state
of
late in the day to send deposits or withBRANCH OFFICE— SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-PHONE 95S3
he can pay.
Miss Melva Wolters was honored ema, Mrs. C. Donze, Mrs. H. Wey- Washington,Ben and Albert Speet
Thousands of fanners have re- at a shower Monday evening given schede, Mrs. Hoogedoorn,Mrs. A. of Holland and Adrian of route 6;
drawal requests to this Bank, for our mail
ceived assistance through this serv- by Miss Johanna Slenk and Misses Hoogendoom, Mrs. A. Van Naar- five brothers,Nick of Grand Rapice and in many instanceswithout Bessie and Gertrude Wolters. Those den, Mrs. R. Veenhoven,Mrs. L. ids, George, Bert and Gerrit of
banking service extends to your nearest
this help they would have been present were: Mrs. Ed Garvelink, Uildricks, Mrs. L. Johnson and the Holland and John of Byron Cenunable to continue their fanning Mrs. C. Ix)kker, Mrs. John J. Wol- honored guest.
U. S. mail box— open night and day.
ter. Funeral services were held
operations and provide for them- ters, Mrs. Albert Wolters, Mrs.
Monday at 1:30 p. m. at the home
selves and their families.
John Slenk, Mrs. Harry Vork, Mrs.
The Royal Neighbors held a fun and at 2 p. m. at Fourth ReformStop in, phone or write. We’ll be glad to
Conditions, prices and values Fred Heerspink, Mrs. Ed Slenk, party Thursday night in the hall. ed church. The Rev. Henry Van
have all changed, and it is to meet Mrs. Bert Slenk, Mrs. John A. Mrs. Leona Norlin, Mrs. Grace Dyke officiated and burial was in
tell you how banking by mail overcomes
these changed circumstances with- Wolters, Mrs. Harry Busscher, Urick and Mrs. Nellie Kleis were Graafschapcemetery.
out prejudice or favor to anyone Mrs. Bert Prins, Mrs. Henry Nien- in charge of arrangements.Anbad weather, ill health or broken axles.
concerned, that the County Com- huis, Mrs. John Wolters, Jr., Miss other “fun party” will be held
Students of the Rosy Mound
mittee endeavors to reconcileand Wolters, Miss Gertrude Vork, Miss March 31.
school,located on the Lake Shore
adjust the farmers obligations.
France Slenk, Miss Jo Witteveen,
road, two miles south of Grand
The Ottawa County Committee Miss Gertrude Van Oss. Mrs. Ben
Haven, were awarded a framed
Miss
Melva
Wolters
was
honored
consists of the following members:
Wolters, Mrs. Steve Wolters, Mrs. at a shower Tuesday night given picture of Louis Pasteur, famed
JarrettN. Clark, Zeeland, secreEd Wolters, Mrs. Albert Wolters, by Mrs. Henry Streur and Mrs. French scientist, because they sold
tary.
Mrs. Henry J. Wolters, the hostes- Gary Visscher at the home of the more tuberculosisChristmasseals
Frank Scholten, Spring Lake, ses and the guest of honor.
HOLLAND,
former. Prizes were won by Miss per capita than any other rural
chairman.
Ruth Van Der l^an, Mrs. Louis school in Ottawa county. PresentaJohn Wichers. Zeeland.
Miss Christine Spykhoven was Par and Miss Wolters. Those pres- tion of the picture to Miss Rose
It if now the common thing for
honored at a personalshower given ent were: Mrs. George Van Der Sonrel,teacher at the Rosy Mound
Friday evening at the home of Mrs. Laan and Miss Ruth Vander Laan school, was made by the Michigan
oar common people — America's
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Leonard Faught, 271 East 16th of Grand Rapids; Miss Wolters, Tuberculosisassociation.
street. Prizes were won by Miss Mrs. W. Streur, Mrs. Richard
great 90%— to write checks and
Hazel Douma and Mrs. Jacob Van Streur, Mrs. Louis Por, Miss Janet
Voorst. Those present were Miss Mulder and Miss Jennie Mulder all
to on banking facilities, which
The founding of the Fourth Re- Hazel Douma, Mrs. J. J. Tummel, of Holland.
they once thought cook) be afformed church was celebratedFri- Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst, Misses
Maurice Bostwick, Marne salesday evening at the annual congre- Frances and Cornelia Van Voorst,
regular meeting of the man, was arraigned Friday before
forded only by the few.
gationalmeeting. Rev. Henry Van Mrs. Earl Fairbanks, Mrs. Cyrus Women’s Relief Corps wae held
Justice Volney Ferris of Allegan
Dyke gbve an interestinghistory Vande Luyster, Miss Helen White, Wednesday afternoon in the G. A. on a false pretense charge. Date
Today it is possible for the
of the forty years of the existence Miss Frances Van Langevelde and R. room of the city hall. Mrs.
of examination was set for March
of the church. The Rev. William Mrs. John Van Voorst.
average man or woman to use
Clara West and her committee 19. He was releasedon $100 bond.
The Memorial You erect in
Wolvius of this city, and the Rev.
served tea.
Bostwick was charged by the Allehonor of a departed one will
J. F. Heemstra of Hudsonville,both
checks as freely as they have
Billy Wood, son of Mr. ami Mrs.
gan Co-operative association, from
former pastors, gave addresses. C. C. Wood, 24 West 13th street,
stand, bravely expressing
Miss Henrietta Haverdink, which he ordered oil which was demoney -orders in the put — at
Gerrit Blok, one of the charter entertainedwith a party, the occa- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
your lasting affection. Call
livered and not paid for.
members of the church, who is sion being his seventh birthday an- Haverdink of East Saugatuck, and
and see our offerings of moneven lower cost
nearly 80 years old, presented a niversary.Those present were: Lewis E. Dykema, son of Mr. and
rodywt
While walking into Fennville to
uments, made of granite or
very interestingspeech. The fol- Joyce Post, Peggy French.
_______
________
Mrs. Nick Dykema of Holland,
You would find a checkingaca meeting of the Eastern
marble— from the country’s
lowing charter members are still Bobby and Dale Bos, Billy Hinga, were united in marriage Thursday attend
slar"11 of "which* thev are both
living
and
are
connected
with
the
count with this bank a help and
leading quarries, sculptured
Park De Weese, Wally and Elzy night at the parsonage of East offid^s
Mre ThrwSS
church: Mr. and Mrs. Blok, J.
by master artisansin endurRT^,m’£red,enckVwr8ma’Jack
Jau£atuck
church
with
RevSidney
Keiss
were*
struck
by'
a^trude
a protection to you in many ways.
Riedsma and Harry Spyker. A and Billy
P. Miersma officiating., The bride drivm, by Harold Voss of
ing designs, and priced so
miscellaneous program was preV
wore
a
gown
of
aqua
blue
crepe.
On
account
of
the
icy
sidewalks
that their cost will not be
sented and the Rev. Wolvius closed
Members of FourteenthStreet Mr. Dykema is employed in Ny- they were walking on the rightwith prayer.
burdensome.
Christian Reformed Ladies’ Aid kamp s Hardware store in Zeeland, hand side of the street Voss had
o
society, both active and associate,
0
'just passed a car and swerved to
Miss Sue Lubbers was honored entertained their husbands Friday Miss Margaret Westveer was the right to avoid strikingan apat a miscellaneousshower Thurs- evening at a hostess supper. The honored at a shower and bridge preaching car when his back fender
day evening given by Mrs. Martin tables were beautifully decorated party given by Mrs. Otto Yntema, threw Mr. Keiss to the pavement,
Holland, Michigan
Sale and Mrs. John Lubbers at the with bouquets of talisman roses.
One Block North and One-Half West of Warm Friend Tavern
285 East 13th st. Guests were Mrs. breaking the small bone below the
home of the latter. Prizes were won miscellaneous program was
18 West Seventh
Phone 4284 Holland, Michigan.
was pre- John Winter, Miss Bessie Schouten, knee in his left leg. Mrs. Keiss
Member Federal Reserve System
by Mrs. E. Koops and Mrs. J. Sale. sen ted. Hostesses were Mrs. Clar- Miss Ruth Geeriings,Mrs. Clarence suffered from shock.
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St.

Every Year

Registration Notice

Windstorms Briny

for

Annual City Election

Heavy Property Losses

to be held
Property losses during 1935, paid by this company alone,
amounted to $261,000, and 1935 was not n year of very
severe windstorms. It costs so little to carry adequate
windstorm protectionin this big company that no property owner can afford to remain unprotected. Over 50
years of honest and satisfactory adjustment of fdwlma
and prompt payment of losses mark the enviable service
record of this

company.

on

Monday, April 6, 1936
Notice Is hereby given that

I,

the undersignedCity

Clerk, will receive for Registration at any time during regular office hours, the

Holland NOT

name

of any legal voter in the City of

ALREADY REGISTERED. This also in-

eludes those electors who have changed their residence and
and Pew! OurtU, Metfoa S. Mind/ towaAlp. 0«
fe* Wdoae of Mar S8. IMS. Other dama*e done to the barn. aio. garas^
S low of 16.111 which W, oompenr promptlj paid.
I

[

*

bjr TtModora O.

desire their Registration transferred from one voting pre-

_________

com

wlodmlU

I

Michigan Mutual Windstorm

cinct to another voting precinct within the City.

Ntarly $400,000,000 Insuranct In Foret
Over $16,000,000 Gained In 1935
fa Nsar You-fe# Him At Onc*-e«for«Ths Naxt Cyelons Hlta

Insurance
The biggest of

its kind in

Company

Michigan. Home Office* Hastings, Midi,

applicant
Application for Registration must be

by

made

personally

^

Saturday, March 21, 1936, is the last day for receh
registrationsfor said election.

On the last day of Registration,via, March 21, 1936,
the office will remain open until 6 o’clock P. M.

OSCAR PETERSON, City

Clerk.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
DR.

HU1ZENGA

I. G.

SOCIETY

and Mr* David Van Vliet
Wednesday,prayer services were
Mrs. Harold Streur, a recent held in the afternoon.
bride, was honored at a surprise
Wednesdayevening, the chalk
Paoplca State Bank Building
party Friday night given by the artist, Mr. Daverman gave
gav a proHolla ad. Michigan
Girls’ society at the home of Mr. gram in Borculo church a
sponsored
Hnnra— II to
2 to 4 :10
and Mrs. John Henry Scholten. by young men’s society.
Phone: Oflee 2669; Reeidence 211 Those present were Francis Welters, Joan Rutgers, Johanna and
AGNEW
Ida Blauw, Johanna Van Dyke,
Edna Menken, Connie Ver Hulst,
Mrs. Frank Ryder was pleasantJosie Holtgerts, Betty Koeman,
Fenna Schippers, Reka Meyerink, ly surprised by a number of her
Julia Scholten,Hilda Scholten, neighbors on her 86th birthday anniversary. She receivedmany useThelma, Gertrude and Orma Schroful gifts. Delicious refreshments
tenboer, Geneva Speet, Alice Beckswere served to Mrs. J. Ranck, Mrs.
voort and the honored guest.
M. Zolnke, Mrs. Marie Albrecht,

•i Grant

A

Hoixeafa, Gr. Rapid*
Rya— Ear— Noaa— Throat

II

In The

WEEK’S

NEWS

Thursday evening Rev. Rikkers
was installed as missionary in the
Borculo church. The missionary
will be sent to Ship Rock, N. M.
Mrs. S. Bos is staying a few
days with her daughter, Mrs. Roy
Petroelje, in Byron Center.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Nienhuis of
Holland spent Sunday with Mr.

Attorneys-at Law
Office

— over

First State

Bank
Holland, Michigan

That

Awkward Moment

William Groth visited Charles

Behm

-

when the

o

-

NOORDELOOS

FAUCET

“HOT”

recently.

Charles and John Dinga of Chicago were in Agnew on Wednesday.

k

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hoffman
and children spent Wednesday afternoon at the Cornie Riemersma
home.

Runs Cold

and

Mrs. Gerrit Vande Veer
children were entertained at the
home of her sister Mrs. Johnson at Grand Rapids on Wednesday.

The Girl’s society had p'anned
Wi having (their [meeting afliin
It’s

when

always embarrassing —

guest in your home

^

Tuesday evening.
Mr. Jacob Bosch living west of
here who has been ill for some
time was taken to the University
hospital at Ann Arbor last week.
Mr. Will Elfers of North Holland has also been ill for some

a

discovers that

there isn’t any hot water— because
most people are in the habit of taking
water supply for granted.

a hot

time at his home.
Preparatory services will be held
in the local churches next Sunday.
Miss Thressa Helder was a dinner guest at the parsonageSun-

What

possible excuse will explain away the
fact that
failing

any home can have an un-

day.

hot water reserve for a few

The Bible Class for young people
will be held Wednesday evening.

pennies per day per person?

Mr. Marine and John Kooyers

A

Self-Action Gas Water Heater,

stalled in

your home

in a

called on their brother Henry, the
in-

past week.
Many local residents’ expressed

few hours,

enthusiasmfor the proposedElectrification under the Government plan and have signed the pa-

brings a limitless supply at the ideal
temperature —

and

forever ready at

pers.

Miss Beatrice Lemmen spent Friday at the home of her aunt, Mrs.
i George Lemmen at Holland.
A P. T. A. meeting was held in
the local school last week. After
opening prayer, community singing led by Rev. Fopma was followed by the appointing of committees by Mr. Jacob Helder, the
chairman. The families of Will
Vander Hulst, Mr. Koene Vande
Bosch and Mr. Arendsen; the refreshmentcommittee, Mrs. James
Morren, Mrs. Arie Vogel and Mrs.
Phillip, (then the Allowing program; Mr. Fred Velthuis of Zeeland entertainedwith accordian
selections;Mr. Buekema of Zeeland with banjo selections;Miss
Hazel and Mildred Velthuis a duet
entitled,“Sweet and Low.” Mr.
James Shuiling of Holland was
the evening speaker; Musical selection by Mr. F. Velthuis; A dia-

the tap’s turn. Built like a huge ther-

mos

bottle to

economizeon heat, the

Self-Action Heaters range in capacity according to individual requirements. Stop in or phone 3138 and we’ll
furnish complete details on installation and operating
costs.

&

Michigan Gas

Elect. Co.

Avenue

215 River

Telephone 3133

Holland, Mich.

ONE WOMAN

ANOTHER

T0

GET THROUGH WITH MY WASHING IN
NO TIME AT ALL WITH MY WONDERFUL NEW
WASHER - BUT HOW I DO HATE TO STAND
I

OVER THE IRONING-BOARD FOR HOURS/

22, 1936

(Over Modal Drag
0®e* Hoars: 9-7 a.
Eveainfs—Satarday 7 .*00 to

a.

48U

_
t

Rea.

Expires March 14-15898

STATE OF MICHIGAN
1 The grandest and safeat cure for
anxious care la to put first things
first. Many people do not seam to
appreciate that fact. They are
not getting the beat out of life.
They are not unearthing the hidden
riches. They are not making the
most of the illimitable resources
of personality. They are striving
for the second rate, under the misapprehension that the second rate
is the first rate, and they are resting in the discontentof the subsidiary when they should be revelling
in the ecstacy of the primary. People are laying up treasures upon
the earth. They are anxious about
food and raiment. They are endeavoring to maintain a compro-

I

ly-

March

HENRY GEERLINGS

Mrs. John Ellman, Mrs. Frank
Meyers and the guest of honor
Mrs. John Dinga and son, William, have returned from Chicago
where they attended the funeral of
their granddaughter, Murie Gerba,
six and one-half years old.
Mrs. Charles is confined to her
home with a sore foot.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred VanDyk of
Central Park were visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Rosendal on
Tuesday.
Mrs. Thomas Rosendahl was the
guest of Mrs. Dick Miles of Central Park on Thursday.
Louis H. Hultz of Chicago was
the guest of Charles Behm recent-

Bye, Bar. Naat aa4
HpodaHftt

12:1144

Cross &

BORCULO

Dr. A. Leenl

Jeans Teaches True Valuea- -Uka Phonee: Oflet

Diekema
TenCate

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL

mise between God and mammon.
overwhelmingly per-

They are

THE PROBATE COURT
THE COUNTY OF OTTA1
At a session of said Court,
the Probate Office in the Ci
Grand Haven in the said
on the 21st day of February,
1986.

W|

Present.Hon. Cora Vande

Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Bat
Ed. Tilma. alias A1 Tilma,

It appearing to the court
the time for presentationof cl
against said estate should be
ited, and that a time and .
appointed to receive, examine
adjust all claims and
against said deceased by and
said court:

plexed about the things of tomorIt is Ordered, That ____
row and. so. they have forgotten,said deceased are required to
or they are in a fair way to forsent their claims to said
get, the clarionimportunity of the
said Probate Office on or
kingdom of God.
the 24th day of June A.D. If
ANOTHER
We must remember, of course, ten o'clock in the for
that we are constantly reminded time and place being ______
E U T H 7of the fact today, that life is many- pointed for the examination,
Jo* 01 Magsided; that life has many phases. adjustmentof all claims
fio, heavy
Man is a religious animal, but the mands against said deceased.
animal means that he la not all
hitting for- A MILLION VISITORS-Attendance
It is Further Ordered, That
soul. There is the physical,the lie notice thereof be given
mer Pacific at the Travel Exhibit In Rockefeller
mental, the social, as well as the
Coast beta- Center, New York City, hat passed
llcation of a copy of this or
spiritual constituentof personality.
three successiveweeks .
ball star and the million mark. Operated by the
It is claimed that the church forsaid day of hearing, in the
ana of h a Socony-VacuumOil Company, It Is
gets this complexity of man, and
land City News, a newspaper
most sought one of the most unusual mechanized
that she would prolong the week
ed and circulatedin safd com
after rookiee. displays of Its kind. Shown here Is a
into one long Sabbath. But this
CORA VANDE WJ
appears In map which features a moving ecreen
is not true. The church appeals to
Judge of
the
whole
man.
So
did
Christ.
Not
Yankee uni- upon which news bulletins from ell
A true copy!
alone
by
his preaching,but also by
form ae he
Harriet Swa
PROparts of the world are flashed.
his living, he showed the profuse
f Prot
begins trainRegister of
GRAM — General
nnd diffuserichness of existence.
ing with hie
Motors officials
He did not deny the right of minor
new teamthings, and absorb them in the explace their apExpires March 21—11500
mates at 8L
clusive pursuit of the major. He
proval on plana
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Petersburg.
simply asserted than the nAnor
for the 19SS model
things are minor things,and the THE PROBATE COURT FOR]
coach • building
true proportion of life is to be
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
THE INTER.
competition of
achieved by placing first things
At a aassion of said Cour
NATIONAL
the Fleher Body
first. The who'e difficulty is the at the Probate Office in the
NECKLACE
Craftsman'sGulld
difficultyof false emphasis.
Grand Haven in the said Count
— Ginger
for which awards
We are in danger of placing too the 29th day of February A.D.
Rogers, favalued at 160,000,
much stress on athletics. Let us
Present, Hon. Cora VandeW
have sport, let us have gimes, by Judge of Probate.
mous screen
Including four
all means let us have noth, but
star, wears a
65,000 university
In the Matter of the Eatat
let us withal nay homage to comNellie Himebaugh,
scholarships,are
naw and clevmon sense. We must have sound
Daniel TenCate having
er necklace,
being poeteo. Left
bodies, but athletics is only im- said court hia eighth annual
In her latest
to right — Viceportant in so for as being, in mod- as Executor of said estate,
picture. It is
Pres. Lawrence P.
eration, conducive to health it fits
petition praving for the al
WIDE-EYED TOT HAS SLEPT FOR Fleher, William S.
of
a man for the work of life.
thereof, including his chai
MONTHS — Though wide-eyed and ap- McLean, Secreheavy cord
We often overemphasizeleai special and extraordinary
parentlyawake, Maxine Yarrlngton, 2'/2
on which Is
tary of the Guild;
mg. The mind is an important part
It is Ordered, That thie 31st
years old, Is fast asleep end has been
of our composition,but it is not by of March A.D. 1986, at ten o’<
atrung the
and W. 8. Knudamy means the moat important in the forenoon at said
elnce last Sept 24, when the was brought
pennants of
sen, Executive
part. It is infinitely better to pos Office, be and is herebv a(
to an Erie, Pa., hospital, another victim
naVice-Presidentof
•ess a loving heart than it is to be for examining and all(
of the dread sleepingsickness.
tions.
General Motors.
(the owner of a we'l-storedbrain. account;
(The world cannot get along without
It is Further Ordered, That
scholarship. That is granted,but, it lie notice thereof be given by
well to realize the other side lication of a copy of this order,'
logue, "Two Aunts and a Photo," Most of the candidates are up for
ZUTPHEN
of the matter, for there is another three successiveweeks prm
by Mrs. Horace Maatman, Mrs. reelectionand the Democrats are
John Weener, Miss Janet Van convidentthat their candidateswill Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elders en- side, and to appreciate that in the said day of bearing,in the
miscellaneous assimilation of knowledge as in City News a newspaper pt
Dyke and Miss GenevieveJongc- be able to cop the victory in the tertainedwith
shower honoring their children Mr. all else there is a happy medium. circulatedin said countv.
krijg; a solo "Blue Bird”, by Ha- coming election.
There is the over-emphasis of
zel Velthuis accompaniedby Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Dale and and Mrs. Rudolph Elders on TuesCORA VAN DE WA1
Elmer Lievense;Refreshments con- family visited relatives here Sun- day evening, March 11 which had wealth. It is a threadbare platiJudge of
been postponedsince January 22 tude today to assert that this is a A true copy.
cluded the meeting. The next P. dav.
materialistic
age.
I
believe
that
on
account
of
being
snowbound.
T. A. meting is scheduled for the
Mrs. H. R. Johnson and children,
Harriet Stuart
be but a half truth. This age
Mrs. Ben Kuite, Mrs. C. Wentzel, Mr. and Mrs. E’ders were the relast week in April.
Register of Probate.
has
all
the
fascination
of
contrast.
cipent
of
many
beautiful
and
pracLawrence Lemmen is staying at Mrs. C. Lutigheid,Mrs. Wm. VanIt
is
this,
and
it
is
that,
and
it
is
Harlem with Jerrold Kooyers.
der Ploeg, Mrs. Lewis Johnson tical gifts. The guests included
Expires March 21-15058
attendedthe birthday party k>f Mr. and Mrs. George Tilman, Mr. the other thing, all in one. It is
and Mrs. Henry Minnena and Dare! hard to deny, however, that with
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mrs.
Gerrit
Kooiker
of
Holland
HAMILTON
Dawayne of Wyoming Park, Mr. many the standard of life’s judge- THE PROBATE COURT FOR
last week Thursday.
and Mrs. John Sterken, Mr. and ments is based upon wealth, and
Mrs. Hein Brower, 81, passed
Eleanor Drenten was entenainCOUNTY OF OTTAWA
away suddenly at her home Mon- ed at the L. Brink home at East Mrs. Nick Sterken, Mr. and Mrs. with many the one thing worth
At a session of said Com
seeking
is
money.
It is not only
Peter
Heyboer
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
day evening as a result of a heart Saugatuck Sunday evening.
our hands, and in our pockets- at the Probate Office in the
Alfred Hall of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
attack. She is survived by her
The Republican caucus was held
where it does not stay for any ap- Grand Haven in the said Com
husband, four children,Mrs. Ben- at Hamilton auditorium last Mon- Lucinda De Hart and Mr. and Mrs.
the 26th day of February, A.D.t
jamin Lugten, Henry Brower, Mrs. day afternoon.Albert Klompar- Dick Van Omen, Gladys and Ester preciable length of time-but it is
the air. The sun is an emblazPresent, Hon. Cora VandtWl
James Lehman, Mrs. Benjamin ens was chosen chairmanand Lee June of Grandville,Mr. and Mrs.
Ranken, 10 grandchildren and one Slotman as clerk. The following Henry Beek, William and Arleen, oned void piece, the moon is a sil- Judge of Probafte.
ver dollar, and the very stars of
In the Matter of the Estat
great grandchild,all of Hamilton; candidates were nominated;Sup- Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Beek, William,
three sisters, Mrs. G. J. Bolks of ervisor, Louis Vander Meer; Cork Myrtle and Ruth Beek and friend heaven above us are coins of cur- Sjouke Droller (Dreyer),
rency of diminishingdenominaIt appearing to the court that
Hamilton, Mrs. John Hagerts and Bernard Voorhorst. Treas., Dick of Jamestown, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Miss Emma Timmerman, and a Slikkers; Justiceof the Peace, Wal- Van Uronkhorst, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. tions. There are those who can time for presentation. of clal
brother, Henry Timmerman of ter B. Monroe; Board of Review, Ko’e, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Munema think of nothing else save money gainst said estate should be 11
Filmore. Also surviving is a broth- Jacob Slotman; Constables, Hen- Eugene and Joan and Albert Ster- There are those who speak p| and that a time and place be
nothing else save money. And there pointed to receive, examine ai
er-in-law, Otto Westing of Hol- ry Kempker, Gerrit Sale, Bert ken of Hudsonville, Mr. and Mrs.
those who degenerate life into just all claims and demands
land. Funeral services will be Scott and Lloyd Butter; Commit- Lewis Dykstra of Getchel,Mr. and are
held Friday after nbon at 1 o’- tee, A. Klomparens,Lee Slotman, Mrs. Ora Bos, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde one colossal pursuit for money. It said deceased by and before
vulgar on the lowest grounds court:
clock at the home and 1:30 o’clock Bert Vos and George Schutmaat. Barton and Vesta, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Sterken, Mr. and Mrs. Ed and pathetic on the highest
It is Ordered, That credit
at the First Reformed church of
George Rankens visited his child- Tilma and Mr. and Mrs. John Til- grounds.
said deceased are required to
which she was a charter member. ren, Mr. and Mrs. Martin GroenNone of these are worthy of sent their claims to said com
Rev. J. A. Roggen, pastor will heide of Kalamazoo during the ma and Lewis and Alvin Elders.
A deliciouslunch was served and preeminentemphasis. As para- said Probate Office on or before
officiate.
past week.
an enjoyable evening was spent. mount objects of desire they prove 24th day of June A.D. 1936. at j
Pardee Mason of Grand Rapids
Florence Vander Riet of OverMiss Edna Nederveld of Grand to be but empty satisfactions.We o’c’ockin the forenoon, said
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
isel was a week end guest at the Rapids visited her parents Mr. and must seek first the kingdom of and place being hereby ap
Fred Mason last week Friday.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Mrs. Ed Nederveld on Friday.
righteousness.Christ was con- for the examination and adjt
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Joostberns
Prayer Day services was held scious of the all compelling motive of all claims and demands
moved in the J. H. Bennink home Brink.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Marines of Wednesday afternoon, Rev. Vroon of life from the beginning. He said deceased.
last week Saturday.
Holland were dinner guesta of delivered the sermon “Condition for sensed it when at the age of
It is Further Ordered, Th*»t
Rev. Fred Van Dyke will preach
twelve he said that, he must be lie notice thereof be given bv
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma Sun- Receiving Jehovah's Blessings.”
at the First Reformed church next
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Blakely and about his Father’s business. He lication of a eopy of this oi
Sunday afternoon in a pulpit exStudent Rozeboom had charge of Tommy of Belmont were callers did not come to do his own will three successiveweeks prev
change with Rev. J. A. Roggen.
the servicesat the American Re- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon- but the will of his Father. He was said day of hearing, in the He
The Junior League of the First formed church last Sunday.
concentrated upon the redemption City News a newspaper print
ard Van Ess Thursday evening.
Reformed church met at the home
Two weeks ago part of the dam
Mrs. Harm Ringevold and Mrs. of humanity. To save the world circulatedIn said county.
of Joyce Lohman last Saturday went out as the result of ice and
Rudolph accompanied by Mrs. Hen- was to him the kingdom of God and
CORA VAN DE WA1
afternoon.
floodedcondition of the river. The ry Ringevoldand daughters and his righteousness.
Judge of Pm
Mr, and Mrs. Greve of St. Paul flood pouring thru the dam soon Mrs. Wm. Tanis and daughters of
A true copy.
Minn, were guests of Mr. and made dip-net fishingdifficult and Hudsonville motored to Zwand
Harriet Swart
Mrs. Clarence Billingslast week. threatened to carry away the nets. as guests of Mrs. George NewRegister of Probate.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lubbers Several attempts to repair the house and children.
Ottawa
Investment Corp.
were in Grand Rapids Saturday. break failed. The water had gone The Ladies Aid Societywill meet
Expires May 16
The Women’s Study Club met down sufficientlyMonday morn- on Thursday afternoon.
Bank Certificates
at the home of Fannie Bultman ing and a crew of men finally sucMORTGAGE SALE
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elders and
last week Thursday evening. A ceeded in rescuing the fishermen. Alvin attended the funeral of Mr.
Bonds
Whereas a certain mortgage
vocal duet was rendered by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Langeland Elders cousin, Mrs. William WalPHona 4234
ed July 15, 1922, A.D. and
H. Van Doornink and Mrs] Hen- and family visited Mr. and Mrs. ters of Holland Thursday afterPeoplesBank Bldg, Holland,Mich ed in the office of the reglst
ry Schutmaat. The main feat- Jacob Dr.enten last week Thurs- noon.
deeds for Ottawa County on
ure of the program was a debate day evening.
A double wedding ceremony was
19, 1922, in Liber 184 of modi
on the subject "Resolved That the
Harvey Monroe returned Sat- performed Thursday evening, Mar.
on page 110, made by Johrn
American
lerican Home is Deteriorating.”
Deterioratin
urday from a weeks visit with his 12 at the Hudsonville Christian
Expires March 14—15751
enga and Louise Anna
The» negative was upheld by Mrs. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mon- Reformed church basement when
his wife, to Anthony Schermer
Geo). Schutmaat and Mrs. John Haa- roe of Chicago.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
John Kalman and Cornelia Dyke of
default as to interest, princijll
kma, while the affirmative was de
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink Hudsonville and Jim Kalman and
PROBATE COURT FOR taxes whereby the power of
fended by Mrs. H. D. Strabbing were entertained at the home of Rena Koopman of Hudsonville
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA has become operative there |
and Sylvia Van Der Kamp. Many Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van Tatenhove were united in marriage. Rev. E.
now past due princinal,
convincing arguments were pre- of Holland Sunday evening.
J. Krone performedthe ceremony.
At a sessionof said Court, held and taxes the snm of Thre^
sented by both sides. The deciRev. G. Tysse of Holland was a The grooms are the twin sons of
at the Probate Office in the City and One Hundred and
sion of the membership was in Hamilton visitor last week Thurs- Mr. and Mrs. George Kalman.
of Grand Haven in the said County,]151/100 Dollars and no suit or
favor of the negative.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kalman will on the 20th day of February, A.D.
ceedings at law having B
Mrs. Ben Lugten, Mabel Lugabel Lugten entertaineda make their home in the second story
stitutedto recover the debts
ten, Mrs. Henry Wedeven and group of friends at bridge at her room of the home of Mr. and Mrs. 1936.
]Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE remaining secured or any I
Mrs. B. Wedeven were in Kala- home last week Tuesday.
George Kalman and Mr. and Mrs. WATER, Judge of Probate.
thereof, notice is hereby given
mazoo last week Wednesday.
A large delegation of Hamil- John Kalman will reside In Zee'and.
In the Matter of the Estate of on
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dangre- ton Game and Fish fans will atMr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess
Ada C. Bannister, Deceased
Monday the 18th day of May
mond and son of Grand Rapids, tend the banquet of the Holland or- visited at the home of Mr. and
1936
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dangremond ganization Thursday evening. Lo- Mrs. Ed NederveldFriday after- Jit appearingto the court that
the time for presentationof claims at ten o’clock In the forenoon
of Fennville were Sunday guests val men feel that they are re- noon.
against said estate should be lim- ern Standard time at the I
at the E. A. Dangremond home.
ceiving a great many benefits thru
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elders callHarriet Van Doorninkspent the the Holland organization and are ed on their brother and sister Mr. ited, and that a time and place be front door of the court house
past week end with friends at Cen- determinedto show their appre- and Mrs. John Victorieof Hudson appointed to receive, examine and city of Grand Haven, Mi
adjust all claims and demands that being the place for L
tral Park.
ciation.
ville. Mrs. Victorieis confined to
against said deceased by and be- the circuit court for the Cour
Preparatory services will be held
her home with a heart attack.
Ottawa, the undersigned
at the local churches next Sunday. SCHOOL NOTES-*
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Alfrecht fore said court:
• • •
It is Ordered, That creditorsof at public auction to secure;
Mra. John Bowman and daughand family called on Mr. and Mrs
said deceased are required to pre- ment of- the amount due for
ter; Mrs. Frank Mooey; Mrs. Don
The pupils of the Grammar room George Ensing recently.
Schaap and children of Holland; who were placed on the February Mr. and Mrs. George Brinks of sent their claims to said court at cipal, interestand the amoi
Mra. Henry Ten Brink of this vil- honor roll were; Aleta Eding, Wil- Georgetown visited their brother said Probate Office on or before vanced for taxes, togetherwill
lage were entertained at home of ma Mae Nyenhuis, Kathleen Schro- and sister Mr. and Mrs. Leonard the
costs and charges pf said
24th Day of June, A. D. 1936,
Mra. William Ten Brink last week tenbocr, Paul Schrotenboer, Kath- Van Ess Monday afternoon.
The premises to be sold ar
Thursday afternoon.
ryne Hutchinson, Lorraine JohnMr. and Mrs. Henry Eldres. at ton o'clock in the forenoon,said scribed as the North For
George Brower is recovering son, Viola Maatman and Joan Van- Lewis and Alvin and Mr. and Mrs. time and place being hereby ap- One half (40H) feet of the
from a severe attack of grippe.
der Ploeg.
Rudolph Eldres were entertained pointed for the examination and Ninety-Fourand one half (I
The Democratic caucus was held
The honor roll of the inter- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter adjustment of all claims and de- feet of lot Numbered Nint
in the local community hall last mediate rooms consists of Mild- Heyboer of Grand Rapids who cele mands against said deceased.
Block Thirty. Five (35).
Monday afternoonat 1 olclock. red Rankens,Ruth Kreuger, Jun- brated their 25th wedding anniv
It is Furthered Ordered, That Holland. Michigan except
Jacob Eding presided and Herman ior Van Doornink,Lois Lugten, ersary March 5. Mrs. Heyboer be public notice thereof be given by Forty-Four (44) f4et
Nyhoff served as clerk of the meet- Wayne Schutmaat and Donald fore her marriagewas Miss Min- publicationof a copy of this order according to the r«
ing. The following officers were Johnson.
for three successive weeks prev- thereof on record in
eria Sterken of this place.
elected; Simervison,Ray MaatThe Young People’sSociety met ious to said day of hearing, in the registerof deeds
man; Clerk, Herman Nyhoff; Treas.
on Sunday evening.Mr. Chas. Bosch Holland City News, a newspaper ty, Michigan.
Chas. Boyinga; Commissioner,
led the song services.Mr. Titus printed and circulatedin said coun- Dated Februar
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND
Root; Justice of the Peace, Ed.
ANTHONY
Mill
supplies,
electric pumps, Heyboer gave a talk on “Religion”
A. Dangremond;Constables, JaCORA VAN DE WATER,
Miss Gertrude Meyer gave a readcob Eding, Harold Dhngremond, plumbing and heating; tin and ing. Special music were vocal solos
Judge of Probate. Gerrit W.
Ben Boyinga and Gerald Slot man. sheet metal work.
by Mr. Jerrold Kleinheksel of Ham A true copy:
Townphip committee, Jacob Edimj, 49 W. 8th 8L. HOLLAND, MICH. iUon accompanied by Miss Lula
HARRIET SWART,
Phone 8204
G«o. Cave and John Kolvoord Jr.
Register of Probate,

•
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THAT'S THE WAY

FEEL

-

I

USED TO

BUT SINCE

MY NEW IR0NER

I

GOT

IT’S

REALLY FUN TO
DOWN AND DO
THE IRONING -

SIT

WHY DON’T
YOU TRY ONE?

Stocks

H

HtM

THE

SAVE YOUR YOUTH

%

LET ELECTRICITY DO YOUR

WORK WITH EASE AND

SPEED

THE NEW ELECTBIC
IBONERS and WASHERS

It'i so

unntcMsary for you

to tiro yourself

and grow prematurely old doing the weekly
washing with inadequate equipment The new
electric

ABE GRAND

out

washers and ironers will save you ever

The 1138 washers gat cloth**
cleaner,save wear and tear, and
spare you all that hard work. And

so much time and effort and do a better job.

wKh

You'll have more time for the things you'd

last SIT

like to

do. Bring your home laundry up

to

date and en)oy life. Save Your Youth! Let
Electricity do all that

hard work for you.

the

new

electric honors, yea

DOWN and

feed in the

clothe*. Their tim. even pressure
gives a smoothness and finish yea
cannot get by band
the

work

—

and they do

in haH the thnel

ELECTRICAL
ASSOCIATES
OF HOLLAND
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
THE JOHN GOOD CO.
MASS FURNITURE CO.
JAS. A.

IN

BROUWER

CO.

DE VRIES & DORNBOS
WHITE BROS. ELECTRIC CO.
KNOLL PLUMBING AND HEATING
DEFOUW ELECTRIC CO.

COOPERATION WITH THE BOARD OF PUBLIC

WORKS

HIM

Wm

*

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

LOCAL NEWS
Mn. Wm. Ver Meulen of

TO SIGN UNDER

Wednesday here visitber children,Mr. and Mrs. S.
at their home on South
_ street and her sister, Mrs.
De Vries, at her home on West
‘ avenue.— Zeeland Record.

A. H. Stegenga said Friday that
approximately2,500 farmers in
Ottawa and Allegan counties are

Mr. and Mrs. George Glupker
end daughters of Holland, also Mr.
Mrs. John Westveld and Mr.
Mrs. Alva Hoover and daughter, MargaretAnn, were guests of
.Mr. and Mrs. John Bast, Fenn. Thursday evening celebrating
,
latter’s birthday anniversary.
— Fennville Herald.

—

Miss Bernice Wilson of Holland,
former Allegan resident, was in

ST.

OLAF LUTHERAN CHOIR

The St. Olaf cboir, scheduled to
appear in concert here April 16th
at the Hope MemorialChapel probably is the only musical group of
its kind which travels from one
end of the country to the other

Allegan Saturday evening to attend the annual banquet of the
local B. 4 P. W. club.
Holland may be included as a
?pping place on a yacht cruise
this summer which is being spon-

each year in special railroad cars.
•ored by the Great l^akes Yachting
Because the famous choir apassociation.The cruise will follow
pears only in large centers, speed
the route of the annual Chicago of transportationas well as comto Mackinaw race. All the craft, fort is a major factor in its tours.
eng local boats, will gather in
During the 25 years of its existckinaw bay for regatta. Yacht- ance as a national figure in the
reached a new high in interest musical world, the choir probably
on the Great Lakes during 1935, has traveled 85,000 miles in railmore boats having been sold here road coaches,and its veteran manlast year than in any other area ager, Paul G. Schmidt, has coverin the United States,according to ed the distance at least twice.
“ovenunent figures.
During that time the choir has
Dr. Wynand Wichers, president given 800 concerts lin hundreds
of Hope college, will be the guest of cities,includingNew York, Baltiker at the annual banquet of imore, Philadelphia,Boston, Miami,

TRAIN PUPILS FOR JOBS
IN DOWAGIAC

A partial revival of the old
apprenticeshipplan, designed to do
away with a portion of the severe
indictment against American education, is about to be instituted in
Dowagiac schools. Steps have been
taken to form an instruction course
to train pupils for jobs. The next
steps in the classes will be outlining of subjectmatter to be studied
and the formation of "out of
school, on school time, trade training” projects.

speak on “Issues in the Present Housten, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Salt Lake City, MinneEuropean Situation."
apolis, St. Paul and scores of other
t Harold Den Besten, student at leading American cities.
Christian high school,has disconOn the occasion of the choir’s
tinued his studies here and is leav- first American tour in 1920 and
ing the early part of this week for again in 1922, the public and critNorth Dakota where he will make ics of America’sleading newspahis home.
pers were astounded by the exGary De Witt of Western Theo cellence of the now famous organlogical seminary underwent an ization.

F- Van Langen, E. 12th st., has
‘Uued to his home after spend-

Mus

[ Mn.

George Aye was in Chicago
for two weeks visiting her father
ill.

I

<*«Tit Wierda, E. 18th st, had
his guests for a few weeks,
Gerrit Dykstra and son Donald, of East Martin.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Haar,
10th St, have moved to
1 W. 10th St
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest De
on March 16, at Mercy hos_ , Benton Harbor, a daughter.
De Fouw is the former FlorZylman, daughter of William
and Mr. De Fouw, is the
at Mr. and Mrs. C. De Fouw of
Holland.

Miss Alma Koertje, city nurse
speak this afternoon at a meetof the Woman’s Christian
ace Union at the home of
Kate Veneklasen, 322 River
Ave.
Jack Knoll, John Ver Schure and
ohn Westenbroekattended a conLion in Cleveland,Ohio Tuesday

Wednesday.
Jacob Jacobs. 205 E. Ninth St.
injured Monday afternoon
when his right hand was crushed
In a machine in a local factory.
He was rushed to Holland hospital
where his thumb was amputated.
)me Corner Sunday
___
__ will hold a regular
meeting tonight at the home of
Mn. C. Tirrell, 182 E. Eighth St.
At a meeting of the board of
and fire commissioners held
__ §y evening it was decidedthat
_

load police station including

jail

FIRST

DOESNT

day, except Sunday, the young musicians gather in their Gothic stone
music building for an arduous rehearsal.
Fundamentals, attacks,releases,
breathingand intonation are stsessed. Choir members must be able to
sing perfectlyin tune, for the St.
Olaf Choir is an a cappela organization.
The unanimous opinion of distinguished critics is that the St.
Olaf Choir reaches heights of real

The name of Dr. F.

STOP

the services Sunday evening.

The Circle of Cheer Sunday
School class of whoch Mrs. Geo.

He

OF THE YEAR

it

was for

this youth

that the revolutionof Russia sent
Leopold Auer to America, Subsequently Auer became his instructor.

freshments were served. Those
present were Ruth Nieusma,Carieen Stroop, Jean Harthorn, Edna
Van Der Bie, Louis Van Dyke, Martha Stoop, Halbert Elfennk, John
Harthorn, Elaine Van Der Bie, Ivan James VanLente, Benjamin Bow-

-

dent of the Blue Key honorary society, presented to President Wich-

o

-

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Brandsen
and Mr. and Mrs. August Hort and
daughter Joyce from Portland vis-

the collegeduring chapel exercises
this morning.

takjbman

in

Holland

handle the nationally Known Line ol

Harvard Clothes
— Do wc have Sport Backs?

PLENTY OF THEM!
— An assortment

DEPARTMENT
Routing and

Ten

Cate,

local

clothiers,have added a new departmentto their haberdashery in
the way of ready-to-wear mens
clothing including suits and topcoats. A separate departmentof
the store has been set aside to
take care of this exclusively. They

have

introducedthe nationally
known Harvard brand, known for
Its snappv stylish appearance and
individualRv. They have also added a lounging room in the rear of
the emporiem for the onvenience
of shoppers.

WINDOWS

LOADS OF THEM!
the beauty of
to pick

it is, there is

Washed by expierenced
Washers
plenty

WILBUR

KOUW

Phone 3074

from at

Curiously enough he chose South
America for his first field where he

$27.50

and

$28.50

and that includes

2
Read

Come

it

PANTS

Again—

Student Garry De Witt who underwent an operation at the Zee-

was called “the wonder boy" by land Hospital recently is so well
critical audiences. His scrap book improved that he is expected to
gives evidence of his success in return to the home of his parents
Rev. and Mrs. P. D. Van Vllet this
foreign lands. After touring other week
countriesthan his own he made his
Mr. and Mrs. William Overbeek
American debut in 1924. Since then and family from Holland visited st
he has not left the land of his the home of Mr. and Mn. James
Knoll Sunday evening.
nativity. Farbman enjoys playMn. John Wedeveen visitedat
ing for colleges and universities the home of Mn. Harry Vander
particularly,perhaps because he Zwaag Thursday aftarnoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Dyke from
missed the campus life that charHolland called at the home of Mr.
acterizeshigher education.
and Mn. Franklin Veldheer Sun-

symphony orchestras,Boston, Cincinnati, Detroit and Minneapolis,
have acclaimed his fiddlisticability

SUNDAY DINNER

possible.

R. J. McLaughlinof the Detroit
News says of him, “There is no

By ANN

PACK

!»!
X

that meat prices are lover
than they have been in n year. Beet
ly favored mortals fashioned by valuta are to he found in beef and
veal with lamb in third
J
Providence in the image of a great
I|g prieee are now lever than they
wen laet year at thie time sad can
violinist.”
be need freely for both catlny end
Annua] Feature
cooking.Butter, toe, la toneidarably
The concert serves as a climax cheaper.
Tide is both spinach veek sad bread
to the choral union series. The veek and both are excellent nines.
board of directors, headed by Pro- Asparagusis more plentifuland lower
fessor Clarence Kleis, hopes to pre- la prise. Pineappleend atravberriee
are alee coming into their eeasons.

doubt that he

is

one of those divine-

in

tomorrow and

take a peek at

'

_

_

programs next year.

Buehler’s
them!

GRAND

&

Ten Cate

'•Smart Apparel for

Wot

sent Holland with more of these

2 PatltS

8th Street

Men
Holland

37°

FULL-BODIED

RICH AND

BORAX

2

«c

VIGOROUS AND iWDTKV

CONDOR
^ Me
VACUUM PACKED U"
Gold Medal Flour

,4«l.09

Whcatias ISS&r

2

Bisquick !m-"

,k,t 21c

'£• 29c

fk«-

Softasilk Cake Flour

25c

pk«.

Naptha Soap

10 b*r, 41c

Lux or Lifebuoy Soap

6 “k~ 3rc

Fels

Soap

Chips

B»Ib.

Tuk

E*”

2

25c

Cream or Brick

Cheese

lb.

19c

5-lb.

Sannyfiald

Pancake Flour

19c

bax

A

Pet or Carnation Milk

t*11

* cam 29c

A

Finoat

Pink Salmon

tall

*

Alaska

<jt jar

27c

2-lb.

Sultana

Peanut Butter

21c

can*

Rajah

Salad Dressing

23c

Ur
larre

Ann Pago

Ketchup

10c

bottla
larga

Rinso

oka.

19c

3

lb*.

25c

12

roll

29c

20-30 Sisa

Prunes

Pacific Toilet Tissue

Q

Borden's Chateau Cheese

Drano

or

H

lb
pkt.

*

19c
lb. loaf

Je||0

All Flarora

boxas

25c

J

Pbfs.

17c

qt

Iona Salad Dressing
Kraft's Cheese

B Variation

jar

A

tt-lb.

31

pkjr*.

23c
33c

5-lb.

Blue Label

Karo Syrup

6c

£

Birdseye Matches

29c

tin

quart

Ammonia

A & P

33c

Sani-Flush

Grandmother's Bread

Campbell's Soup

10c

bottla

Except
Chicken

Macaroni or Spaghetti
Baby

29c

box

Scoco or Sanco

3

tans

25c

4

ibs.

25c

3

tans

25c

2

lbs.

25c

Foods ^,7

Chocolate Star Cookies

Brown Sugar

lb.

5c

Bulk Rica

b.

Roll Butter

33c

Sugar

10

Bulk Beet

Get a Cut from

5c

49c

a Good One!

BEEF to boil£ermca\
BEEF RoastS? ,b

He

has

had noteworthycooperation from
his various committees who have
Low Cost Dinner
worked unceasingly to make the
Stuffed Meet Loaf
Meshed Potatoes ButteredBeet*
project a success.
Breed end Butter
With the same kind of spirit anTepi oca Cream
Tea or
Milk
other year of effort will do much
Medina Cost Dinner
to further the idea] which the late
Roast Stuffed Lamb
ProfessorW. Curtis Snow fos-

Fat

Pork

PORK
PURE

Studentsof the college can do

much to encourage Ihe

(growth

of this embryo enthusiasm for music attending the concerts and publicising the idea whenever poe-

Poa

Soup

Crootons

Boast Beef New Potatoes
Cauliflower an Gratia
Grapefruit Sslad
Rolls and
Strawberry Cream Pie
Coffee

Butter

'

1% SALES
!

14c
13c

»> 21c

LARD 2
Pollock 2

Pure Pork Sausage
v_*

Very SpecialDinner

STEAK

Fillets of

Coffoo

ly.

ib.

10c

Fresh Ground Beefxlb..25c

Browned Potatoes Spinach with Oaten
tered, that of placing Holland and
Breed end Butter
Chocolate SouflM
Hope college on the map, musicalTea or
Milk

OPENING

2

RED CIRCLE

as nearly perfect as is humanly

Coffee

Houtiog
19

Watch

b

PH1CKD

place.

/j

HUD AMD MELLOW

SPECIALLY

Bartels.

His concerts have been applaud- day.
ed from coast to coast. Important

Have Your Second Story

of Patterns?

‘i'ij&’SS'’

OLIVE CENTER

ers a blue-framed picture of the
late W. Curtis Snow as a gift to

LOCAL FIRM ADDS NEW

EIGHT
O'CLOCK
COFFEE

IN

Mischa Elman, Jascha Heifitz and
Zimbalistare other proteges of the master, Randall Stroop, Merle Van
Den Berg and Martha Van Dyke.
John Vander Meulen Jr., presi-

-

TO TRY

A

ship as supervisor at the Republisepoke on “Prayer and Fertilican caucus against Gerrit Boltzer". Luke 13:8
iema, a progressive elected last
year. 8he is the first woman superYoung: American The Communionservice will be
held a week from next Sunday.
visor to be nominated in Ottawa
Violinist Appears
Mr. James Nettinga spoke at
County.
the meeting of the Ladies MissionShe lost the nomination two years
Here Wed.
ary society held last week Thursago by 13 votes but superstitution
day at the church. He told of his
didn’t bother her. She was postHarry Farbman, young Ameri- work among the Kentucky mounmistress of Spring Lake from 1918
can violinUt, will bring to a close taineers.
to 1930.
Rev. John A. Roggen, pastor of
a successful series of concerts presented by the Holland choral un- the First Reformedchurch of HamTHE CITIZENS CAUCUS
ilton, is to occupy the local pulion next Wednesday evening in the
NAMES OFFICERS
pit next Sunday evening in exchapel.
change with the pastor. He will
At the Citizens’ Caucus held at
This is not Mr. Farbman’s first preach on the subject, “God’s ApZeeland Township Hall the followvisit to Holland. He has met with peal to Youth."
ing candidateswere placed in nomiMr. and Mrs. Albert Timmer
nation to be voted upon at the enthusiasticaudiences here before, Jr. entertained with a birthday
spring election.Supervisor.Henry so he will probably expect a similar party for their daughter, Helen
Ohlman; clerk, Martin D. Wyngar- response this time.
Mary, Tuesday evening, March 10
den; treasurer,Arthur Bredeweg;
th. Games were played and reStudent of Auer
highway commissioner, Thomas P.

-

<7//

Mr. John Nieusma, student at
the local seminary, took part in

ited relatives in this vicinity over
the week end.
Mrs. Franklin Veldheer gave a
Blue Key will hold a party at
shower at her home in honor of
the Pantlind Hotel in Grand RapMrs. Jerrv Bosch, nee Sins Veldids Friday, March 27. Dr. Wichers
heer, Wednesday afttemoon. Games were played for which prizes
cells, be painted and redecora'ld. age at the parsonage.It was fur- is to be the honored guest.
were awarded and a two course
Marking of streets for trafficwill ther decided to hold all week-day Plans are also under way to atlunch was served. Those present
also be done as soon as the weather services in the English language
tend the Grand Rapids Symphony
were Mrs. E. Schilleman, Mrs. J.
is suitable. Painting of the police which heretofore were a1ternatl>
Kraii, Mrs. A. Kraii, Msr. H. Niestation and marking of the streets Dutch and English.The only Dutch concert the same night.
boer, Mrs. T. Kraii, Mrs. C. Prins,
— owill be done by William Steketee, servicesnow are held Sunday afMrs. C. Parker and daughter Daisy
regularly employed by the depart- ternoons.
Ottawa Countv has obtained the
Mrs. J. Veldheer, Mrs. T. Veldheer,
ment for that work.
service of the MichiganTubercuMr. and Mrs. Albert Kuiper who
Mrs. Lester Veldheer and daughter
At a congregational meeting of celebrated their wedding anniver- losis Associationto conduct a three
Elaine, Mrs. H. Timmer, sons Lloyd
Sixteenth Street Christian Re- sary were honored at a surprise day X-ray clinic, to be held on
and Kenneth, Mrs. Jerry Bosch,
March 23 and 24 and 25. The
formed church, held Monday even- party at their home in Jenison. clinics will be held in Holland, at
Miss Leona Veldheer and Mrs.
Franklin Veldheer and daughter
ing, plans were made to redecorate Those attendingwere Mr. and Mrs. the Citv Hall on Monday and TuesWilliam Strabbling,Mr. and Mrs.
Krystal. A fine time was enjoyed
and make minor improvementsin John Reimink, Mr. and Mrs. Al- day, March 23 and 24 from 8:30
by all.
violinist
A- M. to 5:00 P. M., and at the
the church auditorium. Plans were bert Lugers and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
John Zimonic spent Sunday at
office of the Health Department
also made to erect a two stall gar- De Pree.
at the Court House on Wednes- great master. So rapidlydid Farb- the home of his parents Mr. and
day, March 25. It is expected man advance under his famous Mrs. Steve Zimonic.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knoll spent
that about 300 X-rays will be
taken. Apjlointments to attend teacher that he won the old mas- Wednesday evening at the home
the clinic have been sent out by ters’ Chicago scholarship in 1923 of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
No school was held Wednesday,
the Health Department. Any fur- and was able to launch on his carit being prayer day.
tfcer information regarding this
eer when he was eighteen,the age
Mrs. Ben Jacobsen and daughter
service may be obtained from the
Health Department, Grand Haven. at which the average student be- Hattie spent Friday at the home
gins college.
of their parents Mr. and Mrs. Ben
o

we have been selected the store

And

CENTRAL PARK

Warm Friend Tavern. Axel Chris- Edward Heneveld was the
tianson of Chicago gave a humor- leader in charge of the senous entertainmentof deaption, ior C. E. meeting last Sunday
wit, pianologuesand humorous night.
spoke on Putting
stories. Mr. Christiansontook the Purpose into Life.”
large
part of a monocled gentleman who number took part In the lively
called himself Count Anton Carl- discussion after the talk by the
son of Copenhagen.After the meal leader.
the “Count" gave a half-hour adAnn Jane Van Dyke was in
dress on his impressions of ______
Ameri Grand Rapids Friday evening atcan business sports
rts and customs
custom^ tending the concert at the CivU
in a richly convincingScandinavian auditorium.
The Boosters Sunday School
dialect. He also compensatedthe
women for the impersonation by a class met Tuesday evening st ths
clever series of piano numbers, home of Mrs. H. W. Heimink at
Park. Mrs.
pianologues and humorous imper- Virginia
*>i¥uu«rara.
mrs. Chris De Witt
' isisted the Lhostess,
_______
sonations. Van Mape, president wriated^the
The Willing Workers Aid Sociof the club, presided as toastmasety will meet Thursday afternoon
ter.
in the church parlors. Mrs. John
Harthorn and Mrs. William Appledom will be the hostesses. Group
No. 3 of which Mrs. G. E. Heneveld
is the chairman, will be in charge
of the baked goods sales to be held
at this meeting.
The Prayer Day service held in
the local church last Wednesday
was well attended. The pastor

Fortunate

Bartels.

Martin J. De Haan, who has

FINAL CONCERT

Vanden Bosch; justice of the peace,
Albert Boer; member of board of
review, Lawrence W. De Vries,
constables, Joe Zwiers, Ward Keppel, Gerald Meengs and Marinus
De Kleine.

A professor from the Calvin college in Grand Rapids will conduct
the services at the church Sundsy.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rowhorstand
family spent Friday evening at the
home ox their mother Mrs. Gerrit

spent several weeks on a pleasure
trip in Florida, has returned to his
home in Zeeland.

Famed

Melius
curricular.
Christiansen in musical circles has
Every year Dr. Christiansenun- become something more than a
dertakes the process of selecting name, it is an inspiration; for from
new mateial for his choir. What this highly gifted teacher of the
principle he adopts nobody knows. St. Olaf Choir, from a small colThe voices are not outstanding, lege in Northfield,Minnesota, has
but they fit together into that mag- passed an influencethat in extent
nificent whole that has made the is bounded only by the borders of
SL Olaf Lutheran Choir the won- this country. Quietly working his
der of a continent.
way into the minds of his students
The St. Olaf Lutheran Choir is a few years ago, this teacher has
composed of sixty voices and no turned no small number of them in
member is of greater importance the directionof his own idealism.
than the fellow singer with whom
The result is that the fine work
he rubs his shoulders. There are which Dr. Christiansen has done
incidentalsolos by sopranos, con- at St. Olaf College has been extraltos, tenors, and bassos. But tended far and wide through the
none of the voices are featured. young men and women who have
This policy is one upon which Dr. receivedtheir inspirationfrom him
F. Milius Christiansen insists. For and who, after graduation from
he says that his objectiverequires college, have accepted school or
the submerging of the individual chcrch positions in various parts
into the group.
of the country,where they are now
“Soloists ruin choirs" he com- conducting choruses and choirs.
ments tersly. "Pure intonationand
Not only through his own formpersonality are what I require of er students, however, has the inmy members. Sometimes I have fluence of this gifted director gone
to substitute a singer with less abroad. Many a choir has found
training for a beautiful voice be- 'Dr. Christiansen an able coi(
cause the latter cannot fit into seller and inspiringfriend.

their daugh-

view road.

At a meeting of the wives and E. Heneveld is the teachet held
members of the Holland Rotary
its regular meeting in the church
club held Thursday night in the

PRESENTED

SUPERVISOR
AT 13 VOTES

home of

ter and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Jacobsen Tuesday afternoon.

NEWS

FARBMAN TO BE

-

called at the

highway department that spring
Cooperavillespent Sunday at the
load restrictionswere put into
effect on all state trunklinesin the home of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
lower peninsula at 6 a.m. yester- WHliam Veneberg.
day and on all roads in upper penMrs. Harry Vinkemulder who
insula at 6 a.m. today.
hw been confined at the Zeeland
Hospital for some time has returned to her home Friday.
ZEELAND
Mrs. G. Bartels who has spent
the winter months st the home of
Nelson Vande Luyster of Ann
Arbor spent the week-endat the
home of his parents,Mr. and Mrs.
J. Vande Luyster on North Fair^

_

Mrs. Mary E. Anderson was
nominated in Spring Lake Town-

sublimity.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
to

-WOMAN
o

DR. CHRI8TAIN8EN

Here's the Story-that

(Saugatuck CommercialRecord)

“But, little mother,” he expostulates, “why do you grumble? If
you were in Soviet Russia you’d
never get any butter.”
“What!” exclaims the elderly
hausfrau. “Have the Nazis come to
power there, too?”
This is consideredone of the best
shortage anecdotes.

Clarence KsmDhuU from Marion her childrenin Holland has returned to her home here Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bartels

is ris ting relativesin this vicinOttawa couniy road officials ity this week.
were notifiedtoday by the state
John Vencfcerg and friendsfrom

o-

TraverseCity Women’s club Washington.Chicago, Detroit,
their husbands and friendsFri- Cleveland, Toledo, Pittsburgh, St.
7, March 20. Dr. Wichers will Louis, Kansas City, New Orleans,

All critics and music leaders deoperation for appendicitis.
Fred Feyen, Central ave., is re- clare that the St. Olaf Choir is
ported in an improved condition one of the two or three finest
choirs in the world. New York
after undergoing an operation.
A. Streur of West 27th st., is criticsrepeatedly have hailed it
still confined to his home recover- as the greatest choir in the world.
The astounding organizationhas
ing from injuriessustained in an
made the little city of Northfield.
Occidentsome time ago.
Minnesota, the literal Oberammer, Mn. Henry Schaap is spending gau of America.
*tf«w days in Grand Rapids where
The choir in its many appearla visiting her daughter.
ances throut the world has sung
Louis J. Vanderburg, postmaster, to packed houses in every metroMonday that the local politan city in America.
----- has received an allotDr. Christiansen’sChoir is com—siv of Texas Centennial and spe- posed of young men and women
cial airmail deUvery stamps. The attending college. Their main in•tamps are colorfuland are terestsare the studies of the reb sought after by stamp col- gular college course, and their
lectors.
membership in the Choir is extra-

DONT OVERLOAD TRUCK

BEING OPENED UP

The Grace ConstructionCompany
expected to sign for participationis working on the relocation of
under the REA. About 800 miles US31 norm of town just east of
of electric lines are to be installed the East Shore garage. The new
in the two counties. March 20 is road will connect with the present
the final date for those who are road at the beginning of the curve
at the Stellema place, going
desirous of signing.
A gathering of all participants through the peach orchard1 and
in the project will be held in Hol- crossing the East Saugi
land at a future date at which west of the brick house.
time a representativeof the stage
The crew of men are woridng on
or national REA administration the Saugatuckbathing beach road
wil speak.
and arc pushing this work as fast
1
as possible so the oval and the road
our schema of things."
BUTTER SHORTAGE
will be ready for use during the
It is the team work in this orJOKE IN GERMANY coming resort season.They are now
ganization that has made it what
making the cut through the hogit isj a marvel in choral ensemble
The butter shortage in Germany back just up from the beach, transsinging.
is producing many a grumble; also
fering the sand into the fill on the
Today this man, F. Melius many a joke. Sample:
right of way and through the low
Christiansen,is known to lovers
White-hairedgrandmother,an- piece of ground between the hogof choral art the world over.
noyed when shopkeeper tells her •back and the old road.
Dr. Christiansen insists that the “no butter today, ’’ querulously
secret of his success is hard work. complains she is sick and tired of
And the most rapid enthusiasts this shortage and doesn’tcare who ROTARIONS ENTERTAIN WITH
will surely agree that this factor knows it. Brown-shirtedstorm
"LADIES’ NIGHT”
has something to do with it. Every trooper overhears her.

'

who was

R. E. A.

Hol-

. »P«nt

a year at a sanitorium in

'

LARGE NUMBER EXPECTED VARIOUS ROAD PROJECTS

V

n*.

25c

ib

15c

FOOD STOIO

TAX

S

WE CASH WPA CHECKS

Kata Smith "Coffaa Tima”
7:30 P. M., Tuasday, Wadnaaday.Tkuraday

' Lis taw to

WMAQ,

25c

